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Abstract

Upper limb paresis is a common problem for survivors of stroke, impeding their ability

to live independently, and rehabilitation interventions to reduce impairment are highly

sought after. The use of audio-based interventions, such as movement sonification,

may improve rehabilitation outcomes in this application, however, they are relatively

unexplored considering the potential that audio feedback has to enhance motor skill

learning. Movement sonification is the process of converting movement associated data

to the auditory domain and is touted to be a feasible and effective method for stroke

survivors to obtain real-time audio feedback of their movements.

To generate real-time audio feedback through movement sonification, a system is

required to capture movements, process data, extract the physical domain of interest,

convert to the auditory domain, and emit the generated audio. A commercial system

that performs this process for gross upper limb movements is currently unavailable,

therefore, system creation is required.

To begin this process, a mapping review of movement sonification systems in the

literature was completed. System components in the literature were identified, keyword

coded, and grouped, to provide an overview of the components used within these

systems. From these results, choices for components of new movement sonification

systems were made based on the popularity and applicability, to create two movement

sonification systems, one termed ‘Soniccup’, which uses an Inertial Measurement Unit,

and the other termed ‘KinectSon’ which uses an Azure Kinect camera. Both systems

were setup to translate position estimates into audio pitch, as an output of the

sonification process.
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Both systems were subsequently used in a comparison study with a Vicon Nexus

system to establish similarity of positional shape, and therefore establish audio

output similarity. The results indicate that the Soniccup produced positional shape

representative of the movement performed, for movements of duration under one

second, but performance degraded as the movement duration increased. In addition,

the Soniccup produced these results with a system latency of approximately 230 ms,

which is beyond the limit of real-time perception. The KinectSon system was found

to produce similar positional shape to the Vicon Nexus system for all movements, and

obtained these results with a system latency of approximately 67 ms, which is within

the limit of real-time perception. As such, the KinectSon system has been evaluated

as a good candidate for generating real-time audio feedback, however further testing is

required to identify suitability of the generated audio feedback.

To evaluate the feedback, as part of usability testing, the KinectSon system was used

in an agency study. Volunteers with and without upper-limb impairment performed

reaching movements whilst using the KinectSon system, and reported the perceived

association of the sound generated with the movements performed. For three of the

four sonification conditions, a triangular wave pitch modulation component was added

to distort the sound. The participants in this study associated their movements with

the unmodulated sonification condition stronger than they did with the modulated

sonification conditions, indicating that stroke survivors are able to use the KinectSon

system and obtain a sense of agency whilst using the system.

The thesis concludes with a discussion of the findings of the contributing chapters of

this thesis, along with the implications, limitations, and identified future work, within

the context of creating a suitable real-time movement sonification system for a large

scale study involving an upper limb rehabilitation intervention.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Stroke occurs as a consequence of blood not reaching the brain through blockage

(ischaemic) or when a blood vessel ruptures and blood accumulates, compressing the

surrounding brain tissue (haemorrhagic). Statistics report that stroke is the second

leading cause of death worldwide [3], and a leading killer in the United Kingdom

(UK) [4]. It is estimated that at least 100,000 people per year in the UK will have

a stroke [4], and the average age for men and women to have a stroke is 72 and

77 [5], respectively. The development of stroke treatments along with improvements

to hyperacute and acute care have led to a reported decrease in stroke mortality from

2007 to 2017 [6], and an increase in stroke survival rates past three years of incident [7].

Current estimates of stroke survivor numbers in the UK are 1.3 million [4] and are

expected to increase due to improving stroke survival rates and increase in population.

The ramifications for many of those who survive stroke is disability. This is shown

worldwide with an estimated prevalence of 86 million people with an estimated 18

Years of Life Lived with Disability (YLD) as a consequence of stroke, where one YLD

is a time-based measure that represents the loss of the equivalent of one year of healthy

life due to disability [8].

The growing number of stroke survivors with disability in the UK is putting a

substantial burden on the UK economy, as shown by Patel et al. [9] with a reported

estimate of £25.6 billion attributed in UK per year, consisting of £5.3 billion assigned

to incident stroke costs and £20.6 billion for prevalent stroke costs, which is an average

1



Chapter 1. Introduction

cost of £45,409 per person in the first 12 months and £24,778 in subsequent years. In

all cases, informal care costs contribute the most to these figures. The same authors

project that the cost of stroke will increase to £43 billion in 2025 and £75 billion in

2035, with key reasons stated as: prediction that the number of ‘older’ people will

increase substantially; that care for those people is highly labour intensive, therefore,

increasing the prevalent stroke cost; that it is expected that stroke survival rates will

improve. Reducing the demand for all forms of care by creating and using a cost-

effective rehabilitation pathway toward independent living would effectively reduce the

annual societal cost of stroke. One of the most common persisting impairments of

stroke is contralateral upper limb weakness as seen in 40% of stroke survivors [10]. This

weakness and paralysis results in impaired movement co-ordination patterns, which at

a minimum, increases the difficulty of completing Activities of Daily Living (ADL).

ADL are tasks that are essential for living independently, and if an individual cannot

complete those activities, then a level of care is required to aid in completing those

tasks. Therefore, a cost-effective rehabilitation pathway for upper limb weakness is

highly sought after.

1.1 Rehabilitation

For stroke survivors with upper limb impairment, rehabilitation aims to improve ADL

functionality. The importance of addressing upper limb impairment is underlined

through a priority setting investigation completed through the James Lind Alliance

in 2021 [11], looking into long-term care and rehabilitation with one of the priority

questions stating “What interventions improve arm function after stroke and when

should they be provided?”. This is further underlined in an earlier priority setting

investigation in 2012 with stroke survivors, caregivers and healthcare professionals,

based in Scotland, with a resulting priority question stating “What are the best

treatments for arm recovery and function, including visual feedback, virtual reality,

bilateral training, repetitive task training, imagery or mental practise, splinting,

electromechanical and robot-assisted arm training, and botulinum toxin?”, reported

through Pollock et al. [12].
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Current recommendations to rehabilitate paretic upper limb functionality consist

of intensive, repetitive, task-oriented use for at least three hours, five days a week, as

recommended by the National Clinical Guideline for Stroke [13]. Ideally, this would

lead to the impaired arm being used more often, and as such, the muscles associated

with the movements would become stronger, making future attempts at actions easier,

leading to greater motivation to perform movements with the arm in the future. To

augment movement practise, therapists can provide treatments to improve functional

outcomes of upper limb movement practice. The type of treatment incorporated is

typically dependent on the utility of the impaired arm. Stockley et al. [14] surveyed UK

therapists in 2018, asking about the types of treatments used for upper limb after stroke,

with results reporting 30 types used for those with mild paresis, 25 types used for those

with moderate paresis, and 16 types for those with severe paresis. Traditional examples

of treatments used include Constraint-Induced Movement Therapy (CIMT), Graded

Repetitive Arm Supplementary Program (GRASP) and Mirror Therapy. However,

these treatments require trained personnel to operate the intervention effectively,

and based on the estimates of health professionals that can provide rehabilitation

services per country (and therefore, providing an indicator of the level of rehabilitation

provision), evidence suggests that there are not enough therapists to meet the need

for rehabilitation [15]. Consequently many people with disability, due to stroke or

otherwise, are unable to access the rehabilitation services local to them. Developing

treatments, that could be self-administered and therefore, enable individuals to access

rehabilitation proactively would reduce the disparity between demand and supply of

rehabilitation treatments. An example is through the use of Virtual Reality (VR) which

is becoming more prevalent in research [16]. However, traditional treatments for upper

limb movements are more commonly used due to the associated studies showing positive

effects.

Constraint-Induced Movement Therapy

From the perspective of stroke survivors, added difficulty of performing tasks with the

impaired arm can lead to ‘learned non-use’ [17], a common phenomenon where due to
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the increased difficulty of performing actions with the impaired arm, and as a result of

unsuccessful attempts, creates a downwards spiral with suppressed use of the impaired

arm, leading to the arm becoming less active and weaker as a consequence, making

future movements more difficult [17]. Eventually this spiral leads to the stroke survivor

learning to not use the arm [18]. To counter condition learned non-use behaviour,

researchers have developed interventions to coerce stroke survivors to use their impaired

upper limb [19]. One of the popularly used interventions is known as CIMT and involves

constraining the less-affected upper limb with a mitt for 90% of waking hours, referred

to as ‘forced use’, whilst also including a package of activities that involves repetitive

use of the more-affected upper limb to perform task-oriented training. Evidence from

a clinical trial shows that stroke survivors at chronic phases of recovery who undergo

a two week programme of CIMT consisting of six hours per day, five days per week,

as opposed to ‘usual and customary care’, obtain clinically significant improvements in

their upper limb motor function (as determined by Wolf Motor Function Test (WMFT)

scores) with persisting improvements, in comparison to stroke survivor controls [20].

As a result of the above work and further research validating the efficacy, CIMT

is considered an effective intervention in physical therapy to improve upper limb

paresis [21]. Questions remain on how best to utilise this intervention, and what the

underlying mechanisms leading to improvement are. As such researchers have developed

and tested variations of the intervention, labelled as ‘modified CIMT’, altering

intervention variables such as dosage duration per session, amount of sessions per

week, and amount of weeks set, with multiple small Randomised Control Trials (RCTs)

conducted for these variations. Kwakkel et al. [22] published a meta-analysis of these

variations, with results of the analysis highlighting no significant differences between

types of CIMT procedure, dosage contrast, or timing of intervention post-stroke, as such

concluding that important components of this intervention are procedures involving

shaping, repetition and, instructions to adapt behaviour. As established, the use of this

intervention results in the improvement of upper limb motor function, as evaluated by

improvement in functional assessment score, however, these improvements are argued

to come more from the increased contribution of compensatory movements, and less
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from recovery [23], which may explain the lack of reported improvements in ability to

manage ADL [24].

Graded Repetitive Arm Supplementary Program

GRASP is a collective of movement activities that aim to prevent learned non-use

and improve functionality in the paretic upper limb [25]. The protocol is split into

three exercise levels to accommodate difference in impairment and involves, arm and

hand strengthening, range of motion training, gross motor skill training and, fine motor

skill training [26]. The most recent study reported that for a study in a ‘real-world’

setting, after one hour per day worth of GRASP exercises for 10 weeks, significant

improvements in Fugl-Meyer Assessment for Upper Extremity (FMA-UE) scores were

found when compared to baseline measures [27].

Mirror Therapy

A visual stimulation intervention using a mirror placed perpendicular to the chest of the

performer, known as mirror therapy, has been well researched as an effective method of

improving motor function, reducing impairment, and improving ADL capability [28].

The crux of this intervention is the visual illusion that the more-affected arm, hidden

behind the mirror, is able to move and perform tasks as well as the less-affected arm

that actually performs the movements.

Virtual Reality

Virtual Reality (VR) is a technology that allows users to interact with a virtual

environment enabling the user to access visual, audial, and haptic feedback while

interacting in this environment, as dependent on the associated interfaces integrated

into the environment. Although this technology is not considered traditional, the use of

VR has been used as a treatment approach in rehabilitation for a variety of conditions

include Parkinson’s Disease (PD) [29], cerebral palsy [30], and stroke rehabilitation [16].

The commercialised technology generally consists of a headset to provide the virtual

environment visually and audially, and handheld controllers to allow for interactivity
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as well as haptic feedback. These systems are considered to be highly immersive and

can provide an environment for stroke survivors to practice functional task-oriented

movement. The most recent Cochrane review investigating VR-based interventions [16]

reported that the use of VR, when compared to conventional therapy, showed a small

statistically significant benefit to ADL outcome, and when used as an adjunct to

conventional therapy showed a statistically significant moderate benefit to upper limb

function.

Summary

These treatments have been shown to be effective at improving upper limb movement

to some capacity. However, given the use of clinical assessments as a metric to evaluate

functional improvement in these studies, there is difficulty in identifying whether these

functional improvements are a result of restitution, or compensation. The inclusion of

a physiotherapist to address incoherent movement synergies, spasticity management,

and where appropriate introduce treatments through technology or otherwise, could be

done to promote restitution. One of the primary tools that a physiotherapist can use to

promote restitution is through providing feedback related to the performed movement.

1.1.1 Feedback

Motor skill learning at a behavioural level can be characterised through different

frameworks. A commonly used framework is the three phase Fitts and Posner

model [31]:

1. Cognitive stage: Early stages of learning movement, requiring high demand on

working memory, leading to rapid progression;

2. Associative stage: Demand on working memory diminishes, associations between

actions and stimuli improve, movement variability decreases;

3. Autonomous stage: Movements are performed with high consistency with low or

no demand on working memory.
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In this model, as motor skill learning progresses through stages 1-3 as described, certain

performer and performance characteristics evolve as a person becomes more adept at a

new movement. Improved competency in detecting and correcting errors are considered

to be highly valued properties of this evolution, and this is instigated by feedback.

There are two main types of feedback, intrinsic and extrinsic. Intrinsic feedback,

refers to sensory information obtained naturally during movement, such as information

from the visual and proprioceptive domains. Extrinsic feedback, refers to information

from external sources and are typically referred to as ‘augmented’, inferring to the

improved usefulness of that feedback. Extrinsic feedback can be further subdivided into

two types, knowledge of results and knowledge of performance. Knowledge of results

provides data or/and information relating to the outcome of an action. Knowledge of

performance provides content relating to the process of an action, and this can be

applied concurrently, or terminally. For a movement learner, appropriate feedback is a

major contributor to movement learning. A question therefore, is how best to provide

extrinsic feedback given a type of movement to be learnt. The accumulated feedback

from both types (intrinsic and extrinsic) would lead to improved effectiveness of skill

acquisition, in comparison to one type of feedback alone. Naturally, providing feedback

through knowledge of results has to be through terminal means, as an outcome is

required, whereas feedback through knowledge of performance could be done either

terminally or concurrently. In the case of providing verbal feedback based on complex

movements, the time taken to generate, communicate, and interpret feedback, would

result in a large temporal window between the performed movement and the associated

extrinsic feedback. As a result the performer is required to remember the movements

performed whilst interpreting extrinsic feedback to perform movement correction.

To reduce the temporal window between action and feedback, motion capture

systems can be used with an augmented display system to provide movement feedback

concurrently. As motion capture systems operate at frequencies much higher than

those of human movement, feedback can be generated concurrently to the movement.

Commonly these feedback displays are in the visual domain, for example via video

capture, which would provide detailed knowledge of performance type feedback through
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the visual domain through terminal means. However, providing feedback concurrently

may prove to be a more effective means of motor skill learning, especially early on in

the movement learning process [32]. Creating a concurrent feedback system through

the visual domain would be possible, however, many task-related activity practices

demand visual attention (for example object handling), as such displaying information

visually is likely to create a conflict in attention. Creating a concurrent display through

an alternative domain, such as through audio, could resolve this attentional conflict.

A common example of audio feedback is with musical instruments, where alterations

in actions results in audio changes to pitch, loudness, tempo, and timbre, all of which

can be identified simultaneously by listeners. Using an audio feedback system that is

concurrent could be of benefit for movement learning as studies have shown the positive

effects audio has on motivation [33] and body perception [34], and the negative effects

on sports performance that muted audio has [35]. For motor function, neuroscience

literature uses the term ‘audio-motor coupling’ as a hypothesis to explain the connection

between audio feedback and movement.

1.2 Audio-Motor Coupling

Audio-motor coupling refers to the neural coupling between the auditory cortex

and the motor cortex, resulting in an association between audio perception and motor

action, that has been observed in individuals after brief musical training [36]. The

auditory cortex is a network of areas that processes auditory information, and include

the primary auditory cortex and the secondary auditory cortex. The motor cortex

is a network of areas that plan, control, and execute volitional movement. Through

recent studies, audio has been shown to impact motor planning [37], and shown to be

a stimulus for error detection [38].

The neural mechanisms behind audio-motor coupling have been proposed in the

literature, through a recent review written by Damm et al. [39]. Auditory stimulus is

interpreted by the primary and secondary auditory cortex, which are the initial sites

for auditory-motor transformation, before continuing to the planum temporale. The
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planum temporale is situated in the parietal lobe, posterior to the auditory cortex, and

with regards to audio-motor coupling, is of interest for multiple reasons. Firstly, the

reported positive correlation of music training and activation response of the planum

temporale, an indication of improved competence in auditory processing [40]. Secondly,

the planum temporale connects to the dorsal premotor cortex [41], of which reported

activity appears to relate to spatial and temporal parameters of audio [42], implying

a functional role of disambiguating complex sounds. Lastly, the planum temporale

connects indirectly to the ventral premotor cortex via the parietal cortex, relating to the

role of sound categorisation [43], as noted by the activity to action-related sounds [44].

As the premotor cortex connects to the primary motor cortex, which is involved in

movement execution, indicates that audio could contribute prior and subsequently to

movement.

To generate audio-motor coupling, through providing movement feedback via an

auditory display, a technique named ‘sonification’ can be used. Sonification is the

translation of data into sound and has been used in a variety of applications to

display data (see Dubus et al. [45] for a review). Combining sonification and data

related to movement kinematics leads to the term ‘movement sonification’, providing

users with a type of audio feedback that represents movement. Movement sonification

has been proposed to generate audio-motor coupling [46] as theoretically, augmented

continuous information provided through sonification would lead to a richer and

more effective internal representation of movement [47], which would enhance online

error correction mechanisms [48]. As movement sonification is primarily translating

movement kinematics into an accessible form of audio feedback, the technology could

be used to provide an action observation platform between demonstrator and patient,

which would activate the mirror neuron system [49] and therefore, contribute to

movement planning and error identification during and subsequent to movement.

Furthermore, the use of movement sonification would produce congruent audiovisual

feedback [50], with reported enhanced action observation effects, as shown through

functional magnetic resonance imaging activation of various cortex areas including the

auditory and motor cortex [51]. To create movement sonification, a system is required
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to capture movement, translate the data into an auditory display, and subsequently

display that data. Operation of a movement sonification system can be achieved

independently by a patient without additional risk to safety, allowing for extended

periods of movement practice beyond conventional rehabilitation. However, acquisition

of a movement sonification system for movement rehabilitation are not commercially

available as of present (December 7, 2023), as such creation of a system is required. The

impact of an established audio-feedback system along with an established programme

backed through evidence to improve upper limb motor function would contribute to

improvements in ADL functionality, and therefore, reduce dependency on care.

1.3 Project Motivation and Content

The primary aim of this thesis is to initiate development of a real-time movement

sonification system that could be used by stroke survivors to create meaningful audio

feedback based on movements performed with their hemiparetic arm. To achieve this

aim the following list of objectives were formed:

• Review the systems used in projects in the literature;

• Identify component candidates for new systems;

• Create a real-time movement sonification system;

• Evaluate the extent that the output of the created system to the equivalent output

obtained from a gold-standard motion capture system;

• Validate if users with and without hemiparesis can associate their movements

with the system output, and therefore, use the system to receive movement-based

feedback;

The thesis reports on the creation of a real-time movement sonification system,

to be used by clinicians, therapists, and patients alike, that tracks movement of the

upper limb, and display a concurrent sound that represents the movement performed.

The system itself could be used individually or/and collaboratively with therapists, to
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identify differences in performed movement, and provide an enriched environment for

task-oriented movement practice. As part of the system, a Graphical User Interface

(GUI) accompanies the system to provide sonification options for users of the system,

allowing for various movement kinematics to be sonified, and for a variety of auditory

dimensions to be used as the auditory display.

Considering the commonality of arm impairment persisting into the chronic phase

of stroke recovery, and arm recovery stated as a desired priority area of research in

post-stroke life [12], provides a level of justification to develop a technology that would

be used as part of a rehabilitation intervention. As this technology is not available off-

the-shelf, the system would need to be created via the acquisition of a motion capture

technology, and the development of a platform to convert data into an auditory display.

The finalised system should be low-cost and accessible for the general public to be used

as a treatment/therapeutic tool for upper limb rehabilitation.

The thesis as presented commences work on creating a suitable real-time movement

sonification system. For this thesis, Chapter 2 details the different types of existing

auditory techniques reported in the literature, before elaborating on movement

sonification. Chapter 3 details a mapping review of the existing real-time movement

sonification systems, presenting an overview of the motion capture technologies used,

the sections of anatomy monitored, and the types of sonification configurations applied.

This chapter concludes with brief evaluations on the motion capture technologies

when considered as appropriate for upper limb motion capture, and comments on

the appropriateness of the sonification configurations. The remarks in this chapter

are brought forward to subsequent chapters. Chapter 4 displays the technology

development of two individual movement sonification systems, one that uses inertial

sensor technology and the other that uses markerless computer vision technology.

Positional estimates from these systems were compared to an industrial gold-standard

motion capture system as a method to evaluate movement sonification accuracy, of

which the system incorporating markerless computer vision was judged to be the

more accurate. This system was subsequently applied to investigate the usability

of the system as a Human-Computer Interface (HCI), through the process of an
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agency study, as described in Chapter 5. The background, methodology creation,

final methodology, results for both non-neurologically impaired participants and stroke

survivor participants are contained in this chapter. The thesis concludes with a

discussion of each contributing chapter, and a discussion of the work in context to

the creation of a large scale RCT study.

1.3.1 Research Contributions

The work presented in this thesis contributes to the movement sonification literature,

with the contributions as follows:

• A review of the created systems in the real-time movement sonification literature,

detailing the components used in the systems to track human movement, and the

sonification mappings used to create audio feedback;

• A novel position estimation system that uses acceleration from a single Inertial

Measurement Unit (IMU) sensor, with a push-to-make momentary switch, to

estimate position of the hand whilst performing reaching movements. This system

is used as part of a movement sonification system termed ‘Soniccup’ in this thesis;

• Creation of a real-time movement sonification system using the motion capture

capabilities of an Azure Kinect Camera and associated Body Tracking SDK to

sonify hand position. This system is termed ‘KinectSon’ in this thesis;

• A comparison study to evaluate the output from the Soniccup and KinectSon, to

the Vicon Nexus system which was assumed to be the ground truth;

• An agency study to evaluate acceptability of the KinectSon generated audio

feedback through reaching movements performed by volunteers with and without

upper limb impairment.
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Chapter 2

Review of Auditory Based

Interventions

This chapter reviews the current literature relating to auditory techniques used for

rehabilitation, provide a critical analysis of the research into movement sonification,

and states the starting point for the contributing chapters described in this thesis.

2.1 Rhythm and Music-Based Interventions

Audio interventions for motor rehabilitation range from the use of simple rhythmic cues

to multi-faceted musical components, and have been applied to various rehabilitation

interventions with those who have Parkinson’s Disease (PD), cerebral palsy, and

stroke [53]. A recent Cochrane review [54] concluded that audio interventions show

promising results but require high quality RCTs to evaluate efficacy. This section

provides a review of the recognised rhythmic and music-based interventions that have

been applied to rehabilitate the paretic upper limb of stroke survivors.

2.1.1 Auditory Cuing

Rhythmic Auditory Cuing (RAC) is an example of a passive audio interventions, that

uses a metronomic sound byte or music with a salient beat, to instigate synchronised

timing of motor execution during specific movements. This technique has been widely
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researched in a variety of movement disorders, including those due to stroke. Described

through Thaut et al. [55], four mechanisms are proposed for applications of rhythm:

1. Rhythmic stimulation and entrainment, where an external rhythm is used

to regulate physiological and behavioural functions, and provide ‘temporal

templates’ to aid with movement priming, movement anticipation, motor

preparation, and potentially bypass infarct areas through the activation of

alternate pathways;

2. Patterned information processing, where rhythm is used to create temporal

structures to enhance learning and perception;

3. Differential neurological processing, the parallel activation of multiple areas of the

cortex may provide alternative transmission routes for information processing and

learning;

4. Affective-aesthetic response, where a stimulus that affects arousal, motivation and

emotion, which in turn impacts on motivation and learning.

The existing literature reports beneficial effects of RAC in gait training and balance,

specifically with improvements in stride symmetry, length of stance phase on the paretic

leg, knee angle control, mediolateral and vertical displacement of centre of mass [56],

in addition to a significant difference found in gastrocnemius muscle activity compared

to without sound [56]. Studies have been undertaken with stroke survivors performing

reciprocating reaching movements with their paretic upper limb, Thaut et al. [57] and

Kim et al. [58] each presented a study with volunteers; Malcolm et al. [59] conducted

a two week RAC pilot study with five volunteers that consisted of three hour sessions,

with outcome measures obtained before and after the intervention. Additionally, Sethi et

al. [60] presented a study, asking volunteers to perform movements at a comfortable

speed, maximum speed, and inline with audio cues set to the preferred speed. The

reported effect of this intervention by the above studies includes:

• Increase in elbow range of motion (ROM);

• Decreases in compensatory shoulder and trunk movements;
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• Decrease in upper limb variability during reaching, resulting in converging

movement synergies towards ‘normal’ reaching movement;

• Decreased standard deviation for optimal maximum acceleration and decreased

number of movement units, highlighting smoother movement;

• Decreased movement time and increased mean reaching velocity, resulting in

faster movement.

Other projects have included tempo-alternative auditory dimensions with RAC

to stimulate movement. A methodology presented by Kang et al. [61] used an

amalgamation of RAC and variation in pitch, termed ‘melodic auditory cuing’,

to represent shoulder abduction, holding, and adduction for stroke survivors. This

methodology can be further elaborated to include harmonic, and dynamic-acoustical

patterns of music, to synthesise a more detailed audio description of a movement

in space, time, and force, referred as Patterned Sensory Enhancement (PSE) [55].

Hong [62] reported beneficial effects of PSE for stroke survivors compared to a control

group, while Han et al. [63] presented a small study that reported improved effects

of PSE for stroke survivors compared to the effects of RAC. Other examples can be

observed with persons with cerebral palsy [64] and PD [65].

2.1.2 Music Supported Therapy (MST)

Music Supported Therapy (MST) is an active audio intervention programme of exercises

to train upper limb movement using musical instruments. The original conception of

this technique made use of drum exercises that focused on gross motor movement,

and musical keyboard exercises that focused on fine motor movement [66]. Unlike

the passive auditory techniques mentioned above, performers receive audio feedback

from the musical instruments, which can be used to detect and adjust erroneous

movements. Under guidance from a therapist, each programme consists of patients

performing mass repetition of varied movements and performing music with progressive

complexity, resulting in an activity that engages various areas of the brain including

the involvement of emotional and motivational areas [67]. Studies involving chronic
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stroke survivors using MST as an intervention, have shown evidence of cortical motor

map reorganisation and enhanced auditory-motor coupling [68, 69]. Tong et al. [70]

conducted a controlled pilot study with stroke survivors, that isolated the effect of audio

in MST, and showed increased WMFT scores for those that obtained audio feedback

through instrument use during the programme in comparison to those that used muted

instruments. Ripollés et al. [71] reported a pre- and post-intervention MST study with

chronic stroke survivors, highlighting improvements in motor and cognitive function,

along with improved emotional outcomes. Recent research by Gráu-Sanchez et al. [72]

have further developed MST to:

• increase intensity and include more instruments and hence vary the ROM trained;

• include peer-group sessions and incorporate an artificial intelligence platform to

utilise gamification into the programme, to boost intrinsic motivational factors

and promote autonomy;

• adapt the programme from a clinical/laboratory environment to a home-based

environments.

The authors labelled this approach as ‘enriched MST’ as part of a presented protocol

with stroke survivors.

2.1.3 Therapeutic Instrumental Music Performance

Therapeutic Instrumental Music Performance (TIMP) is a technique which combines

the use of external audio cues and music playing through an instrument or digital

application, to simulate non-musical movement patterns [55]. Theoretically this

combines feedforward motor priming and movement planning component, with the

error identification and correction, feedback mechanism associated with music playing.

Street et al. [73] presented a feasibility RCT study with this technique highlighting the

general acceptance with stroke survivors, and further described two case studies using

this technique as an intervention [74]. Haire et al. [75] presented a study with stroke

survivors investigating interventions composed of either TIMP alone, TIMP and motor
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imagery, or TIMP and motor imagery with metronome cues, with all three conditions

producing improvements as identified through FMA-UE and WMFT scores.

2.1.4 Evaluation of Rhythm and Music-Based Interventions

To summarise, there appears to be a trade-off between simplicity and applicability

in the use of these techniques. For passive audio techniques, RAC is desirable in

many aspects, including the low cost, ease of implementation, general acceptance and

feasibility of interventions that use RAC, as well as beneficial impact on motor function.

However, the applicability of this technology is limited to reciprocal movements, which

for the upper limb generally involves repetitive reaching motions. The application of

this intervention for alternative actions is not reported in the literature; this may be due

to the unsuitability of rhythmic based intervention on movements that are arrhythmic.

Additional auditory elements as shown through PSE provides a viable option for upper

limb rehabilitation, as this is also low cost, has general acceptance, with the addition

of flexibility to accommodate a variety of movements. The compromise is the increased

complexity of accommodating and integrating multiple types of cues in a representative

way that the listener can identify and translate auditory information into movement.

For active audio techniques, MST uses an approach through musical instrument playing,

tied to a variety of functional movements, which requires the acquisition and setup of

equipment to operate effectively. Researchers are looking to expand on this approach

with the inclusion of additional instruments, increasing variation in movements trained,

at the compromise of increased implementation cost. The combinational use of auditory

cuing and musical playing shown in TIMP would theoretically produce the beneficial

outcomes of the audio cuing and audio feedback aspects, with the compromise of added

equipment, and the requisite design and training implementations.

All the described auditory techniques above show promising signs of improving

motor rehabilitation, however, conclusive high-quality evidence on the efficacy of these

interventions is reported to have a high risk of bias for studies before 2017 [54], and most

trials are reported to use small sample sizes. As such, further research is necessary to

validate the efficacy of these techniques in large scale studies. However, the limitations
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and compromises for each of the mentioned techniques, when applied as an intervention,

may be exacerbated as the implementation is scaled up for a larger sample size. A viable

audio-based alternative may be through the use of sonification, a technique that retains

the ease of implementation of RAC, whilst obtaining the versatility of PSE, MST, and

TIMP.

2.2 Sonification

As introduced in Section 1.2, sonification is defined as ‘the transformation of data

relations into perceived relations in an acoustic signal for the purposes of facilitating

communication or interpretation’ [76] and is a multi-disciplinary topic that involves data

science, audio engineering, and psychology, to name a few. Sonification has multiple

descriptive labels to organise and describe configurations, for example De Campo [77]

proposed keywords event-based, model-based and, continuous. Event-based sonification

can be further categorised into auditory icons and earcons, generally these types

of sonification strategies are short snippets of audio that are triggered based on

predetermined criteria. Model-based sonification is defined as ‘the general term for all

concrete sonification techniques that make use of dynamic models which mathematically

describe the evolution of a system in time, parameterise and configure them during

initialisation with the available data and offer interaction/excitation modes to the user

as the interface to actively query sonic responses which depend systematically upon the

temporal evolution model.’ [78]. The majority of studies in the sonification literature,

however, makes use of continuous sonification methods, namely parameter mapping

which involves the association of information with auditory parameters for the purpose

of creating an auditory display. Unlike the setup in model-based sonification which

uses a dynamic model to create an audio output, parameter mapping techniques make

use of a predetermined static configuration. Configuration designers that use parameter

mapping have many options available to create an audio output that relates to the input

data, including the data dimension to sonify, the audio properties to alter, choice of

positive or negative polarity, scaling, and whether to sonify multiple streams of data in
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parallel through the use of one-to-one, one-to-many, or/and many-to-one, data-to-audio

mappings.

Parameter mapping sonification at a high-level is described as direct, associated with

communicating movement-associated data, or error-based, which is associated with data

in relation to a target. Mid-level descriptions of sonification describes the characteristics

of audio that are altered, including tonality, spatialisation, and loudness. Whereas low-

level descriptions provide detail to the sonification, for example increasing the tempo

of generated audio notes for a positive increase in magnitude. In addition, the number

of components in a configuration should be considered when designing an auditory

display, as increasing dimensionality provides additional information but increases the

likelihood of sensory overload for the listener [79].

Figure 2.1: Diagram showing segments of a signal envelope related to audio loudness.

An example of the complexities of sonification design was reported by Walker [80].

A simulated factory was monitored by volunteers, of which data dimensions consisting

of temperature, pressure, size and, rate, were each parameter mapped to one of either

loudness, pitch, tempo, or onset/attack time (see Figure 2.1 for note envelope theory).

The investigators assigned each data dimension to a different auditory dimension,

and assigned an intuitiveness rank based on how well the mapping corresponded as
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theorised by the investigators, with the hypothesis that the most intuitive setting would

correspond with the best outcomes. Table 2.1 shows their ranking for each configuration.

Table 2.1: Table 1. from Walker’s thesis [80], showing the intuitiveness ranking of the
sonification configuration as determined by the investigators.

Display Dimension
Data Dimension

Temperature Pressure Rate Size

“Intuitive” ensemble Pitch Onset Tempo Loudness

“Okay” ensemble Loudness Pitch Onset Tempo

“Bad” ensemble Onset Tempo Loudness Pitch

“Random” ensemble Tempo Loudness Pitch Onset

Volunteers were asked to listen to a sonification output corresponding to a data

dimension and through the audio, maintain data values in a certain range by performing

corrective actions (pressing buttons) associated with increasing/decreasing the value.

The investigators recorded the response accuracy and response time with outcomes

indicating that the sonification configuration design that produced the best results -

correct response and lowest reaction time - was ranked low on the intuitiveness as

determined by the investigators [81].

Evidently, intuitively selecting a mapping, polarity, and scale, leads to unjustifiable

assumptions that the holistic output will be beneficial to novice users. As such, assuming

that positive outcomes for various systems in different applications are transferable for

upper limb rehabilitation would also not be justifiable. However, creating a testing

paradigm for every sonification option is also not feasible [78]. This is justified by the

results of a systematic review of sonification mapping strategies presented through

Dubus et al. [45], where a systematic search identified 60 projects prior to (and

including) January 2013 and extracted keywords to identify 33 physical dimensions

and 30 auditory dimensions used for sonification, which when considering scaling and

polarity choices, leads to a mountainous amount of options to choose from to design

a sonification configuration. A perpetual question, therefore, is how best to effectively

communicate with a listener when it comes to describing movement.

To summarise, the use of parameter mapping sonification provides potential for

creating audio that can be aesthetically pleasing and informative, whilst also flexible
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to accommodate different strategies, and therefore, could be used as an effective

auditory displays to provide information for movement rehabilitation. Consequently,

the flexibility of the methodology also leads to increased heterogeneity between different

audio outputs, and as sonification intuitiveness is not shared, leads to a need for

extensive testing to establish which options are useful for an application. However,

there is a consensus on certain aspects of audio feedback for rehabilitation applications,

which can be applied to limit options. Firstly, that concurrently presented audio

feedback presenting higher quality feedback, increasing the saliency of errors, and

enhancing performance monitoring as a result [82], and secondly, that feedback should

be perceivably continuous as opposed to discrete, providing a high rate of feedback that

can display higher frequency oscillations (associated with jerky paretic movement for

example), and additionally follows gestalt principles of perception [77,78,83].

2.3 Movement Sonification

The inclusion of audio stimulation through audio-based interventions, could be a

catalyst for upper limb motor skill learning. However, a methodology limitation is

the compromise between simplicity and applicability. A rehabilitation intervention

based on movement sonification may provide the desirable traits of music-based

interventions, without many of the associated limitations. This section describes

movement sonification systems and known examples of use in rehabilitation literature.

Figure 2.2 shows the rudimentary steps of a movement sonification system, with each

step acting sequentially, initiating from the movement of the person. The movement

performed is monitored by a chosen motion capture technology setup to track an

anatomical segment/landmark during movement. The raw data obtained through this

technology is sent to a smart device, typically a host personal computer, for data

processing to obtain the desired physical dimension to sonify. Proceeding this is a

conversion step where the desired physical dimension is translated into the auditory

domain, before emitted through an audio output technology. In the context of this

project, a motion capture technology will be used to track the paretic arm of stroke

survivors, and as they perform movements, the data obtained is processed to obtain
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Figure 2.2: Figure depicting a movement sonification system tracking human movement.

movement kinematic data ready for translation to the audio domain. Commonly in

rehabilitation literature the translation process makes use of parameter mapping type

sonification, however other sonification types have been used as well. Commercial

movement sonification systems for the purpose of rehabilitation towards movements

associated with ADL completion do not exist at present. Therefore, researchers have

created a variety of movement sonification systems as dependent on the intended

application(s).

2.3.1 Application

At time of writing, few existing reviews relate directly to the topic of movement

sonification. One includes a meta-analysis [79] analysing the effect of real-time

movement sonification (along with RAC) on post-stroke upper limb recovery, finding

improvements for Fugl-Meyer Assessment (FMA) [84] and Action Research Arm Test

(ARAT) [85] scores, albeit with the analysis containing only five studies that use

movement sonification (labelled as real-time auditory feedback). Another constitutes a

scoping review [86], which summarises the benefits of sonification on physical therapy.

Lastly a narrative review has been published [46] describing the progress that has been

achieved in the industries of sport and rehabilitation. Snowballing through these reviews

and external literature searches, has led to the identification of several projects relating

to upper limb rehabilitation and real-time movement sonification.
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Maulucci et al. [87] published a study into paretic movement performance with

stroke survivors using error-feedback sonification, in a forward reaching task. The

system comprised a starting touch-plate and three ending touch-plates, with an

electromagnetic tracking system tracking the paretic hand, to monitor and record

the pathway taken during the reaching movements. A ‘normal’ pathway was created

via 24 right-handed volunteers without neurological impairment performing reaching

movements to the three end touch-plates. The normal pathway was used to create

a field of 3-dimensional space from the start point to each end point and was the

physical metric used for error-feedback synthesis. Sixteen stroke survivors were split

into a feedback and control group. Each participant performed reaching movements

on 18 sessions, consisting of 42 trials each, of which 24 trials (situated in the middle)

had audio feedback for the feedback group only. Audio feedback was emitted if, and

when, the hand of the participant ventured outside the field of ‘normal movement’ as

they reached for the intended target. The audio feedback consisted of a rising audio

pitch correlating to the measured distance from the field of normal movement. When

compared to the control group, results indicated that the feedback group performed

more of their reaching movements within the calculated field of normal movement,

and at the end of reach the hand was closer to the target touch plate (medial/lateral

axis only). However, results indicated no improvement in range of movement towards

normal. To evaluate retention, a session was completed two weeks post-intervention,

with the same methodology except all participants were without audio feedback. Data

obtained from the retention test and at the end of the 18th training session, were

compared, showing that the feedback group showed a retained significant decrease in

the elevation of the upper arm, indicating an improvement towards normality. However,

given the low sample size in each group, the heterogeneity of the participants in terms

of activation and capability, and the potential lack of audio feedback emitted in this

system, it is unclear if the reported sonification strategy has led to the effect of improved

movement, as opposed to the repetitive movement incurred by the study protocol.

A study by Wallis et al. [88] detailed a system tailored towards the rehabilitation of

reaching and grasping movements. The system used a six camera marker-based motion
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capture system and extracted various movement features to translate and produce

audiovisual feedback to the user. Inline with the recorded movements, the visual display

showed either a virtual arm or an altering image. The generated auditory display

linked various parts of the tracked upper body to audio properties, consisting of both

concurrent sonification and audio alerts. An audio alert of a triangle strike was used to

indicate a successful reach. The hand position during reaching was linked to harmonic

progression, providing alterations in pitch, whilst the velocity of the hand was linked

to note length, providing a temporal alteration. The elbow joint angle was linked to

loudness of an orchestral background component. Shoulder and trunk compensatory

movements were linked to cymbals and rain-like sounds, respectively, with increasing

loudness as the participant moved outside of a predetermined threshold. Three stroke

survivors were recruited to test the system with generated feedback recorded and

used to formulate future goals for the system. Duff et al. [89] used this system to

compare rehabilitation outcomes to conventional therapy. Twenty-one stroke survivors

were recruited, and divided into the experimental (11 participants) and control (10

participants) group. The experimental group used the system to perform forward

reach-and-grasp movement to cone-shaped objects with their paretic arm, receiving

concurrent audiovisual stimuli in the process. The control group received dose-matched

therapy consisting of object-based reaching tasks. Although results of this study report

that when compared to the control group, the experimental group improved their

quality of movement (as determined by the Kinematic Impairment Measure score [90])

for certain reaching tasks, results also showed that a larger change occurred with the

control group in the motor function section of the FMA and in the Stroke Impact

Scale score. The created system in this project consists of a marker-based motion

capture system, and through placing retroreflective markers on the movement performer

and objects, a virtual environment can be created to provide concurrent audiovisual

feedback. However, as these systems are typically high cost to acquire, require mounted

multi-camera hardware to be installed and a trained system operator to run the system,

further development would be needed to improve the usability and scalability of the

system, so that large scale studies using this technology could be feasible.
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Robertson et al. [91] presented a study identifying whether side of stroke lesion

impacted the influence of real-time audio feedback on movement. Sixteen stroke

survivors participated in this study, with eight experiencing left hemisphere damage.

Reference data was collected from 10 participants without neurological impairment.

Each participant was requested to perform reciprocal reaching movements to each of

nine targets positioned in front of the participant. An electromagnetic tracking system

with multiple tracking sensors placed on the upper body, was used to obtain movement

data which was subsequently used as an input to an audio feedback synthesizer. Two

sonification configurations were used, one consisted of mapping increasing loudness

to the reduced distance between the hand and the target, and the other used this

same configuration with an added audio spatial element which was dependent on the

orientation of the tracked hand. Results of the investigation showed differences between

the two groups. Participants with right hemisphere damage showed improved movement

smoothness whilst maintaining pre-intervention velocity, whilst participants with left

hemisphere damage showed decreased movement smoothness along with a decrease in

peak velocity. Whilst these findings are promising, considering the low sample size for

the two groups (left affected hemisphere group versus right affected hemisphere group)

with eight participants in each, in addition to the heterogeneity of the participants,

produces uncertainty about how replicable these results will be.

A pilot study presented by Schmitz et al. [92] investigated the influence of audio

feedback on the upper limb movement using a created system involving IMUs [93].

The study recorded the affected hemisphere and hand dominance of the participants.

Participants were randomly allocated to an experimental or control group, where the

experimental group received concurrent audio feedback whereas the control group did

not. The experiment consisted of participants performing investigator-led pointing tasks

in a designated space segregated into a 3x3 grid, before progressing to object transferal

to locations in the same grid. Movement data captured by IMUs attached to the paretic

upper limb of the participant were used to generate audio-feedback in the following

sound configuration: arm velocity was mapped to loudness of the audio; elevation angle

of the hand to pitch; radial distance of the hand to audio brightness; azimuth angle of
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the hand to stereo panning. Each sound configuration was individually adjusted to the

preferred movement speed of the participant. Box and Block Test (BBT) assessments

showed significant improvement in the experimental group, however the experimental

sample size of seven was insufficient to draw any conclusions. As such an experimental

protocol was created by Schmitz et al. [94] with the intent of expanding from the

pilot study and recruiting 32 stroke survivors for the study. The system to be used,

as described in Schmitz et al. [94], makes use of seven IMU sensors to indirectly track

the joint angle for each upper limb. Utilising this system for rehabilitation would lead

to extended setup time to attach and sync each sensor for motion capture purposes,

especially for independent use.

Similarities can be observed in a separate investigation presented in Scholz et

al. [95], who also uses a system containing IMUs on the upper arm and wrist to

sonify upper limb movements. To instruct participants on where to move their wrist, a

created 3-dimensional volume was segregated into a 3x3 grid, and extrapolated in the

caudal/cranial axis was used. The extrapolation was segregated into six regions each.

Audio feedback was produced as participants moved their wrist in the 3-dimensional

volume. The sonification configuration consisted of mapping the wrist position to

audio brightness along the medial-lateral axis; wrist position to loudness along the

proximal-distal axis; wrist position to pitch in the cranial-caudal axis. Twenty-five

right-handed stroke survivors with moderate impairment were recruited for the study,

of which motor skill learning and movement smoothness were evaluated. Participants

were randomly allocated to a movement sonification group (that received the audio

feedback as described) and a control group, and assessed pre- and post-experiment, with

significant results observed in the dampening of perceived joint pain, and movement

smoothness improvement in the movement sonification group. The results also showed a

non-significant improvement in hand function in the movement sonification group. This

study methodology was used in an expanded study presented by Nikmaram et al. [96]

who used an additional site of investigation along with a new movement sonification

system that used a LEAP motion sensor to capture movement. Forty stroke survivors

were recruited and assigned to a treatment or control group. The study methodology
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reports that the amount of movement performed per session was controlled, with the

treatment group receiving additional audio feedback in comparison to the control group.

Results of the study report an insignificant improvement in movement smoothness,

along with strong appraisal of enjoyment by the participants. Given that each session

lasted approximately 30 minutes and the reported heterogeneity of the number of

training sessions completed by participants (7 - 46 sessions), makes it difficult to

interpret the reported efficacy of movement sonification as a rehabilitation tool.

Friedman et al. [97] presented a system for hand rehabilitation, termed MusicGlove.

The system made use of a modified glove to detect contact between the distal phalange

of the thumb and five anatomical locations on the hand, to interact with a game

intended to encourage different functional grip movements of the user. The game

required different hand postures in line with coloured notes observed in a visual display.

Dynamically correct postures rewarded the user with an increase in music volume

and in-game alerts to signify the correct action. Alternatively, an incorrect posture,

or incorrect timing, produced a decrease in music volume. For the pilot study, 12

stroke survivors were randomly allocated an order of hand therapies, interchanging from

conventional hand exercises, MusicGlove, and an isometric version of the MusicGlove

device, termed IsoTrainer. The IsoTrainer provided a reference for the study to identify

differences in game performance as a result of proprioceptive richness when using the

MusicGlove, as such the IsoTrainer was also an input to the serious game as described

above. Each participant completed three training sessions of six hours each, one session

for each hand therapy. Results showed a significant improvement in participant hand

function after using the MusicGlove – determined by BBT and Nine Hole Peg Test

(9HPT) scores – compared to the conventional hand rehabilitation sessions, and a

general non-significant improvement when comparing the MusicGlove therapy against

the IsoTrainer therapy. The authors reported a linear correlation between the serious

game score and BBT score. Due to the small sample size, and relatively small effect

size, the reported future project work is to investigate the MusicGlove in a domicile

environment with a more general population of participants, as opposed to specifically

stroke survivors in the chronic phase of recovery.
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Colombo et al. [98] presented a validation and feasibility evaluation of a training

protocol, termed SonicHand, involving a system with a Leap Motion Controller as the

movement capture system. The criteria of feasibility were determined by adverse effects

of stroke survivors performing the training protocol, and the qualitative evaluation of

an observing therapist, who evaluated the appropriateness of exercises in terms of

difficulty and execution. Thirty participants, including 15 stroke survivors with upper

limb impairment, participated in a training protocol that involved movement exercises

of the wrist and hand. Those with impairment received additional audio feedback.

Two sound configurations were used, one configuration associated movements with an

arpeggio progression and loudness, the other configuration associated movements with

only loudness. The exercise determined the sound configuration used. The concluding

remarks of the publication reported the feasibility of the protocol. The study by

Raglio et al. [99] proceeds from this feasibility evaluation into an RCT, to investigate the

effect of this intervention in comparison to conventional interventions, with regards to

level of impairment, pain, and perceived quality of life. Sixty-three stroke survivors

in the subacute stage of recovery completed a four-week treatment schedule, were

randomly allocated into a group that received conventional interventions, and another

group that followed the same protocol as described above. In comparison to the

conventional treatment group, reported results showed a significant positive effect for

the sonification group on FMA-UE total score, with a large contribution coming from

the improvement of the distal segments of the assessments. However, the sonification

group did not show significant improvement at the proximal level, unlike the control

group. Considering that the audio feedback related only to movements in the distal

segments of the upper limb, it may be that the extrinsic feedback distracted participants

from the movement associated intrinsic feedback, creating a disparity in recovery

between the proximal and distal segments of the upper limb.

Peyre et al. [100] presented a study to identify preferences in various sonification

configurations and to evaluate the influence of audio feedback on forward reaching

movements. Thirty participants, of which 15 were stroke survivors, were asked to

perform repetitive reaching movements between two arbitrary points at their own
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preferred speed, with IMUs attached to both upper limbs. Data from the IMUs were

used to calculate arm position, which was subsequently used as the input to the

sonification configurations. Five sonification configurations were used for this study.

Based on the reported preference from the participants, the most popular sonification

configuration divided the distance between the arbitrary reaching points into three

equal sections, and assigned each section to environmental sounds, namely the sound

of wind, a river, and birds. The second most popular sonification configuration emitted

a continuous musical phrase as the reaching movement was performed. The remaining

three sonification configurations consisted of a discrete musical phrase, pitch alteration,

and a tempo alteration of a drum beat. There was also a reported increase in movement

time, along with larger variation in movement time, when audio feedback was played

during movement in comparison to the trials completed without added feedback. This

was to be expected, given the self-directed speed of movement, and the argument that

the novel use of receiving concurrent audio feedback would have encouraged playful

engagement with the movement sonification system. The findings of this project are

of interest considering that the preferred sonification configuration produced the least

informative feedback, given that there was only three soundscapes that were alternated

between.

Evaluation of the Literature

Research into the use of movement sonification as a tool for upper limb rehabilitation is

present in the literature, with projects looking to identify feasibility, changes in quality

of movement, and enjoyment, through the addition of audio feedback. The studies as

presented above show a wide range of approaches to improving upper limb function

in terms of system used and methodology presented, therefore, collating results and

drawing conclusions from these studies is not feasible, especially considering the low

reported sample size within most of these studies. As such, a large amount of research

is required to evaluate efficacy, long-term effectiveness, and fully understand the

mechanisms that audio feedback has on upper limb rehabilitation, especially regarding

complex gross movements and how they would translate to ADL competency.
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2.4 Chapter Summary

Rhythm and music-based interventions are currently being researched with reported

positive effects, however these techniques have applicability limitations with respect to

the types of movement that can be trained, and the equipment required to perform

that training. To alleviate these limitations, research is investigating an alternative

technique, movement sonification, to provide real-time audio feedback to a user

performing upper limb movements. Existing projects have detailed a variety of systems

to create rehabilitation applications, however, due to the limited sample size in these

studies, the heterogeneity of the participants, and nature of the study methodology,

there is inconclusive evidence that movement sonification is of benefit, at present. To

further investigate this area, a real-time movement sonification system is required to

synthesise audio feedback, however, a commercialised system does not exist at present,

and therefore, creation of a system is required to begin studies. As system creation

guidance is sparse, and existing reviews primarily investigating the effects of movement

sonification, provides motivation to create a review on real-time movement sonification

system setups.
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Mapping Review

Following from the findings of the literature review, it is evident that a real-time

movement sonification system is not available commercially and therefore, a system

must be created. The creation of such system constitutes a combination of hardware

and software elements, with each combination producing different challenges and

limitations. At present, a guidance resource to create such a system does not exist.

This provided motivation to produce a review with focus on the created systems in the

literature.

For this chapter, the following research questions were proposed:

RQ1 What types of motion capture technologies were chosen to create the real-time

movement sonification systems found in the literature?

RQ2 To create auditory displays through real-time movement sonification, which

auditory dimensions and physical dimensions combinations were chosen in the

systems found in the literature?

RQ3 For the above questions, which components would be good candidates to create

a new system intended for upper limb rehabilitation?

The work presented in this chapter has been published in IEEE Review in

Biomedical Engineering, with the initial search performed on the 14th of January

2021, and the results reflect the outcome of the methodology at the time of search.

A subsequent search has since been performed on the 11th of September 2023 using
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the same methodology to identify systems in articles published between the two search

dates. The outcome of this subsequent search is presented in Section 3.5 of this chapter.

3.1 Existing Reviews

As previously mentioned, reviews looking into movement sonification generally report

intervention effects. Most of these same reviews also provide description as to the

system composition of the reviewed articles. For Ghai et al. [79], their systematic review

and meta-analysis of sonification and rhythmic auditory stimulation studies assessing

recovering arm functions post-stroke included 23 articles, listed five projects using

sonification, showing four different sonification configurations. Additionally, Guerra et

al. [86] published a scoping review on the use of sonification for physical therapy in

human movement that contained 35 articles, including 13 RCT showing beneficial

effects in each. The review also lists 13 different types of motion capture technologies

used in the articles.

Analysing the existing reviews from Ghai et al. [79] and Guerra et al. [86] show

that movement sonification systems used are not commercially available off-the-shelf

systems, instead they comprise motion capture systems integrated with another smart

device (PC or otherwise) which contains software components to synthesise audio

feedback. The use of these systems for movement sonification is also reviewed by

Wang et al. [101], who investigated system setups for interactive wearable upper body

technologies in a rehabilitation context. However, the review only contained seven

articles that used auditory feedback. Due to the set focus and the selection criteria

applied in each review paper, results are limited in the number of movement sonification

articles identified.

Motion capture technologies used in existing rehabilitation research have been

developed and used primarily within a laboratory environment, for specific applications,

as such many of the systems are inappropriate for alternative environments and

limited within rehabilitation for the following reasons: extensive setup, challenging data

for sonification (inertial sensors, EMG), limits or constraints movement (ergometer,

tablets), high acquisition cost (marker-based motion capture system, goniometer),
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high environmental dependence (Microsoft Kinect), and/or be unpurchaseable (custom

platforms).

The aforementioned reviews which target movement sonification have identified

only four options for sonification, which is a low number of approaches considering

the high number of results found through Dubus et al. [45], which is a dedicated

review on sonification alone. Sonification systems are also used extensively outside of

the healthcare domain but their potential for rehabilitation has not been assessed.

3.2 Methodology

This chapter has been conducted starting from a global overview of current movement

sonification systems irrespective of intended application. It intends to: identify trends

in system setups, establish if there are motion capture technologies that have been

overlooked for rehabilitation applications, provide scope on technological requirements

for next generation rehabilitation technologies, and create a resource that future

researchers in movement rehabilitation can utilise to develop appropriate and effective

rehabilitation tools. To achieve this three key components of movement sonification

systems in the literature are identified and analysed: 1) The types of physical to

auditory parameter mapping; 2) The part(s) of the body that are tracked; 3) The

types of tracking technology.

3.2.1 Search

The methodology commenced with a systematic search for published articles to identify

systems of interest. Components within each system were identified and keyword coded,

to form a database of keywords, that were later synthesised into a graphical display.

Following PRISMA guidelines (Page et al. [102]), database searches were performed on

the 14th of January 2021 on the following electronic literature databases: ACM, IEEE

Xplore, PubMed, ScienceDirect, SCOPUS, Web of Science. Full search strategies for

each database are shown in Table 3.1. For each search strategy the word ‘sonification’

was included to focus the search on relevant projects, and where possible was shortened
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to sonif* to include variations of the word (such as sonify), the remaining keywords

have been selected to cover a wide area of movement-related keywords to increase

search results, where similarly each keyword was reduced to include a wildcard symbol

allowing for variations of the word to be included. In addition to articles yielded from

the database searches, relevant articles cited in the reference lists of existing literature

reviews were also extracted.

3.2.2 Eligibility Criteria

Duplicate articles were removed, and article abstracts were screened to ensure that the

articles met the following inclusion and exclusion criteria. Inclusion criteria applied:

1) Written in English; 2) Describes an implemented system; 3) System monitors

human anatomical movement; 4) System produces at least one auditory output; 5)

Auditory output described provided ‘real-time’ feedback, i.e. does not exclusively

provide terminal feedback or provide feedback that exceed 100ms from the input [103].

Exclusion criteria applied: 6) System only monitored ocular movements; 7) System

where the movement was captured exclusively through a computer mouse, computer

keyboard, or touchscreen; 8) System described did not mention a connection between

physical movements and an auditory output; 9) System tracks an object, where the

object was not attached to a human; 10) System used microphones to record musical

instruments as a method to monitor movement; 11) Section of tracked human anatomy

was not stated; 12) Movement tracking technology was not stated.

The screening of articles for eligibility was carried independently by two researchers.

Initially abstracts were considered for eligibility, before the assessment of the full

manuscript. In disagreements between the first two reviewers, a third researcher was

sought. Following eligibility checks, relevant information was extracted from each article

by the primary researcher, and assigned a coded keyword into the appropriate category

in a data table. An example project entry is shown in Figure 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Full search strategies for each electronic database.

Electronic
Database

Search Criteria

ACM [[Publication Title: sonif*] OR [Abstract: sonif*] OR
[Keywords: sonif*]] AND [[All: mov*] OR [All: reach*] OR [All:
grasp*] OR [All: point*] OR [All: rotat*] OR [All: acceler*] OR
[All: velocit*] OR [All: position] OR [All: danc*] OR [All:
kine*]]

IEEE ((((“Publication Title” Sonification) OR “Author Keywords”:
Sonification) OR “Abstract”: Sonification) AND (“All
Metadata”: mov* OR “All Metadata”: reaching OR “All
Metadata”: grasping OR “All Metadata”: rotat* OR “All
Metadata”: acceleration OR “All Metadata”: velocity OR “All
Metadata”: position “All Metadata”: danc* OR “All
Metadata”: kine*))

PubMed (sonif*[Title/Abstract]) AND (mov* OR reach* OR grasp* OR
point* OR rotat* OR acceler* OR velocit* OR position OR
danc* OR kine*)
Filters: English

ScienceDirect “Find articles with these terms”: movement OR reaching OR
pointing OR rotating OR acceleration OR velocity OR position
OR dancing
“Title abstract or author-specified keywords”: sonification

SCOPUS TITLE-ABS-KEY(sonif*) AND (mov* OR grasp* OR reach*
OR point* OR rotat* OR acceler* OR velocity* OR position
OR danc* OR kine*) AND (LIMIT-TO( LANGUAGE,
“English”)) “Filter by subject area”: Exclude: Biochemistry,
Genetics and Molecular Biology; Medicine; Mathematics;
Physics and Astronomy; Social Sciences; Agricultural and
Biological Sciences; Chemistry; Environmental Science;
Materials Science; Chemical Engineering; Earth and Planetary
Sciences; Health Professions; Pharmacology, Toxicology and
Pharmaceutics; Immunology and Microbiology; Decision
Sciences; Energy; Nursing; Veterinary; Business, Management
and Accounting; Economics, Econometrics and Finance.

Web of science #1: (ALL = (mov* OR reach* OR grasp* OR point* OR
rotat* OR acceler* OR velocit* OR position OR danc* OR
kine*))
#2: (ALL = sonif*)
#3: (#1 AND #2) AND LANGUAGE: (English)
Filter by Research Area: Exclude: Chemistry; Materials
Science; Education Educational Research; Environmental
Sciences Ecology; Biochemistry Molecular Biology; Marine
Freshwater Biology; Medical Informatics; Behavioral Sciences;
Fisheries; Oceanography; Cardiovascular System Cardiology;
Pharmacology Pharmacy; Veterinary Sciences; Agriculture;
Anesthesiology; Energy Fuels; Geochemistry Geophysics; Life
Sciences Biomedicine Other Topics; Mathematical
Computational Biology; Remote Sensing; Zoology; Anatomy
Morphology; Astronomy Astrophysics; Audiology Speech
Language Pathology; Automation Control Systems;
Biodiversity Conservation; Communication; Cultural Studies;
Dermatology; Food Science Technology; History Philosophy of
Science; Mathematics; Mechanics; Meteorology Atmospheric
Sciences; Mining Mineral Processing; Polymer Science;
Psychiatry; Reproductive Biology; Social Issues; Theater.
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Figure 3.1: Snippet of database showing completed project data insertion. Each project
is allocated a unique identification number, which contains articles identified inside
the data columns Reference, Year, Published In, highlighted through light blue. Data
from each article was extracted, keyword-coded, and inserted into the remaining data
columns, highlighted through dark red.

3.2.3 Keyword Coding

For data extraction purposes, five keyword lists based on the work of Dubus et al. [45]

have been created (i) Physical Dimension, (ii) Auditory Category, (iii) Anatomy, (iv)

Technology and (v) Application. The classification of every article considered in the

review after application of inclusions/exclusion criteria is provided in the Appendix.

Physical Dimension

From initial data extraction, nine intermediate-level physical dimension keywords

in three high-level categories were selected. The Kinematics category constitutes of

Position, Orientation, Joint Angle, Velocity, Acceleration, and Jerkiness. The Kinetics

category comprises of Force/Pressure, and Energy. The Other category is set as a catch

all category, and keyword, for alternative physical dimensions to the listed above.

Auditory Category

For the auditory domain, six high-level category keywords are selected Pitch-Related,

Loudness-Related, Temporal, Spatial, Timbral, and Event-Driven. Each category is

defined as follows with reference to the sound generated: Event-Driven - Sound sample

played upon a movement parameter-based trigger; Loudness-Related - increase or

decrease in perceived audio intensity; Pitch-Related - increase or decrease in perceived

audio frequency; Spatial - change in perceived location of sound source; Temporal -
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audio alteration in the time dimension; Timbral - audio alteration in the frequency

dimension that excludes changes in pitch or loudness.

Anatomy

Sixteen human anatomy keywords taken from Martini et al. [104] were selected to

accommodate large and small sections of anatomy required to assign appropriate

keywords in this section. The contents of the list are: Head (includes movement of

the face and neck) Shoulder, Upper Limb, Upper Arm, Elbow, Forearm, Wrist, Hand

(includes movement of fingers) Trunk (includes movement of the chest, abdomen, pelvis

and back) Hip, Lower Limb, Thigh, Knee, Lower Leg, Ankle, Foot (includes movement

of toes). Additionally, to represent projects that use a physical dimension associated

with a tracked centre of mass of a person, the keyword ‘Centre of Mass’ was included. No

distinction is made between anterior and posterior sections of each anatomical segment,

nor the amount of each segment.

Technology

Thirty-six technology keywords have been assigned to three high level categories

labelled as Inertial Sensor, Camera and Other. The Inertial Sensor category contains:

Accelerometer, Gyroscope, IMU, Mobile Phone, and Gaming Controller (IS). The

Camera category contains: Marker-Based Motion Capture, Virtual Reality Controller,

LEAP Motion Controller, Kinect, Infra-Red, Optical Image, LED-Based Optical

Capture, Gaming Controller (Ca). The Other category contains: Graphics Tablet,

Microphone, Rotary Encoder, Haptic Device, EMG, MMG, Ergometer, Goniometer,

Tendon-Based Parallel Robot, Ultrasonic Sensor, Variable-Resistance Elastic, Bend

Sensor, Cadence Sensor, Electromagnetic Tracker, Gaming Balance Board, Tension-

Activated Switch, Electrical Contacts, Textile Stretch Sensor, Piezoelectric Transducer

Pickup, Infra-Red Proximity Sensor, Footswitch Sensor, Customised Speed Sensor, and

Force/Pressure Sensor.
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Application

Each project included in the review has been assigned a keyword, from a list

of 11, to provide context on the type of project that the movement sonification

system is used. This list constitutes of: Gait, Sport, Performing Arts, Immersive

Environment, Rehabilitation, Body Perception, Balance/Posture, Visual Impairment,

Task Performance, Alternative Locomotion, Other.

3.3 Results

Figure 3.2: PRISMA flow diagram, which include searches of databases and other
sources. Resulted in 208 articles brought forward for review.

As shown by Figure 3.2 a total of 1465 articles were identified from the search

results, with 712 duplicates, resulting in 753 article abstracts screened for eligibility.

The full text of 417 articles were assessed for eligibility, resulting in a total of 149

articles for data extraction. From studies identified outside of the database search 74

were identified, with 59 assessed as eligible for inclusion, leading to final total of 208

articles included in this review. For the following results sections, percentages are used
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as part of the statistical description for the results, however due to the methodology

of the review and the complexity of movement sonification systems in the literature,

the projects often recorded multiple elements for each category, and consequently for

the following data analysis, the sum of the percentages shown in each statement, may

exceed 100%. Based on the analysis of the complete data table, graphical visualisations

were created to address the following sections.

Types of Physical to Auditory Parameter Mapping

Keywords entered in the Physical Dimension and Auditory Category data columns

have been analysed separately and in combination for each project. Figure 3.3 presents

a bubble plot of the chosen movement sonification options with Physical Dimension

keywords listed on the vertical axis, and the Auditory Category keywords listed on

the horizontal axis. From the 145 projects recorded in the database, 48 distinct

types of combinations are recorded, out of a possible 54 - as limited by the keyword

categorisation - amounting to a total of 397 recorded combinations within the search. No

recording was obtained for the combination of Jerkiness to Loudness-Related, Energy

to Spatial, Force/Pressure to Spatial, Jerkiness to Spatial, Joint Angle to Spatial, and

Other to Spatial.

The highest number of recordings for the Physical Dimension is Position with 133,

amounting to 33.50% of the recorded Physical Dimension keywords, whereas for the

Auditory Category, the highest number is Pitch-Related with 105, amounting to 26.45%

of the recorded Auditory Category keywords. The combination of Position and Pitch-

Related keywords recorded the most with 42 recordings in these results, amounting to

10.58% of all chosen combinations.

Other popular keywords in the Physical Dimensions list are Velocity with 55

recordings, Acceleration with 47 recordings and Orientation with 68 recordings in

projects. Likewise, other popular keywords in the Auditory Category list are Timbral

with 75 recordings and, Loudness-Related with 73 recordings in the reviewed projects.

In contrast, the recordings of Energy and Jerkiness in the Physical Dimensions

list, have been recorded on less than 10 occasions in these results, whilst for the
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Figure 3.3: Bubble plot visualisation showing the mapping relationship between
Physical Dimension keywords and Auditory Category keywords in all projects. Number
displayed shows the number of different projects containing that mapping, with bubble
plot size proportional to number shown in the centre of each bubble.
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Auditory Category list, Spatial shown to be the least recorded with 38. Cumulatively

Position, Velocity, Acceleration, Orientation (PVAO) amount to 76.32% of the Physical

Dimension keywords recorded in the database.

Part(s) of the Body that are Tracked

Figure 3.4: Bar chart containing allocated ‘Anatomy’ keywords for each project: i) data
visualised in blue corresponds to all recorded anatomy keywords, ii) data visualised in
orange shows all anatomy entries where at least one of Position, Velocity, Acceleration
or Orientation was obtained from that anatomy, iii) data visualised in grey shows
all anatomy entries where a Physical Dimension alternative to Position, Velocity,
Acceleration or Orientation was obtained from that anatomy.

Keywords entered in the Anatomy list were analysed independently and in

combination with the popularly used Physical Dimension identified. Figure 3.4 presents

three groups of data for this analysis, i) all recorded anatomy keywords, ii) all recorded

anatomy keywords with at least one PVAO Physical Dimension, iii) all recorded
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anatomy keywords with at least one Physical dimension outside of PVAO. Data i) shows

all recorded Anatomy keywords consisting of 201 entries from the list of projects. The

keyword Hand was recorded the most with 64 entries, which calculates to 44.13% of all

projects. Other frequently recorded keywords in this dataset are: Foot with 29 entries

calculating to 20.00% of all projects, Trunk with 23 entries calculating to 15.86% of all

projects, Head with 12 entries calculating to 8.28% of all projects, and Wrist with 11

entries with 7.59% of all projects. The remaining keywords in this section were each

recorded in less than 10 projects. Data ii) shows Anatomy keywords where at least

one PVAO Physical Dimension was obtained, amounting to 164 entries from the list of

projects. The keyword Hand was recorded the most with 62 entries, which calculates to

42.76% of all projects. Other frequently recorded keywords in this dataset are: Trunk

with 23 entries calculating to 15.86% of all projects, Foot with 14 entries calculating

to 9.66% of all projects, Head with 11 entries calculating to 7.59% of all projects, and

Wrist with 11 entries calculating to 7.59% of all projects. The remaining keywords

in this dataset were each recorded in less than 10 projects. Data iii) show Anatomy

keywords where at least one Physical Dimension outside of PVAO was obtained from

it, amounting to 65 entries from the list of projects. The keyword Foot was recorded

the most with 18 entries, which calculates to 12.41% of all projects. Other frequently

recorded keywords in this dataset are: Hand with 11 entries calculating to 7.59% of

all projects, Knee with seven entries calculating to 4.82% of all projects, Ankle with

five entries calculating to 3.45% of all projects. The remaining keywords in this dataset

were each recorded in less than five projects.

Types of Tracking Technology

As described in Section 3.2.3 each technology type was classified to three Technology

Categories and the analysed results are presented in Figure 3.5, showing 173 entries

overall. The figures in this section have been colour coded to represent the technology

category assigned. The Inertial Sensor category shown in red contains 59 entries with

Accelerometer the most frequently recorded keyword in this category with 19 entries.

The Camera category shown in orange contains 58 entries with Marker-Based Motion
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Table 3.2: Table detailing the remaining contents of the tracking technology that are
not presented in Figure 3.5. Each of the presented technology in this table contain less
than five recorded entries and are assorted depending on their Technology Category.
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Figure 3.5: Pie chart visualisation showing all tracking technology keyword recorded in
the dataset. Data visualised in red corresponds to Technology keywords categorised
in Inertial Sensors. Data visualised in yellow corresponds to Technology keywords
categorised in Camera. Data visualised in blue corresponds to Technology keywords
categorised in Other. For Figure 3.5 all categories with ‘Remaining’ are detailed in
Table 3.2.

Capture the most frequently recorded keyword in this category with 23 entries. The

Other category shown in blue contains 56 entries with Force/Pressure Sensor keyword

the most frequently recorded keyword in this category with 13 entries. All technology

entries that are recorded in less than five projects have been grouped depending on

their assigned category and represented by a ‘Remaining Inertial Sensor’, ‘Remaining

Camera’, or ‘Remaining Other’ segment, each keyword grouped in this way is detailed

in Table 3.2.

Technology categories have also been analysed in combination with the Anatomy

keywords that contained more than 10 entries: Hand, Head, Trunk, Wrist and, Foot

(Figure 3.6(a), (b), (c), (d), (e), respectively). These figures have each been colour

coded in an identical manner as 3.5, with the same key. Figure 3.6(a) also contains

‘Remaining Inertial Sensor’, ‘Remaining Camera’ and ‘Remaining Other’ segments to

group together technologies that have been recorded once, these segments have been

expanded in Table 3.3.
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Figure 3.6: Pie chart visualisation showing the tracking technology keywords recorded in
the database, filtered to show popularly used tracked anatomy as follows: (a) Hand, (b)
Head, (c) Trunk, (d) Wrist, (e) Foot. Data visualised in red corresponds to Technology
keywords categorised in Inertial Sensors. Data visualised in yellow corresponds to
Technology keywords categorised in Camera. Data visualised in blue corresponds to
Technology keywords categorised in Other. For (a), all categories with ‘Remaining’ are
detailed in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: Table detailing the remaining contents of the tracking technology that are
not presented in Figure 3.6(a). Each of the presented technology in this table contain
one recorded entry and are assorted depending on their Technology Category

Remaining Inertial Sensors

Gyroscope 1

Remaining Camera

Infra-Red 1

Virtual Reality Controller 1

Remaining Other

Tension-Based Parallel Robot 1

Electrical Contacts 1

Piezoelectric Transducer Pickup 1

Infra-Red Proximity Sensor 1

Rotary Encoder 1

Figure 3.6(a) shows 75 recorded entries, from 23 different technology types split

into 17 segments. The Camera category is the most recorded Technology Category

with 42 entries calculating to 56.00% of all entries involving the Hand, and the Marker-

Based Motion Capture keyword is the most recorded Technology keyword with 15

entries calculating to 20.00% of all entries involving the Hand. Technology keywords

associated with Hand also have the highest number of different keywords for each

Technology Category recorded. Figure 3.6(b), shows 13 recorded entries from seven

different technology types used to monitor the Head. The Camera category is the

most recorded Technology Category with nine entries calculating to 69.23% of all

entries involving the Head, and the Marker-Based Motion Capture keyword is the

most recorded Technology keyword with five entries calculating to 38.46% of all entries

involving the Head. Figure 3.6(c), shows 26 recorded entries from 11 different types of

technology used to monitor the Trunk. The Inertial Sensor category is the most recorded

Technology Category with 14 entries calculating to 53.85% of all entries involving the

Trunk, and the Accelerometer keyword is the most recorded Technology keyword with

eight entries calculating to 30.77% of all entries involving the Trunk. Figure 3.6(d),

shows 12 recorded entries from five different technology types that monitor the Wrist.

The Inertial Sensor category is the most recorded Technology Category with 10 entries

calculating to 83.33% of all entries involving the Wrist, and the IMU keyword is the
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most recorded Technology keyword with six entries calculating to 50.00% of all entries

involving the Wrist. Figure 3.6(e), shows a total of 51 entries from 13 different types of

technology that are used to monitor the Foot. The Other category is the most recorded

Technology Category with 22 entries calculating to 43.14% of all entries involving the

Foot, and the Force/Pressure Sensor keyword is the most recorded Technology keyword

with 10 entries calculating to 19.60% of all entries involving the Foot.

3.4 Discussion

The results highlight the diversity of components chosen for real-time movement

sonification systems in the literature. Each project was keyword-coded based on the

system(s) detailed in the composing article(s), and the resulting keyword database

was synthesised to produce visual displays in support of addressing the research topics

stated in this chapter. Disaggregation of each movement sonification system to the

three principal components (motion tracking technology, anatomy and sonification)

allows the identification of the components that are most popular in the literature. The

present discussion looks to view the identified system components in terms of motion

tracking and sonification configuration and provide perspective on appropriateness to

movement rehabilitation.

3.4.1 Motion Capture Technology

Existing rehabilitation projects identified in this review have made use of a variety

of technologies to monitor PVAO of a tracked segment of anatomy (RQ1). For each

technology type, a perspective on the acquisition costs is included where possible, with

approximate price of <$100 labelled as ‘low cost’, $100 - $500 labelled as ‘moderate

cost’, and >$500 labelled as ‘high cost’. Technologies that have an undisclosed

acquisition cost, have no label assigned. Due to the categorisation of technologies in

this manuscript, there are ranges of costs for most of these technology categories, as

dependent on the requirements and capabilities of the products in the category, as such

these labels are intended as guides when considering costs of each technology. Similarly,
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accuracy is an important characteristic to consider when selecting a motion capture

system as an input to a real-time movement sonification system, and varies depending

on multiple aspects including: technology type, number of units, intended application,

choice of kinematics and, capture frequency. Due to this variability, generalising the

accuracy of each technology would be inappropriate and is absent from this discussion.

Further research into accuracy requirements and competency is strongly recommended

before selecting a technology, with information available in existing reviews, such

as in Van Der Kruk et al. [105]. Finally, although the use of a computer mouse,

computer keyboard and, touchscreen technologies have commonly been used as input

interfaces for commercialised devices and therefore, are accessible low-cost motion

tracking technologies, the use of these devices come with limited tracking volume, and

are not considered applicable for functional training, as such these technologies have

been excluded from this review.

Inertial sensors embedded in mobile phones used in Spina et al. [106] were attached

to the wrist and ankle of users to monitor clinical routines, and in Stahl et al. [107] to

track wrist flexion-extension and radial-ulnar movements. Multiple IMUs were utilised

by Bruckner et al. [108, 109], Brock et al. [93], Schmitz et al. [92, 94] and Scholz et

al. [95] to monitor an upper limb whilst performing task-oriented movements, whereas

a single IMU was used in Bevilacqua et al. [110] to monitor reaching movements. The

use of inertial sensor technologies, such as the IMU and the sensors integrated in a

mobile device, allows for a technology that is versatile in tracking gross movement for

a low cost, however, for the application of a movement sonification system the data can

require extensive filtering and manipulation to obtain the desired physical dimension.

Repurposed gaming controllers are used widely motion capture devices for

entertainment-alternative applications, with the acquisition of these technologies

available at a low cost being a key reason. Examples include the Wiimote as applied in

a rehabilitative context by Alankus et al. [111] to detect shoulder abduction/adduction

and compensatory trunk movements; used outside of a rehabilitative context by

Dotov et al. [112], and Seko et al. [113]. Other examples can be seen through the

Wii Balance Board as demonstrated by Feltham et al. [114]; the PlayStation Move
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motion controllers as demonstrated by Tanaka et al. [115]; the Microsoft Kinect as

demonstrated by Hebling et al. [116]. However, with exception to the PlayStation

Move Controllers, all the gaming controllers listed above have been discontinued.

The Microsoft Kinect for Xbox on the other hand has a successor named ‘Microsoft

Azure Kinect SDK’ which is available for purchase, and could be used in future

motion tracking applications, however as noted in Tölgyessy et al. [117], there are

limitations with using this technology, including object reflectivity issues, and degraded

performance in outdoor environments. In terms of a motion tracking solution, the

minimum requirement to use the Azure Kinect body tracking on a Windows PC are

as follows: Seventh Gen Intel Core™ i5 Processor (Quad Core 2.4 GHz or faster), 4 GB

Memory, NVIDIA GEFORCE GTX 1050 or equivalent, Dedicated USB3 port. A host

device with these requirements along with the device itself, leads to a high cost for this

technology as a rehabilitation commodity to be sold to the public.

Alternative projects that make use of multiple motion capture technologies include

Ghisio et al. [118] who used an accelerometer for a synchronous task and a Microsoft

Kinect to track sitting posture; Cibrian et al. [119], Singh et al. [120,121], Newbold et

al. [122] developed a framework referred as ‘Go-with-the-flow’ which used embedded

inertial sensors in a mobile phone, or the Microsoft Kinect, to monitor the trunk and

upper limb.

Marker-based motion capture systems, is the term selected in this manuscript to

represent optical motion capture systems that track retroreflective markers attached

to target locations. Although this type of technology is considered the gold-standard

of motion capture [123] the system comes at a high cost, requires dedicated space,

calibration time and trained personnel to maximise the capabilities of this technology.

Examples of use in a rehabilitative context can be seen through: Wallis et al. [88] and

Chen et al. [124], to capture reaching and grasping movements; Vogt et al. [125] to

capture the upper-body during rehabilitation exercises; Dailly et al. [126] to capture

hand movements during a figure tracing task.

A LEAP motion controller was utilised by Nikmaram et al. [96], and included in a

system termed ‘SonicHand’ by Colombo et al. [98], to track hand and wrist movements.
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This low cost technology is designed to track the hand of a user, within the Field of

View (FOV) of the camera. However as noted by Gamboa et al. [127], the limited FOV,

dependency on environmental conditions, and performance with objects in FOV, are

limitations with using this technology for home-based rehabilitative applications.

Motion capture systems that make use of an electromagnetic field and attachable

sensors (that act as markers) have been labelled as an electromagnetic tracker in this

manuscript, as shown in Maulucci et al. [87] and Robertson et al. [91] to monitor

reaching movements, such systems are able to monitor the position and orientation of

each sensor. However, the resolution of the system is distance dependent from the field

source, which restricts the appropriate range of operation for motion capture.

Haptic devices, such as the SensAble PHANToM Desktop haptic device, a computer

periphery device that operates by the user moving a stylus attached to a robotic arm,

have also been used as a motion capture device. Usually applications with haptic devices

will only focus on their haptic feedback capabilities, however Frid et al. [128], and

Rodriguez et al. [129], incorporated additional audio feedback using the motion capture

capabilities of the device, to create a multimodal system for their projects.

A graphics tablet, although conventionally used for drawing applications, was used

as a motion capture system as part of a writing rehabilitation task by Véron-Delor et

al. [130], as such capturing the movements of the hand on a 2D-plane, albeit in a limited

range of space. The technology is available at low cost, but has a large range of cost as

dependent on size of working area, resolution, and quality of product.

Other motion capture technologies have been created as wearable systems for

rehabilitative applications, including a garment integrated with stretch sensors was

created by Ten Bhömer et al. [131] to monitor the upper body during rehabilitative

exercises; a bespoke glove with integrated electrical contacts was created in Friedman et

al. [97, 132] to detect connection between the thumb and specific hand locations in a

rhythmical serious game. Both systems show the potential and limitations of wearable

systems, with the garment allowing motion capture of the entire upper body with a

single item but creating difficulty for a hemiparetic user (who would struggle to clothe)
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in using the item. In contrast the bespoke glove would be easier to clothe and use,

however the motion capture would be restricted to hand movements and postures.

Outside of rehabilitation, existing projects have made use of alternative off-the-

shelf technologies to capture human movement for their systems. Virtual Reality (VR)

systems and the handheld controllers associated with them are one example. Johnson et

al. [133] shows an example of a virtual reality sonification system, tested with the

Samsung HMD Odyssey Windows Mixed Reality Headset. The VR market is an

emerging competitive market, as companies look to provide entertainment experiences

through these systems, as such off-the-shelf systems vary in price from moderate to high

cost, depending on the desired capabilities and specification of the system. VR either

with associated controllers or in combination with a LEAP motion controller could

provide an effective environment for real-time audiovisual feedback, and as technology

in this area is advancing in quality, with a healthy competitive market, leads to a

promising motion capture system for upper limb rehabilitation.

The use of Red, Green, Blue (RGB) camera-based devices, labelled in this

manuscript as Optical Image, is an established means of capturing images, however

the use of these images as a means of motion tracking is of interest in this review.

As observed from the projects identified in search list, there are two methods of using

this technology, one is using a mobile camera to track an anatomy (typically the hand

holding the camera) in relation to an observable fixed reference (example shown in

Ahmetovic et al. [134]) , and the other method is with a fixed camera tracking a mobile

section of anatomy (example shown in Ramsay et al. [135]). The use of this system is

observed in many applications including visual impairment [134, 136], sport [135, 137],

performing arts [138,139], gait rehabilitation [140], immersive environments [141], task

performance [142], or for other purposes [143, 144]. Likewise smart phones typically

contain an RGB camera as standard, providing an accessible means of capturing

movement, available at low cost. However, the performance of this technology is

dependent on the environment. As the technology market is a competitive market with

a range of specifications for desired capabilities and costs, the development and use of

these systems show promise for rehabilitative applications.
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An ergometer, such as an exercise bike or an indoor rower, although limits the

actions of a user to specific activity-dependent movement, are popularly used as exercise

equipment. Although other projects make use of an ergometer in their project, only

Sigrist et al. [145], Schaffert et al. [146], O’Brien et al. [147] have used the technology for

motion capture system in their real-time movement sonification system. The technology

is widely available for purchase, however, the systems are unportable and range from

moderate to high cost for acquisition.

Rotary encoders, used to determine angular position of a rotational shaft, were

applied to a cycling task [148] and a rowing task [50]. Within the projects identified in

this review, these encoders are low to moderate cost attachments to existing ergometers,

however other projects outside of the remit of this review have made use of encoders as

part of robot-assisted lower extremity exoskeleton [149], as such there is vindication of

using this technology as a means of capturing movement, but this requires additional

integrated components for a usable system.

Goniometers are instruments that when applied to human biomechanics context, are

used to measure joint angles. In their primitive analogue form, goniometers are low cost

and accessible instruments, but are inadequate for real-time monitoring. Hermann et

al. [150] demonstrated a setup utilising potentiometers as goniometers to create a real-

time system, this type of technology is otherwise known as an electrogoniometer, which

are commercially available, however this option comes at a high cost. Examples of use

can be seen through Hale et al. [151] and Fujii et al. [152].

The use of a microphone, as a method of obtaining sound from the foot-ground

interaction, has been used in many projects as a means of an input stream for a

movement sonification system, with most recent examples including Gomez-Andres et

al. [34], Tajadura-Jiménez et al. [153], Turchet [154], Maculewicz et al. [155], all for

walking purposes, and Pugliese et al. [156] as part of a trampoline sonification system.

The use of this technology for motion capture, although innovative in providing motion

capture of the foot-ground interaction, would only be applicable for highly specific

applications. Although this technology is available at low cost, the use of microphones

attributing to moderate to high costs have generally been used.
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Force/Pressure sensors are commonly used as motion capture devices in the

literature, although none have been recorded for use in an upper body rehabilitative

context, examples of use can be found with performing arts [157] [158], to affect

body perception [159–161], monitor cycling [146], [147], monitor skiing [162], gait

rehabilitative purposes [163–166], sports application [50, 167, 168], or with use as an

interface [169]. As the sensor requires compression to change electrical resistance, human

motion capture is limited to interaction with a surface, however, due to the low cost

and high environmental versatility of the sensor, this remains a popular sensor type

for motion capture. As shown in Section 3.3, the use of force or pressure sensors are

especially popular in combination with motion tracking of the foot, or feet, of a person.

Ultrasonic sensors utilise ultrasonic waves as a method of measuring distance an

example of use can be seen with Akiyama et al. [170] to detect foot elevation from the

floor whilst walking. Similarly with force/pressure sensors, this technology is considered

low cost and versatile, however the application limitations differ as ultrasonic sensors

require distance from a perpendicular surface to be utilised effectively.

Bend sensors, otherwise known as flex sensors, are variable resistors with flex-

dependent resistance. Projects that use such sensors have applied them to detect

postures of the hand [171, 172], and to detect joint angle around the elbow [173].

Although the sensors are low cost, and versatile, multiple flex sensors are required

per joint to capture movement in multiple axes.

Electromyography and Magnetomyography (EMG and MMG respectively) are

instruments used to detect muscle activation by monitoring the neural signals sent

to that muscle. Researchers that use such technologies for motion capture generally use

surface electromyography (sEMG) allowing for safer monitoring of muscle activation,

these generally have high cost. As many sensors are required to monitor many

synergistic or antagonistic muscle groups, and extensive signal processing is required

for each sensor, this limits the appropriateness of using such a technology type for

complex movements. However, examples of use can be seen with Nakayama et al. [174]

in a facial expression sonification project and with Donnarumma et al. [175].
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Other technologies have been applied to the projects identified, these are generally

considered to be very specific to the application of the movement sonification system.

A tendon-based parallel robot was developed and used in a rowing task [176]. A

cadence sensor was used in a cycling motivational investigation [177]. Multiple infra-red

proximity sensors were used to capture hand movements in a specific 3D volume [178].

A piezoelectric transducer pickup was used in a ‘sonic interactive surface’ [179]. There

are also recorded projects that made use of switches [180, 181], variable-resistance

elastic [182], or a speed sensor [183,184].

From the existing motion capture systems identified in the literature, several

potential technologies could be utilised for motion capture purposes in a home-based

stroke rehabilitative context. Inertial sensors are widely accessible with low cost and

if raw acceleration or angular velocity are appropriately utilised, these devices provide

an excellent candidate technology. However, metrics such as gravity removed linear

acceleration and orientation require additional data fusion between the measurands.

If these are to be further processed to obtain velocity or position, integration and

drift errors accumulate requiring additional calibration, anchoring or use of additional

devices that increase the cost and difficulties with setup. The use of camera technologies

such as Azure Kinect or LEAP motion has potential, especially with the capability of

measuring position leading to greater flexibility in desired physical dimension, however

the cons of high cost and environmental dependence could demotivate users. Whereas

other technologies have various pros and cons that generally make them a good option

depending on the intended application, but not for others. There also remains a

possibility to combine the capabilities of multiple motion capture devices to obtain a

synergistically superior system. One such example could be through combining portable

sensors to an ergometer, allowing for multimodal bilateral training, that is not only

available for home use, but could be taken to a gym, or physiotherapy session. Overall,

the diversity in motion capture technology chosen in the literature is justified as an

ideal motion capture system is still absent.
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3.4.2 Sonification Mapping

As mentioned in Section 3.1, existing reviews from Ghai et al. [185] and Guerra et

al. [86] have overall come to positive conclusions with regards to utilising auditory

techniques for rehabilitative purposes, however there is minimal spotlight on the

sonification configurations utilised in the reviewed articles. Although some studies

have been conducted evaluating sonification mapping choices [186,187] evidence-based

guidelines for real-time movement sonification mapping are currently absent. As such

creating an effective movement sonification system is likely to require a more trial-and-

error iterative approach, as opposed to an efficient systematic approach. The results

from this review provides information on the available (or lack of) choices in the existing

literature and motivate future system creators to select, test, and compare their system

with those identified in the literature, and therefore, future work can provide evidence

on the efficacy of these sound configurations for upper limb stroke rehabilitation.

From the existing rehabilitation projects, a wide range of sonification options have

been utilised (RQ2). The following projects contain position, the most chosen physical

dimension, in simple sonification designs. Maulucci et al. [87] and Ten Bhömer et

al. [131] linked position to pitch. Robertson et al. [91] linked position to loudness and

orientation to stereo panning. Alankus et al. [111] linked position to an audio sample,

and orientation to loudness and to trigger an audio sample. Spina et al. [106] linked

position and velocity to trigger an audio sample. Dailly et al. [126] linked position to

the addition of noise. Friedman et al. [97,132] linked position to melody, and loudness.

Ghisio et al. [188] linked position to timbre and loudness, and acceleration to polyphonic

content. Bruckner et al. [108,109] linked position to loudness, pitch, and stereo panning,

and linked velocity to loudness. Schmitz et al. [92, 94], and Brock et al. [93] linked

position to pitch, stereo panning, and brightness, and linked velocity to loudness.

Bevilacqua et al. [110] linked position to pitch, tempo, and melody. Nikmaram et

al. [96], Scholz et al. [95] [189] linked position to pitch, brightness, instrumentation,

and loudness.

Sonification designs that do not use position appear in this area as well, Rodriguez et

al. [129] linked velocity to pitch, Véron-Delor et al. [130] linked velocity to melody, and
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force generated is linked to loudness. Stahl et al. [107] linked velocity to loudness and

tempo, and linked orientation to pitch and timbre.

Other rehabilitation projects include a range of sonification options that are

implemented in their system, Cibrian et al. [119], Singh et al. [120,121], and Newbold et

al. [122] contains 14 different mappings, Colombo et al. [98] contains six different

mappings, Vogt et al. [125] contains five different mappings, Wallis et al. [88] and

Chen et al. [124] contains seven different mappings. Details for each project are listed

in the database attached in the appendix. The use of position as a physical dimension

mapping option, and a pitch-related auditory mapping option are predominantly chosen

in the literature, either in combination or with other types of mappings.

Velocity as part of a sonification mapping is also favoured, especially in combination

with the following auditory categories: loudness as demonstrated through Ghai et

al. [185,190], Frid et al. [191] and Hermann et al. [150]; timbral as demonstrated through

O’Brien et al. [192,193], Boyer et al. [194], Dyer et al. [82,195]; pitch as demonstrated

by Jakus et al. [196], Gref et al. [197], Wang et al. [198]. Likewise, orientation is

a preferred physical dimension, and is used most in combination with the following

auditory categories: timbral as demonstrated by Ikeda et al. [199], Tanaka et al. [115],

Schlegel et al. [200]; pitch as demonstrated by Ley-Flores et al. [159], Dotov et al. [112],

Volta et al. [201], [202]; spatial as demonstrated by Russell et al. [203], Avissar et

al. [204], Franco et al. [205]. Finally, acceleration is generally chosen in combination

with the following auditory categories: loudness as demonstrated by Salter et al. [206],

Baalman et al. [207]; timbral as demonstrated by Brazauskayte [208], Lorenzoni et

al. [209, 210], Burloiu et al. [211, 212], Giomi et al. [213]; pitch as demonstrated by

Schaffert et al. [214], Chen et al. [215], Wood et al. [216].

Outside of the PVAO physical dimensions, data obtained as force or pressure, as

dictated by the use of a force or pressure sensor, has been combined with sampled

sounds [217], and changes in loudness [158], timbral [114], pitch [145] and, temporal-

related [147] auditory feedback. There are also projects that make use of multiple

mappings that include force or pressure as a physical dimension, examples include
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Bisig et al. [157], Gorgas et al. [163], Horsak et al. [164], Fischer et al. [165], Cesarini et

al. [167,168].

The angle difference calculated around a joint has been used as an input physical

dimension for movement sonification purposes, examples can be seen in combination

with sampled sounds [218], and changes in loudness [151], timbral [198], pitch [219]

and, temporal-related [220] auditory changes.

Alternative physical dimensions used as the input dimension to sonification

mappings have relatively low numbers in comparison to the aforementioned sections.

Jerkiness, is calculated and used within six projects [221–231]. Energy is calculated and

used within three projects [226–228], [232–234]. Categorised in the ‘Other’ keyword

category are alternative physical dimensions that are highly specific to the application

that the system is developed for. These include contact with a surface [34, 153, 235],

electromyography signals [174], [236], magnetomyography signals [175], and facial

expressions [139].

The choice of physical dimension and auditory dimension to sonify seems to impact

the effectiveness of audio feedback, however as of writing, insufficient evidence is

available on which combinations provide the most effective results for motor learning, or

movement rehabilitation. Based on the results of this review, established combinations

of physical dimensions to auditory dimensions can be identified and brought forward

for direct comparison studies.

3.5 Updated Search

A subsequent search following the same procedure as described in Section 3.2 was

performed on the 11th of September 2023. From the 340 articles obtained in this search,

23 articles [99,237–258], were identified as suitable through the set inclusion/exclusion

criteria, corresponding to the addition of 19 projects and an extension of one

project [98], to the results obtained through the previous search. The added projects

were processed independently to the data presented in the 2021 search to identify
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motion capture technologies were used, identify present trends of anatomy segments

tracked, and identify sonification configuration mappings used.

50 sonification mapping types were identified in these additional projects. Position

(14) and orientation (13) were the most popularly chosen physical dimensions. The

auditory categories used were generally split between Event-Driven (11), Pitch-Related

(11), Loudness-Related (10), and Temporal (10) audio properties used as part of the

sonification configurations in these projects. For sections of anatomy tracked, the most

common were Hand (7) and Foot (5), with all occurrences for hand tracking extracting

either PVAO, whereas for foot tracking half of the projects did so. For motion tracking

technologies chosen, the most common were through RGB camera images, labelled as

‘Optical Image’ (7) in this work. In addition, emerging technologies from the application

of VR, are becoming more prevalent as movement tracking technologies in movement

sonification applications, with the inclusion of VR headsets and trackers as part of the

created systems.

3.6 Concluding Remarks

This chapter presents a range of available options for the use of movement sonification.

Of interest to this thesis are the motion capture technologies identified. Results of the

analysis shown in this chapter show 38 technology types that have been used as part of

existing systems found in the literature. Filtering of the technology types identified,

based on suitability for upper limb motion capture, cost, potential for concurrent

sonification, and versatility for application, has led to a number of potential technologies

to consider as part of a new system. These include inertial sensor technologies, optical

camera technologies, LEAP Motion controller, Kinect camera, goniometer, VR systems,

and bend sensors (RQ3). Considering the desire for self-administering therapy for

rehabilitation, and the potential for fast development to an initial proof-of-concept

system, the choices of inertial sensors and the Kinect camera were brought forward for

development.
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Movement Sonification System

Development

The aim is to create a prototype proof-of-concept real-time movement sonification

system that can later be developed into an accessible, low-cost system, suitable for

home environments, with flexibility in training methodologies, minimal setup, and with

feasibility for self-initiation and self-operation of the system. Explicitly, the movement

sonification system to be developed would have the following specification in mind:

• Capability to sonify data pertaining to physical position, velocity, acceleration,

and orientation;

• Capability to obtain multi-axis movement kinematics;

• Capability to monitor movements of either upper limb;

• Acquisition cost of less than £200;

• Environmental versatility in terms of illumination and location;

• Straightforward setup and activation to enable self-directed practice or guided

practice with trained personnel;

• Options to edit sonification aesthetics;
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• Capability to create auditory displays within real-time audiomotor perception of

the user;

• Capability to create auditory displays that users can associate with their

movements.

A movement sonification system consists of two principal components; a motion

capture system, and a sonification module, of which the motion capture output is

directed to a sonification module. For the latter component, multiple design choices are

available to a system designer, of which the previous chapter provides commonly used

options for consideration, such as the use of physical position, and audio pitch. For

the former component, this chapter proposes two individual solutions (selected as the

result of the review presented in Chapter 3): the first system termed ‘Soniccup’ relies on

Inertial Navigation System (INS) technology, the inclusion of a push-to-make switch,

and a data processing methodology based on the Zero Velocity Update (ZUPT) method,

whilst the second system referred to as ’KinectSon’, utilises markerless Computer Vision

(CV) technology. The position estimates from the two motion capture systems are used

to produce audio in the sonification system. Finally, the results of the two systems are

compared with a Vicon Nexus, a gold standard marker-based motion capture system,

which has been excluded as a candidate outside of laboratory use. The remainder of

the chapter provides background on the processing of INS, the methodology adopted

and processing used to obtain position.

To begin, movement sonification system development as described in this chapter

focuses on the following specification:

• Capability to monitor movements of either upper limb;

• Capability to sonify data pertaining to physical position, along one axis of

movement;

• Capability to create auditory display within real-time audiomotor perception of

the user, set to below 100 ms [103];
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• Capability to create auditory displays that users can associate with their reaching

forward movements.

This list is not exclusive to the technology used to acquire movement kinematics,

and therefore, this list will be considered throughout the work described in this chapter.

4.1 Motion Capture through an Inertial Navigation

System

Inertial sensors refer to two types of sensor, 3-dimensional accelerometers to measure

linear acceleration, and 3-dimensional gyroscopes to measure angular velocity. Both are

ubiquitous in present-day technologies in the form of Microelectromechanical Systems

(MEMS) type of devices, made accessible through bulk manufacturing resulting in low

cost sensors. As such, these sensors are highly accessible and potentially suitable for

movement rehabilitation purposes, given that they have been developed to be small

and lightweight. However, the associated errors with these devices require additional

consideration. The miniature size of the MEMS devices makes them susceptible to

environmental conditions [259], which can drastically affect output. Noise sources that

contribute to the performance of the sensor can be categorised based on their energy

type, i.e. mechanical, electrical, coupling; and to their noise source type, i.e. extrinsic

(packaging and mounting) and intrinsic (physical interaction of the sensors). Table 4.1

shows the major types of MEMS noises and how they can be categorised [2].

Table 4.1: Noises in MEMS sensors as described by Bhardwaj et al. [2]

Energy Noise Source Noise Type

Mechanical
Intrinsic Brownian motion

Extrinsic
Sinusoidal noise
High frequency noise

Electrical Intrinsic
Shot noise
Johnson noise
Flicker noise

Coupling Intrinsic Thermal-mechanical noise
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Inertial sensors have additional noise components associated with the accelerometer

and gyroscope, as shown in Table 4.2. Even with mitigation techniques such as

calibration, careful fabrication and construction to minimise intrinsic errors, errors

can not be eliminated completely. Improving measurement accuracy can be achieved

through statistical model correction or/and through sensor fusion to minimise the effect

of errors [260].

Table 4.2: Inertial Sensor errors as described by Bhardwaj et al. [2]

Device Description

Gyroscope

g-dependent bias coefficient
Anisoelastic coefficient
Anisoinertia coefficient
Cross coupling coefficient
In-run random bias

Accelerometer

Scale factor error
Cross coupling coefficient
Measurement bias
Vibro-pendulous coefficient
In-run random bias

4.1.1 Sensor Fusion

Typically, inertial sensors are packaged together with additional sensors such as a 3-

dimensional magnetometer, and temperature sensor. Furthermore, they include digital

conversion and data transfer capabilities in a single-package device known as an

Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU). The accelerometer measures the linear acceleration

experienced by an object, including the gravitational force of the Earth (SI unit of

meters per second squared). The gyroscope measures angular velocity (SI unit of

radians per second). The magnetometer measures the magnetic field strength and

direction. Appropriately combining the measurements of the accelerometer, gyroscope

and magnetometer permits orientation measurements with higher accuracy. Orientation

refers to an arrangement of points after an applied transformation, and is generally

represented through Euler angles, rotation matrices, or quaternions. Obtaining the

orientation of the sensors permits the removal of the gravitational contributions to
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the measured linear acceleration. Through the sensors in an IMU, there are two

methodologies to obtain orientation. One method is through integrating the readings of

the gyroscope, obtaining relative orientation to a reference. However, due to gyroscope

noise and biases, the integration leads to a long-term error in orientation estimation, and

requires correction. An alternative method is through the combination of accelerometer

and magnetometer data. As the accelerometer obtains the gravitational force of the

Earth, and the magnitude is constant and known, this can be used to obtain a reference

direction pointing down. The magnetometer is used to identify the direction of the

north magnetic pole, assuming the absence of an alternative dominant magnetic field,

as such creating a reference direction pointing north. These two reference directions in

the Earth coordinate frame (with the third reference direction orthogonal to these two

directions, with respect to a right-hand coordinate system), permits the computation

of the orientation defined by:

φ “ tanpay{azq
´1 (4.1)

θ “ tanp´ax{
b

ay2 ` a2zq
´1 (4.2)

ψ “ tanp´mx{myq
´1 `D (4.3)

where φ represents the roll angle, θ represents the pitch angle, ψ represents

the heading (see Figure 4.1 for reference), ax, ay, az represents the three orthogonal

measurements from the accelerometer in the sensor coordinate frame, mx,my represents

orthogonal measurements from the magnetometer in the sensor coordinate frame (note

that mz is not required to calculate the heading angle), and D represents the declination

angle, which incorporates the tilt of the Earth into heading calculation [261]. However,

short-term perturbations in the magnetic field as typical in industrial environments

could also lead to erroneous readings, and therefore, orientation calculated through this

method typically have worse short-term accuracy than orientation calculated through

the integration of gyroscope measurements. The solution therefore, is to combine the
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short-term performance of the gyroscope methodology, with the long-term performance

of the combined accelerometer and magnetometer performance.

ɸ = Roll Axis

θ = Pitch Axis

ψ = Heading Axis

x

y

z

Figure 4.1: Figure illustrating six degrees of freedom on a rigid body in 3-dimensional
space. The axis labelled x represents the forward/backward direction, the axis labelled
y represents the left/right axis, and the axis labelled z represents the up/down axis.

An equation to obtain orientation through inertial sensor measurements is

to combine the independent orientation measures from the gyroscope, and the

magnetometer and accelerometer, through a simple weight mean [262] as shown in

Equation 4.4,

qfusedpkq “ γ ¨ qgpkq ` p1´ γq ¨ qa{mpkq (4.4)

where γ is the weight parameter, qg is the orientation obtained from the gyroscope

data in quaternion form, at time k, and qa{m is the orientation obtained from the

combination of acceleration and magnetometer data, in quaternion form.

Further improvements to the orientation estimation can be obtained using Kalman

filters [263], complementary filters [264], or variations of each [265, 266]. Kalman

filters are recursive estimators that work through iterative prediction and correction

phases. During the prediction phase, the filter will use initial state conditions, previous

prediction estimates, and the most recent sensor measurements, to predict the best

current estimates of state. Based on this calculation, the filter formulates an uncertainty
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estimate. Through the correction phase, the filter receives measurements from an

external source and determines how noisy the measurements are, assigning a weight

to them. If measurements are deemed to be noisy then the weight value decreases,

corresponding to the algorithm relying more heavily on previous predictions to form

new predictions. In contrast, if the calculated weight value increases, then future

predictions will be influenced greater by the measurement. Subsequently, the received

measurements are compared to previous predictions and are brought forward to the

next prediction phase, along with the calculated weight. This calculated weight is then

used to update the uncertainty of the new prediction. A flow chart diagram of the

Kalman filter is illustrated in Figure 4.2 with notation described in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Notation used for Figure 4.2.

Mathematical symbol Description

x State estimate

P Covariance matrix

F State transition matrix

H Measurement function

Q Process uncertainty

R Measurement uncertainty

G Noise distribution matrix

n Measurement epoch

z Measurement from external source

K Kalman gain

I Identity matrix

(-) a priori

(+) a posteriori

The application of Kalman filters assumes that both the system model and

measurement model of the process are linear. In addition, there are other assumptions

that Kalman filtering relies on [267]:

• The system noise and measurement noise are uncorrelated zero-mean white noise

processes with known autocovariance functions;

• The initial system is a random vector that does not correlate with the process

noise or measurement noise;
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Figure 4.2: Flow diagram showing the steps of a Kalman filter. Notation is described
in Table 4.3

.
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• The mean value of the initial state and the associated covariance matrix are

known.

With these assumptions met, Kalman filtering is a useful methodology to remove errors

due to noise, and can be an integral part of sensor fusion within INS.

Another approach to improve accuracy of orientation estimates is through

complementary filters [264]. Complementary filters are low computationally-complex

sensor fusion algorithms that use standard filters with different characteristics that

complement each other and applied in tandem. In the context of inertial sensor

fusion, an example of a complementary filter would use a low-pass filter for the

accelerometer and magnetometer to remove high frequency components from the data,

and a high-pass filter for the gyroscope data to remove drift, before combining the

respective filtered outputs and attaining orientation estimates. Methodologies to obtain

orientation based on complementary filters can be seen in the literature, with popular

examples including the Mahony algorithm [268] and the Madgwick algorithm [269].

Furthermore, Madgwick [270] proposed a separate approach based on the Mahony

algorithm [268], which is distinct to his previous work proposed in [269]. This revised

Attitude and Heading Reference Systems (AHRS) algorithm [270] includes additional

algorithmic improvements such as a faster gain initialisation procedure, sensor-based

rejection and compensation mechanisms through filtering and bias adjustments. This

AHRS algorithm [270] has since been commercialised in products by x-io Technologies

Limited providing a readily available solution for further kinematic research for human

motion capture applications, such as sit-to-stand [271], gait tracking [272], and upper

limb prosthetic control [273], all of which use an orientation modelling methodology

(described in Section 4.1.2). Device availability and adoption of the AHRS methodology

by the research community motivate the use of these devices, for the experimentation

and analysis presented in this chapter. In summary, the high-level block diagram of the

steps to the AHRS algorithm [270] as shown in Figure 4.3, illustrates how raw gyroscope,

magnetometer and acceleration measurements are processed to obtain orientation, and

linear acceleration in the Earth reference frame (Global acceleration) and the sensor

reference frame (Zero-g acceleration).
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Error 
calculation

Quaternion-based 
orientation calculation

Linear acceleration 
rejection

Gyroscope bias 
compensation

Magnetic distortion 
rejection

Zero-g acceleration 
calculation

Global acceleration 
calculation

Gyroscope
measurements

Magnetometer 
measurements

Accelerometer
measurements

Zero-g 
acceleration

Global 
acceleration

Orientation

Initialisation 
behaviourGain

Figure 4.3: Revised attitude and heading reference system algorithm as described in
Madgwick [270].

4.1.2 Orientation Modelling

Previous movement sonification work using inertial sensors for rehabilitation

applications typically makes use of the orientation output from multiple IMUs in

tandem [94,108]. A typical methodology would use Euler angles (or quaternions) of each

sensor calculated in the global coordinate system; from there the angular displacement

of each proximal sensor is added to each distal sensor to obtain position of the distal

sensor. For example, referring to Figure 4.4, to calculate the position of the elbow Pe

where the shoulder is the origin, one would calculate the following:

Pe “ ResL1 (4.5)

where Res is the rotation matrix of the upper arm, and L1 “ rLe, 0, 0s
T corresponding

to the distance between shoulder joint and elbow joint. In turn, the position of the

wrist Pw would be calculated through:
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Elbow Joint (P )e

Wrist Joint (P  )w

Shoulder Joint 
(Origin)

Le

Lw

Rwe

R   es

Figure 4.4: Diagram illustrating the variables required to calculate the position of the
wrist, with respect to the shoulder, through orientation modelling.

Pw “ RweLw ` Pe (4.6)

where Rwe is the rotation matrix of the forearm where the elbow is the origin, and

L2 “ rLw, 0, 0s
T corresponding to the distance between the elbow joint and the wrist

joint. A detailed description of the process is given in Zhou et al. [274]. Although this

method has been shown to work effectively, the requisite amount of sensors required

to track the distal sectors of anatomy can lead to excessive setup time and a higher

acquisition cost. Therefore, a methodology to obtain position (and subsequent time-

derivative kinematics) using a single IMU would minimise setup time and acquisition

cost, and therefore, maximise the accessibility of this technology.

Movement sonification system development as described in this chapter will explore

the creation of position estimates through a single IMU as the motion capture sensor,

and if possible, integrate the technology into a movement sonification system.
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4.1.3 Physical Dimensions for Movement Sonification

Obtaining the orientation from a single sensor is established in the literature and is

readily available in commercial INS in the quaternion or Euler angle form. Velocity

and position are commonly used in the literature for sonification purposes [45] and are

intuitive metrics for movement. Hence, this section provides the formulation to obtain

velocity and position signals from recorded acceleration measurements in the Earth

reference frame.

Considering a 1-dimensional movement, velocity and position can be calculated

through Equations 4.7 and 4.8:

Vn ` c “
8
ÿ

n“1

An∆n, (4.7)

Pn ` d “
8
ÿ

n“1

pVn ` cq∆n, (4.8)

where Pn is the position, Vn is the velocity, An is the acceleration, n is the sample

number, and c, d represent the integration error. The effect of c, d can be observed

through Figures 4.5 and 4.6.

Figure 4.5 demonstrates a simulated extending motion consisting of a single

movement unit with linear increasing acceleration from the beginning of the unit to the

first quarter, followed by decreasing acceleration to a negative peak of equal amplitude

reached at the third quarter of the unit and finally, increasing acceleration to zero

at the unit completion. This results in a velocity profile with a positive peak in the

middle of the unit and ideal smoothness. For a simulated retracting motion, the process

is reversed. An example of four simulated reaching motions (extending-retracting) is

illustrated in Figure 4.5. In the middle plot, the velocity profile is obtained from the

integration of the acceleration trace once, while the position plot is the result of double

integration of the acceleration trace.

Performing the same methodology on real data would result in the traces shown

in Figure 4.6. The data plots shows 15 seconds of recorded acceleration, sampled at

100 Hz, post-filtered through a second order low-pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff
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Figure 4.5: Three plots representing simulated reaching movements from the kinematic
coordinates of the hand. Top plot represents acceleration, middle plot represent velocity,
and bottom plot represents position.

frequency of 6 Hz, in both directions [275]. Integrating the acceleration data to obtain

velocity and again to obtain position, results in accumulation of drift error after 15

seconds resulting in a resting position lower than -2.5 m, instead of zero. This example

illustrates that double integration of acceleration to position alone does not produce a

recognisable signal shape; i.e. similar to the one obtained in the simulated case. One

approach to bound drift error is to regularly reset accumulation through additional

signal processing such as ZUPT and Kalman filters, which have been used in this work.

4.1.4 Zero Velocity Updates

The Zero Velocity Update (ZUPT) method is a measurement correction method that

identifies known stationary periods of data which can then be used to remove error. In
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Figure 4.6: Three plots representing a reaching movement recorded from the kinematic
coordinates of the hand. Top plot shows a recorded post-filtered acceleration plot,
middle plot shows velocity estimates from integrated acceleration, and bottom plot
represents position estimates from double integrated acceleration.

context of obtaining position from acceleration, the concept of this methodology can

be explained as follows:

• Acceleration is integrated to obtain velocity estimates;

• Velocity estimates contains integration error, obtained by integrating acceleration;

• Known stationary periods of movement in the time domain are recorded and

mapped to the velocity;

• Within the stationary periods, velocity is explicitly set to zero, removing

integration error;
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• Modified velocity estimates are subsequently integrated to obtain position

estimates.

The outcome of this methodology results in reduced error in position estimates when

converting from velocity. A common application of ZUPT is gait analysis [276, 277],

whereby identifying and referencing known stance phases of a gait cycle, position

estimates of the foot during normal walking motion were improved. As normal walking

patterns are cyclic, this methodology provides a repetitive recalibration procedure

during intended use. Application of ZUPT in upper limb tracking also exist in the

literature. Comotti et al. [278] created an extended arm swing application in the

caudal/cranial axis, by applying a 2 Hz low-pass filter to the measured acceleration

magnitude and using a value threshold to identify movement and stationary periods.

This approach requires post-filtering (after the complete motion) and is therefore,

unsuitable for real-time operation. Bai et al. [279] created an application for use

with the 9HPT, through the use of different value thresholds determined by short-

time energy calculations, and a separate threshold to identify values (and therefore,

temporal periods) crossing zero. This application requires four samples worth of data

sampled at 120 Hz (resulting in latency of 0.03 93 s) and could be feasible for real-

time operation, however, the energy thresholds require manual selection to operate

effectively. Furthermore, given the heterogeneity of hemiparetic stroke survivors and

the general characteristics identified for paretic movement the threshold selection

introduces challenges for adoption in a rehabilitation tool. Both approaches proposed

demonstrate that estimating position from acceleration with ZUPT is feasible. The

proposed implementation of the ZUPT approach adopted in this work is detailed in

Section 4.3.

4.2 Data Acquisition

To benchmark the motion capture effectiveness of the Soniccup (described in

Section 4.3) and KinectSon (described in Section 4.5), an experiment was devised

to acquire data from a Vicon Nexus optoelectronic marker-based motion capture
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system while simultaneously capturing data from the Soniccup and the KinectSon

systems. The Vicon Nexus was selected as it is widely accepted in the literature as

the gold-standard for motion analysis, with typical associated measurement error in

the sub-millimetre range [280, 281]. The Vicon system used is set up at the Wolfson

Centre, University of Strathclyde, and uses T-Series cameras that obtain the position

of attachable retroreflective markers. For this experiment, a single marker was attached

to the Soniccup (specifically on top of the Next Generation Inertial Measurement Unit

(NGIMU) sensor) to permit the Vicon system to capture the position of the sensor.

To summarise the data acquisition parameters of these systems, Table 4.4 describes

the Soniccup, Table 4.5 describes the KinectSon, and Table 4.6 describes the Vicon

system.

Table 4.4: Data acquisition parameters used for the Soniccup.

NGIMU

Accelerometer
Range ˘16 g

Sample Rate 100 Hz
Resolution 16-bit

AHRS
Gain 0.8

Gyroscope Bias Correction True
Magnetic Field Rejection 20-70 µT

Analogue Input
Range 0 - 3.1 V

Sample Rate 100 Hz
Resolution 10-bit

Switch
Momentary Push
Button Switch

Operating Force 1.2 N
Total Travel Distance 2 mm

Electrical Travel Distance 0.8 mm

Table 4.5: Data acquisition parameters of the KinectSon.

Azure Kinect
Camera

Depth Camera

Resolution 640x576 px
Field of Interest 75°x65°

Frames Per Second 30
Measuring Distance « 2 m

RGB Camera
Resolution 1280x720 px

Nominal Field of View 90°x59°

A volunteer, without neurological or movement deficit, was instructed to perform

three sets of fifteen reaching movements with their dominant hand, with each,

corresponding to the lifting of the device, extension of the arm, placement of the
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Table 4.6: Data acquisition parameters of the Vicon system.

Vicon T-Series
Cameras

T40
Resolution 2352x1728 px

Number of Cameras 6
Frames Per Second 100

T160
Resolution 4704x3456 px

Number of Cameras 6
Frames Per Second 100

Soniccup at maximum reach, and then lifting of the device, retraction of the arm,

placement of the Soniccup at approximately the starting position. The volunteer was

instructed to modify the speed of reaching movement so that the first set was performed

at a normal speed, the second set was performed at a slow speed, and the third set was

performed at a fast speed. The volunteer was instructed to perform the slow movements

inline with their own deep breath, inhaling during the extension phase, and exhaling

during the retraction phase, and were instructed to perform the fast movements as

quickly as able whilst in control of their movements. Further details of the procedure

used is explained in Section 5.3.1.

Figure 4.7 shows a velocity comparison of the first four movements in the three sets

of movements captured. From the collected movement data of the dominant hand, the

first four reaching movements of the set corresponding to normal speed movements have

been used to visually display the Soniccup methodology and KinectSon methodology

described in Sections 4.3.4 and 4.5, respectively, and the full amount of movements in

the normal speed and slow speed sets of movement are used in Section 4.3.6. The set of

fast speed movements are not used in the following sections, but have been displayed in

Figure 4.7 to provide a velocity visual comparison of the three sets of movement data.

Data obtained from the Vicon system has been assumed to contain no errors and

therefore, have been considered accurate. Visual inspection of the traces of position,

velocity, and acceleration from all systems confirmed that all systems capture the same

pattern for reaching motion.

Figure 4.8 illustrates the data captured via the Soniccup and Vicon system, where

the dark traces indicate the primary measurement from each sensing system (position

for the Vicon system and acceleration for the Soniccup), while the lighter shaded lines
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Figure 4.7: Figure showing the calculated velocity of three sets of reaching movements
as captured by the Vicon system.

show the derivative domains. From these traces, it is clear that the two systems capture

the pattern associated with four separate reaching movements. However, due to the lack

of synchronised start (and stop) of the data acquisition, the data from the two systems

require manual alignment.

Data alignment was achieved through a two-step process. First, the acceleration data

obtained through the Soniccup and the Vicon system were normalised to a magnitude

of positive and negative one. Second, cross-correlation calculations were used to identify

the temporal shift value that results in the highest similarity. Equations 4.9 and 4.10

mathematically displays this process.

xn “ at{maxpaq (4.9)

zk “

||x||´1
ÿ

n“0

xnyn´k`pN´1q (4.10)

For these equations, a is the acceleration signal, at is a sample of the acceleration

signal, x and y are signals after the normalisation process, zk is the cross correlation

output at sample difference k, n equals the sample number, x and y are discretely

sampled signals, ||x|| is the length of x, and N is the highest number of samples in

x or y. The index corresponding to the maximum cross correlation value was used

to identify the sample difference between the two signals. This was visually verified

through isolating and viewing the plot of a small subset of the data. Figure 4.9 shows
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Figure 4.8: Figure showing plots corresponding to the position (top), velocity (middle),
and acceleration (bottom) obtained from the Soniccup (orange traces) and Vicon (black
traces) systems. Lighter shades of each colour indicate calculated/estimated values for
the kinematic.

three plots, the top plot shows the two acceleration data sets, highlighting the sample

difference between the two.

Through the cross-correlation process as stated in Equation 4.10, the middle plot

shows the overall result, and zooming in to the graph at the maximum cross-correlation,

as illustrated through the bottom plot, shows the result of a seven sample lag of the

Soniccup data relative to the Vicon system. As such, the acceleration values of the

Soniccup must shift seven samples towards the Vicon data set to achieve alignment. It

should be noted that the sampling frequency of both the Soniccup and Vicon systems

was 100 Hz, and from visual observation, the two data sets do not expand or shrink

sufficiently enough to warrant the segmentation of data for alignment purposes.
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Figure 4.9: Figure showing three plots corresponding to the alignment process between
the data obtained from the Soniccup and Vicon systems. Top plot shows the recorded
acceleration from the Soniccup (blue), and the calculated acceleration from the Vicon
system (grey). Middle plot shows the result of a cross correlation process between the
acceleration data from the two systems. The bottom plot zooms in at the peak of this
result to show the sample offset of seven, for maximum correlation.
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4.3 Soniccup

This section details the design and creation of the Soniccup prototype proposed in

the thesis. At the commencement of this work, the following research questions were

proposed:

RQ4 Using Kalman filters and the ZUPT method, to what extent can position

estimates be extracted from gravity-free linear acceleration?

RQ5 Can the ZUPT method be applied to upper limb movements without limiting to

one type of movement?

RQ6 To create audio feedback, what steps must be taken to convert position into an

auditory display?

The final Soniccup, comprises an INS, a push-to-make switch, and a 3-dimensional

printed object. The device communicates over Wi-Fi with a PC that hosts the position

estimation algorithm that utilise acceleration readings in the Earth reference frame, and

analogue voltage values corresponding to the closing and opening of a switch and output

estimated velocity and position data. The estimated outputs can then be converted to

an audio output through the developed sonification platform. The Soniccup operates

on movements that contain anchoring and in this thesis the focus is on reaching forward

movements delineated by the placement of the Soniccup on surface.

4.3.1 Next Generation IMU

To create a proof-of-concept system, a product was acquired from x-io Technologies

Limited, named the Next Generation Inertial Measurement Unit (NGIMU), which

contains a 3-dimensional accelerometer and gyroscope that each have a maximum

sample rate of 400 Hz, plus a magnetometer at 20 Hz maximum sample rate, along

with sensors to monitor pressure, humidity, and temperature, and is powered with

a rechargeable 1000 mAh battery, enclosed by plastic housing. The device provides

wired connectivity through serial and Universal Serial Bus (USB) connections and

wireless connectivity through Wi-Fi, 802.11n, 5 GHz. The Wi-Fi module can operate in
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Figure 4.10: Next Generation IMU with housing, image taken from x-io Technologies
Limited website [282]

Access Point or Client mode. The implementation described in this thesis operates the

device in Wi-Fi Client mode. The NGIMU acquires raw data from sensors and provides

processing capabilities to compute derivative and fused metrics such as those from the

AHRS; the quaternions, rotation matrix, Euler angles, gravity-free acceleration in the

sensor coordinate frame, and gravity-free acceleration in the Earth coordinate frame.

An associated software package to the NGIMU permits the configuration of device

parameters such as the raw sensor data acquisition frequency, send rates, AHRS fusing

parameters [270], enabling and disabling reporting of the derivative and fused metrics.

The gravity free acceleration in the Earth coordinate frame, theoretically provides

acceleration that is independent to the rotation of the device. This metric was chosen,

fundamentally because human biomechanical movement is a combination of anatomical

rotations, and considering that the target user audience (stroke survivors) of the system

will have incomplete motor control and are therefore, likely to perform compensatory

rotations, segregating the effects of the additional rotations from the acceleration plots

would increase audio feedback versatility, and could be included in future work involving

orientation measurements. The NGIMU communicates to the host computer through

Open Sound Control protocol, where packets are received and decoded, allowing data

extraction. In terms of peripheral ports, the device also contains an SD card socket, two

serial interfaces, and an analogue input connector, which is used in the system described

in this chapter. The pinouts for this connector comprise a 3.3 V output, ground, and
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eight analogue channels to receive inputs. To conclude on this section, as a means of

creating a proof-of-concept system, the NGIMU provides an inexpensive and versatile

option to investigate different methodologies and strategies, and hence was selected.

4.3.2 Zero Velocity Update Trigger

As a fundamental to the system design, the choice was made to include the ZUPT

as a means of improving positional estimation. Therefore, it is necessary to devise

an apparatus to detect zero velocity and in the context of upper limb movements, a

potential solution is to include a sensor to detect contact with a surface. Two types

of sensors were considered, a pressure sensor and a push-to-make switch. Either of

these sensors would achieve the goals of obtaining zero velocities, however, the pressure

sensor introduces additional complexity in terms of signal conditioning and interfacing

and was not adopted in favour of a push-to-make switch. A non-latching double pole

single throw switch with 1.2 N of operating force (described in Section A.1.1) was

selected that allows the switch to be activated by the weight of the comprised object

alone, which is necessary to improve usability for people with hemiparesis. The switch

was connected to the analogue inputs available in the NGIMU as shown by Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11: Circuit diagram showing the additional electronic components used to
create a switch enabled voltage divider for the Soniccup system.

The NGIMU supplies 3.3 V to a voltage divider, and is able to monitor the

output, labelled ‘Analogue Channel’, as a consequence of the switch state. As such,
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a high-voltage recording corresponds to the compression of the switch, and a low value

represents the release of the switch.

4.3.3 Soniccup Housing

In regular upper limb practice, movements often involve reaching for objects to be

picked up and placed. These objects are generally lightweight, durable, inexpensive,

and in contact with a surface. Therefore, creating an object that detects the state

of being picked up or placed, in combination with the ZUPT, would produce a

suitable methodology to obtain velocity and position estimates. A 3-dimensional printed

designed object permits integration of the push-to-make switch and NGIMU in a single

package.

Figure 4.12: Design of two 3-dimensional printed components to be combined to form
the housing of Soniccup, (a) and (b) show different perspectives of the body of a chalice
shape object, (c) and (d) show different perspective of an attachment base to the chalice
shape object, designed to include a specific double pole double throw switch in the
prototype model.

Figure 4.12 shows rendering of the 3-dimensional printed object that consists of the

primary component in (a) and (b) in two different perspectives. The top side of this

component is designed to accommodate the NGIMU and additional circuitry, while

the bottom side is designed to attach to the secondary component. The stem of the
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object is a hollow cylinder to allow connection of the device with the ZUPT trigger

(switch), and to provide a robust handle whilst also reducing the mass of the object.

Figure 4.12 (c) and (d) shows the secondary component to securely hold in place the

push-to-make switch. Special attention was given to the switch placement to ensure the

bottom surface was flush when the switch was fully compressed. The exact dimensions

of both components are detailed in Section A.1.2. This housing along with the NGIMU

constitutes the complete physical object labelled as Soniccup.

4.3.4 Position Estimation

State Transition 
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Figure 4.13: Block diagram showing the signal conditioning steps to the sonification
stage, starting from analogue input and Earth acceleration.

Soniccup was set to wirelessly send two data streams to a host PC, one contains

an analogue voltage measurement corresponding to the switch state, and another is

the acceleration measurement in the Earth reference frame, with both data streams

measuring at 100 Hz. Figure 4.13 shows an overview of the end-to-end processing to

converting these two data streams into estimated position. The estimated position

data is subsequently converted into Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) notes

to produce auditory feedback. To further explain the methodology used to estimate

position, data obtained through Section 4.2 are displayed in a step-by-step process,

firstly describing the generation of the Zero Velocity Update Trigger Signal, and

secondly describing the conversion process of acceleration to position. Throughout

this description the main focus is the primary direction of travel along the sagittal
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axis (labelled as the X axis), unless otherwise stated. A positive change in the X

axis represents an arm extension movement, whereas a negative change in the X axis

represents an arm retraction movement.

State Transition Identification
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Figure 4.14: Figure depicting the recording of mechanical bouncing. Two events are
shown by orange and green circles, corresponding to a momentary placement and
momentary lift of the Soniccup, respectively.

Focusing on the analogue voltage data stream, at point ‘A’ as shown on Figure 4.13,

the data is processed to identify states of when the Soniccup is placed or picked up from

a surface. Figure 4.14 shows that data stream trace which ranges between 0 and 3.3 V.

It can be observed that momentary fluctuations of the analogue voltage occur nears the

pick up and placing down events. These events are shown on orange and green markers

which correspond to the placement and pick up respectively. The orange marker shows

a low-to-high transition, indicating that the switch had been momentarily compressed

while the green marker shows a high-to-low transition, indicating the momentary release

of the switch. These events typically happen due to imperfect placement or picking

up of the Soniccup, resulting in a type of ‘biomechanical bouncing’ that are separate

events from a purposeful placement/pickup. As accurate identification of placements

and pickups are necessary for ZUPT, the detection and removal of these events are

of interest. To filter out these momentary changes when running the system online a

state change is considered only if the analogue voltage signal persists for n consecutive

samples. A small value for n runs the risk of momentary changes remaining unfiltered,

while a high n will lead to lag between the beginning of the movement and the audio
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generation which is undesirable. For this system the value of n was selected to be eight

after experimentation and results in a delay of 80 ms, which is below the delay threshold

for real-time applications [103]. The subsequent stage in the process, at point ‘B’ on

Figure 4.13, receives the filtered switch state signal ready to apply the ZUPT method

to the velocity estimates.
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Figure 4.15: Figure showing associated data prior to and with the first designed Kalman
filter. Top plot presents analogue voltage obtained through the NGIMU, middle plot
presents raw data values corresponding to acceleration in the Earth reference frame
obtained through the NGIMU sensor, and bottom plot presents the estimated velocity
from the first Kalman filter.

Focusing on the Earth acceleration data stream, referring to point ‘C’ on Figure 4.13,

acceleration data from the sensor is fed through a linear Kalman filter to output

estimated velocity. This Kalman filter is setup to integrate acceleration data values
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that have been filtered through a white noise filter. All the parameters for the Kalman

filter are provided in the Appendix A.2.1. Figure 4.15 shows plots associated with input

data obtained through the NGIMU sensor, prior to and after the application of the

Kalman filter. The top plot shows the analogue switch voltage measurements obtained

from the NGIMU, while the middle plot shows the raw Earth acceleration labelled as

‘Soniccup Acceleration (C)’. The bottom plot, shows the output of the Kalman filter;

i.e. the estimated velocity, labelled as ‘Soniccup Velocity (D)’, and the velocity obtained

via the Vicon system after differentiation of position. Directly comparing the velocity

plots between the Soniccup and the Vicon, shows observable differences. These are

attributed to the measurement errors associated with the Soniccup data as described

in Section 4.1. To remove these errors, and obtain a better match to the Vicon velocity,

‘Soniccup Velocity (D)’ is processed using the ZUPT methodology. In particular, the

use of the analogue voltage signal from the non-latching switch along with the ‘State

Transition Identification’ process as described in Section 4.3.4 were used to identify

periods of zero velocity (point ‘B’ of Figure 4.13). As the stationary phases have been

identified, the estimated velocity values obtained during these phases are explicitly set

to zero, hence removing integration errors that have accumulated up to this point.

Additionally, the Kalman filter is reinitialised at the start of the stationary phase to

reset the filter state.

The results of these changes are shown in Figure 4.16 (top) as ‘Soniccup Velocity

(E)’, with the applied ZUPT method. The effect of this processing is that during

stationary periods the velocity is now zero. As the point of reset occurs when the device

has been placed, and the point of placement and pickup is not instantaneous, this would

lead to an error component that distorts the data. To remove this accumulated error

component, velocity values are continuously estimated through the stationary periods,

and treated as error values so that on transition to a movement phase, the error values

are subtracted from the corresponding estimated velocity data, to improve velocity

estimates. The outcome of this error subtraction mechanism can be seen through

Figure 4.16 (middle) labelled as ‘Soniccup Velocity (F)’. This resultant data shows
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Figure 4.16: Figure showing data associated with signal conditioning velocity estimates.
Top plot presents velocity estimates before (orange) and after (green) the application
of zeroing by zero velocity updates. Middle plot shows before (green) and after (red)
further signal conditioning to remove accumulated stationary errors. Bottom plot
compares the conditioned velocity estimates (red) with the calculated velocity obtained
through Vicon data (grey).

a shift towards congruence with the calculated velocity data associated with the Vicon

system as highlighted through Figure 4.16 (bottom).

Subsequent steps refer to data associated with a second Kalman filter, with the

properties as described by Equations A.7 - A.12 in Section A.2.2. Figure 4.17 shows

the performance of the second Kalman filter conversion from conditioned velocity data

into estimated position data. The top plot shows ‘Soniccup Velocity (F)’ which is used

as an input to the Kalman filter. The bottom plot shows a comparison between the

estimated position output from the Kalman filter along the primary axis of movement

(X) labelled as ‘Soniccup Position (H)’, and the recorded position data from the Vicon
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Figure 4.17: Figure showing associated data with the second Kalman filter. Top
plot presents conditioned velocity obtained at point (F). Bottom plot presents the
corresponding position estimates from the second Kalman filter (purple), compared to
the position measurements from the Vicon system (black).

system. The ‘Soniccup Position (H)’ plot in Figure 4.17 shows a resemblance to the

position plot obtained through the Vicon system, however, there are many differences

between the two plots, including a difference in position range, movement start and

end points, and the appearance of ‘lumps’ on ‘Soniccup Position (H)’. The difference in

position range is a consequence of the methodology used to obtain position estimates,

and the lumps coincide with the nonperfect shape of the conditioned velocity where

the estimated velocity goes beyond zero when returning from maxima/minima velocity.

Further conditioning of the velocity plots would result in the removal of these lumps.

Observable from the bottom plot the average values of the estimated position per

movement fluctuates due to the magnitude of the values measured through one direction

not equalling the magnitude of the values measured in the opposite direction. The

mismatch of values over time accumulates and becomes salient when observing the

integration of the velocity plots. To remove this error the system tracks the amount

of placements completed, with the assumption that the first placement corresponding

to the end of the extension phase and the second placement corresponding to end of

the retraction phase of movement. Upon placement of the device at the end of the
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Figure 4.18: Figure showing position estimates from the second Kalman filter and the
recorded data from the Vicon system. Top plot showing estimated position from second
Kalman filter without (purple) and with (blue) reinitialising the second Kalman filter.
Bottom plot shows a comparison of position values from the Soniccup (blue) and the
Vicon system (black).

retraction phase, the second Kalman filter is reinitialised. Figure 4.18 shows the effect

of reinitialising the second Kalman filter on the estimated position. The top plot shows a

direct comparison of the estimated position without (‘Soniccup Position (H)’) and with

(‘Soniccup Position (J)’) the implemented mechanism. The bottom plot compares this

new estimated position with the measured position of the Vicon system. This estimated

position is the output of the data processing stage for the movement sonification system

and is the input for the sonification module.

Z-Axis Position Estimation

Figure 4.19 shows the result of the same position estimation process applied to the

data corresponding to the cranial/caudal (Z) axis. In contrast to the outcome of the

methodology for data related to anterior/posterior (X) axis, the estimated position

in the Z axis show large differences compared to the Vicon system (bottom plot).

It can be observed that there is an offset during the first placement at the end of

the extension phase which is subsequently affecting the position estimates during the
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Figure 4.19: Figure showing the predicted position along the Z axis from the second
Kalman filter and the recorded data from the Vicon system. Top plot shows estimated
position from the second Kalman filter with (green) and without (purple) resetting the
Kalman filter at every second placement. The bottom plot shows a comparison of the
Soniccup position (green) and the measured Vicon position (black), at this stage.

retraction phase. At the end of the retraction phase, explicit zeroing realigns the two

traces and misalignment starts again at the end of the next extension phase. To mitigate

these differences, an additional processing step is introduced to eliminate the offset; the

Z-axis processing pipeline is similar to that presented in Figure 4.13 but modified to

introduce the ‘Error Mitigation C’ step as shown in Figure 4.20. The ‘Error Mitigation

C’ step effectively resets the Z axis position after every placement. Figure 4.21 shows

the position estimate result for the Z axis with the modified processing pipeline and its

comparison to the Vicon system position.

Final Position Output

Figure 4.22 reiterates the final position estimation plots for all three axes and the

radial distance, for the Soniccup and the Vicon System. An efficient linear reaching

motion (potentially performed by a motorised system) would result in the highest

amplitude on the X axis, zero amplitude on the Y axis, and a small amplitude on the

Z axis. Considering that the motion in this example was performed by a person, some
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Figure 4.20: Block diagram showing the signal conditioning steps for data associated
with the cranial/caudal (Z) axis to the sonification stage, starting from analogue input
and Earth acceleration.

amplitude is observed on the Y axis, however, this is not significant for a reaching

motion, while the X and Z axis are largely in agreement with the Vicon system. For the

purposes of this study, the X axis is used for audio feedback, without loss of generality

(for example, the Y axis may be chosen as an input to the sonification system to create

audio feedback on lateral motion).

4.3.5 Audio Output

The final stage of the movement sonification process is to translate the motion signals

into a form of audio feedback. In this particular study, the position estimates are

chosen to generate the audio feedback but other motion related variables such as

velocity or acceleration could be chosen. The position estimates are then sonified

through parameter mapping to convert data to audio output. The mapping strategy

implemented for the Soniccup system maps linearly the estimated position to audio

pitch. As the movement performer extends their arm, the audio pitch rises, and when the

movement performer retracts their arm, the opposite occurs. Audio output is presented

through the use of ‘MIDI Notes’ [283]. Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI)

is a communication standard for digital musical instruments and related devices for

playing, editing, and recording music. MIDI note values range from 0 to 128, which is

wider than the grand piano, of which the lowest note (A0) corresponds to MIDI note

21, and the highest note (C8) corresponds to MIDI note 108. Notes at the high end

of the spectrum generate high treble which may create discomfort to the user, while
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Figure 4.21: Figure illustrating the additional correction mechanism that is
implemented for data associated with the cranial/caudal (Z) axis. Top plot shows the
effects before (green) and after (blue) the correction mechanism. Bottom plot show a
comparison between the final estimated position via the Soniccup and the measured
position from the Vicon system.

notes at the low end of the spectrum are harder to perceive. For that reason, a design

decision was made to sonify movements using three octaves, with the lowest at MIDI

note 48 (C3), and the highest at MIDI note 84 (C6). This range of notes is used for the

remainder of this study.

The MIDI note mapping is performed using Equations 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 to convert

positional data to audio output. Initially, the note range notemin to notemax is scaled

over the position range pmin to pmax, to obtain the scaling factor r,

r “
pnotemax ´ noteminq

ppmax ´ pminq
(4.11)

where notemin = 48 and notemax = 84, which correspond to the upper and lower

boundary of MIDI notes available as output, pmin = 0 and pmax = maximum position,

which correspond to the start and end values of the reaching motion. Specifically, pmax

is a value estimated based on the range of movements captured previously through

the Soniccup, therefore, trial movements are required prior to online sonification. The
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Figure 4.22: Figure containing four plots, corresponding to the estimated position
from the Soniccup (blue) and the measured position from the Vicon system (black).
Top plot corresponds to the frontal/parietal (X) axis, second plot corresponds to the
medial/lateral (Y) axis, third plot corresponds to the cranial/caudal (Z) axis, and the
bottom plot corresponds to the radial distance.

scaling factor r is calculated at the system initialisation, and hence requires position

estimates for the start and end of movement.

With the aid of the r scaling factor, the audible note ni at position pi can be

obtained using the equation:

ni “ tr ¨ piu` notemin (4.12)

Note that the product r ¨ pi is floored to quantise the note output, as decimal notes

are not meaningful. This will result in all 36 notes in the range notemin´notemax to be

audible and small deviations in pi will result in fluctuating audio output. To avoid noisy
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audio output, note quantisation can be made coarser by increasing the number of steps

(nsteps) between audible note changes. To achieve this, Equation 4.12 was modified to:

ni “ nsteps ¨ t
r ¨ pi
nsteps

u` notemin (4.13)

The nsteps variable in essence controls the audible note resolution and in these

experiments has been selected equal to three resulting in 12 audible MIDI notes.

Through experimentation, it was observed that through the majority of the reaching

motion the audio output changes smoothly, but at the near maximum extremity of the

reach, the audible output created trills (rapid alternation between two notes). The trills

was a result of the hand hovering around a threshold between MIDI note changes when

the arm extension reached 100% and resulted in the movement performer overextending,

to mitigate the trill. To mitigate the trill through the sonification configuration, the

position estimate was updated to saturate at 95% of the maximum position.

pi “ minppi, 0.95 ¨ pmaxq (4.14)

The saturation on the high end, helps to discourage over-extension of the movement

performer and results in the removal of the last note of the MIDI range (in the case of

experiments, from the number of notes are reduced from 12 notes to 11). Furthermore,

saturating the position estimate leads to narrowing the reaching extension which in

turn, promotes a healthy reaching goal for users of the system. On the lower extremity

of reach, when the arm retracts beyond the starting position the position estimate

becomes negative and sonification results in emitted notes below the selected MIDI

range. To maintain the notemin as the lowest audible note, lower side saturation is

performed using the following equation:

pi “ maxppi, pminq (4.15)

Through Equations 4.14 and 4.15, a sonification range has been created where

movement captured outside of designated area occur saturation to sustain a constant
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audio note range. To benchmark the audio output of the Soniccup, the same audio

conversion strategy was used for data acquired via the Vicon system. Naturally, the

two systems, Soniccup and Vicon, result in different pmin and pmax parameters. The

aim of the movement sonification system is to capture the relative motion patterns and

generate similar audio feedback for similar pattern, therefore, the position estimates

for both system are normalised using max normalisation and results in values in the

range [0,1] using the equation:

pnorm “ pi{pmax (4.16)

where pnorm is the normalised position value.
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Figure 4.23: Figure showing two plots corresponding to the conversion process from
normalised position data to MIDI notes. Top plot shows the input and output for the
Vicon system, the bottom plot shows the input and output for the Soniccup.

Equations 4.14 and 4.15 are applied sequentially to obtain the final position

estimate, and this is combined with Equation 4.13 to obtain the note output. The effect

of saturating the position with Equations 4.14 and 4.15 results in the last note audible

note either at 81 or 48 for the top and low ends respectively. Figure 4.23 displays the

calculated audible notes at every point in time for four extraction/retraction motions

for both the Vicon and the Soniccup, alongside the corresponding relative position, as
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calculated through Equation 4.16. For Figure 4.23 the plot shows the effect of converting

normalised position to audio notes for the Vicon system (top plot), and the Soniccup

system (bottom plot), where dotted lines are drawn to show the data cut-off threshold

for each audio note. Figure 4.24 shows a plot comparison of the two systems with

regards to the normalised position (top plot), and the audio notes (bottom plot).
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Figure 4.24: Figure showing two plots that provide a comparison between the Vicon
and Soniccup systems for the normal speed set. Top plot shows normalised position
plots that are used as inputs for the audio conversion process. Bottom plot shows the
MIDI notes generated from the normalised position data.

Figure 4.25 displays multiple plots highlighting the impact of increasing the nsteps

variable through the sonification configuration. As the resolution parameter increases

from one to nine (corresponding to (a) and (f) in the figure) the amount of audio notes

displayed decreases from 33 to 4, resulting in an increase in pitch interval for each note

transition and an increase in the amount of distance required per change of note.
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(a)
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Figure 4.25: Figure showing nine plots corresponding to the effect of altering the audio
resolution parameter as stated in Equation 4.12 on the normal speed set. Labels (a),
(b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) correspond to the numeric values 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 9 used for
the nsteps parameter.
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4.3.6 Achieving Maximum Congruence

To estimate position with maximum congruence to the position data captured through

the Vicon system, the sensor streams corresponding to the acceleration and switch

state must be temporally aligned at the start of movement. Failure to achieve this

produces position estimates through the Soniccup methodology that do not represent

the movements performed.
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Figure 4.26: Figure displaying the calculated velocity obtained from the Vicon system,
and the analogue voltage recordings, corresponding to the switch state, obtained
through the Soniccup system, with alignment and magnitude reduction of this trace by
a third.

Figure 4.26 shows an example of an extension movement that has been captured

through the Soniccup and the Vicon system in parallel. Data from the two systems

have been temporally aligned using the same process as described in Section 4.2. The

grey trace in this figure shows the magnitude of the hand velocity (combined X and Z

axis) obtained via the Vicon system, low-pass filtered at 6 Hz in both directions [275]

to create a zero phase output. The blue trace in this figure shows the switch state

prior to the filtering process described in Section 4.3.4 and has been amplitude scaled

by a third, for illustrative purposes. As can be observed in the figure, at the start of
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movement the switch transitions from high to low values later than the initial rise of

velocity values. This observation is consistent with all movements captured through

this process. Addressing this start of movement temporal misalignment is a necessity

for the Soniccup methodology.

To remove the effects of temporal misalignment requires the delaying of a signal

so that the start of movement at both data streams happens at the same time. To

achieve this, the acceleration data stream has to be delayed by Xi samples to match

the switch state signal. However, the value of Xi varies for different reaching movements.

Understanding the magnitude and range of values of Xi, in-part permits evaluation of

the Soniccup.

To obtain an estimate of Xi, all reaching movement data obtained via Section 4.2

for the normal speed set and the slow speed set were analysed to identify start of

movement from the Vicon system (velocity magnitude of X and Z axis) and Soniccup

system (switch state). The slow speed set represents reaching movements performed at

a slow pace, and were included for this estimation process as it was expected that the

slower movement resulted in larger temporal misalignment between the two signals,

compared to the normal speed set. For data associated with the Vicon system, the

first value above a velocity threshold of 0.02 m/s [275] was used to determine start of

movement, and for data associated with the Soniccup the first value below a threshold

of 0.1 V was used. The extracted sample numbers were then compared. This process

resulted in a total of 30 data points for Xi in the normal speed set and 30 data points

in the slow speed set. Of the data points obtained in each set of data, statistical outliers

were identified using Equations 4.17 and 4.18,

LO “ Q1´ p1.5 ¨ IQRq (4.17)

HO “ Q3` p1.5 ¨ IQRq (4.18)

which identified one outlier in the slow speed set that was excluded from the analysis.

No outliers were identified for the normal speed set. The resulting data for Xi are
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displayed through Figure 4.27. Figure 4.27 shows the measured variable Xi for each

movement within the normal speed set (top) and the slow speed set (bottom), along

with a density estimate curve for each. The means and standard deviations for each

density estimate curves are shown in Table 4.7.
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Figure 4.27: Figure illustrating the variation of sample offset between theoretical start
of movement, and the change of switch state due to the lifting of the Soniccup, for the
normal speed set (top) and the slow speed set (bottom). Density plot is shown in both
plots as a black trace. Positive offset indicates that the movement begun before the
switch changed state.

Table 4.7: Table showing means and standard deviations for the density estimate curves
shown in Figure 4.27.

Movement Extremity Movement Set Mean Standard Deviation

Start of Movement
Normal Speed 6.567 2.108

Slow Speed 7.517 3.820

In the current implementation of the Soniccup, a design choice was to set a constant

system latency. To set this for the Soniccup, Xi must also be modelled as a constant

(Xconst). Setting Xconst to be a value smaller than the actual delay would result in the

zeroing of movement data at the early stages of movement and needs to be avoided

for the position estimates to effectively represent the performed movements. Setting

Xconst to be a value larger than the actual delay, results in the inclusion of data
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prior to the start of movement in the synthesis of position estimation. Given that

the ZUPT methodology explicitly zeros these values, the inclusion of these extra values

does not affect the position estimates, and therefore, overestimating Xconst is preferable

to underestimating. The compromise however, is that a larger Xconst value leads to a

larger system latency. Assuming that these values form a normal distribution, a value

of Xconst corresponding to 95% of the data values can be calculated using the mean

and standard deviation of an attained density estimation curve. For this analysis, the

measurements from the slow speed set were used to obtain a conservative estimate of

Xconst via Equation 4.19,

Xconst “ µ` Zσ (4.19)

where µ is the mean value, σ is the standard deviation unit value, Z is the Z-score

corresponding to a level of confidence of 95%. From this equation Xconst = 15.004.

Xconst has been calculated from data obtained comparing sample numbers

corresponding to the start of movement from the switch state data obtained through

the Soniccup system, and the velocity data obtained via the Vicon system. To convert

the calculated measures to compare the switch state and acceleration data streams

associated with the Soniccup (X), the calculated mean value, and therefore, the

calculated sample discrepancy value, are reduced by one for the start of movement.

Equation 4.20 shows the transition from Xconst to X,

X “ tXconst ´ 1u (4.20)

where the intermediary value has been rounded down to the nearest integer.

Therefore, X as calculated through a combination of Equations 4.19 and 4.20 is 14

samples.

4.3.7 System Latency

For a movement sonification system to be considered a real-time system, the latency

must be considered. For the Soniccup, a major source of latency comes with the position

estimation methodology as described in Section 4.3.4. The described latency is the time
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between the motion capture measurement and the synthesis of the output position. The

cumulative delay as created by factors external to the position estimation methodology

are considered to be less than 1 ms, and therefore, have not been included. Figure 4.28

shows a model of the accumulated delay through the stages of the Soniccup position

estimation methodology, where one sample corresponds to a delay of 10 ms. Sources of
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Figure 4.28: Flowchart presenting sources of delay associated with the start of
movement, that accumulate during the Soniccup methodology. This figure shows
Figure 4.20 with added annotations corresponding to sources of delay. Total delay
is shown through ‘X+9 samples’, and one sample worth of delay equals 10 ms.

delay include the filtering mechanism to remove momentary changes of state, resulting

in a delay of eight samples, and the integration mechanism performed through the

two Kalman filters, which induce a delay of one sample each. To achieve maximum

congruence with the measured position from the Vicon system, an additional delay of

14 samples is included into the model as described in Section 4.3.6, to align the input

data streams at the start of movement. Subsequently, to temporally align the signals

for the ZUPT methodology, a delay mechanism for the acceleration data stream of

‘(X+8)-1 samples’ is included in this model.

The total latency of this system is an accumulation of three sources as shown

through Figure 4.28:

• ‘X samples’ shown above Analogue Voltage
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• ‘8 samples’ shown above State Transition Identification

• ‘1 sample’ shown below Kalman Filter 2

resulting in a total of ‘X+9 samples’ as shown in the bottom annotation of the figure.

As such for the Soniccup methodology as presented, the current system latency is

calculated to be 23 samples, which corresponds to a delay time of 230 ms from the

algorithm receiving sensor inputs, to obtaining position estimates.

4.4 Motion Capture Through a Camera

In parallel to the development of the Soniccup, a second movement sonification

system was developed using a Microsoft Azure Kinect camera as the motion capture

component. Predecessors of this type of camera-based technology, as identified in

Chapter 3, have been used in many movement sonification projects, and as such induces

confidence that the motion capture technology can be integrated into a movement

sonification system to produce reliable outputs. Creating a movement sonification

system alternative to the Soniccup, using a different motion capture technology,

improves the chances that at least one system would be a suitable candidate as a

rehabilitation tool. This section starts with an introduction into how motion capture

can occur through camera-based technology, before proceeding to the development of

a movement sonification system named ‘KinectSon’.

4.4.1 Computer Vision

Computer Vision (CV) is the field of study that enables computers to process, analyse,

and interpret digital images, with the goal of automating tasks that could be performed

by the human visual system. In context of human motion capture, the goal of CV

is to identify human anatomical segments of interest and temporally monitor the

difference in location of these anatomical segments between subsequent captured

images, with example applications including sports performance [105], biomechanical

evaluations [284], and human-computer interactions [221]. Human motion capture

through CV requires a camera-based technology to capture and extract human
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anatomical landmarks in three dimensions during operation. These landmarks are used

to formulate a representation of the human tracked. This is typically achieved through

a model-based approach, of which one of either volumetric, contour-based, or skeleton-

based models, are chosen.

To extract the position of these landmarks, a choice can be made between

marker-based and markerless camera-based systems. Commercial marker-based systems

typically use multiple cameras, infra-red light, and markers physically attached to the

object of interest, to obtain 3-dimensional position. Although systems that are reported

to be the ‘gold-standard’ of motion capture use this type of methodology [280,281], there

are limitations with the use of such systems for human motion capture, including the

violation of the rigid body assumption that is used in analysis (as markers are attached

to the skin), long preparation time, and the physical restraints imposed by the markers,

leading to compromised movement execution [285].

Commercial markerless CV systems make use of human pose detection libraries,

such as OpenPose [286], as part of their image processing strategy to identify human

anatomical segments for motion tracking; however, this strategy only provides 2-

dimensional data, in absence of depth measurements. Data corresponding to depth,

can be acquired from two types of methods, triangulation-based methods [287] and the

Time-of-Flight (ToF) principle [288,289].

Triangulation based methods can be split into passive, and active techniques.

Passive triangulation techniques, such as stereovision, uses multiple cameras to

observe a scene at different viewpoints. This setup obtains different images

containing corresponding points, of which depth data can be extracted. Examples of

commercialised cameras that utilise stereovision include the Stereolabs Zed series [290]

and Intel RealSense Stereo Depth Camera series [291]. Active triangulation techniques,

such as structured light sensing, utilises a light source to project a known illusionary

texture onto the scene. The projected texture is altered due to the distance and shape

of the objects contained in the scene, of which a camera captures the altered texture,

and depth data is extracted from the calculated differences in texture [292]. An example
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that uses structured light is with the TrueDepth camera that is a part of Apple’s ‘Face

ID’ technology [293].

The ToF principle is a time-based method that uses a light source and a receiver to

measure depth within a scene. Light emitted onto a scene is reflected back in different

segments based on the objects in the scene, and the relative time difference recorded

between the different segments is used as a form of measurement that corresponds

to depth [294]. Examples of commercialised cameras that use ToF sensing include

the LIPSedge DL series [295] and VZense series [296]. Combining depth data with

2-dimensional coordinates permits 3-dimensional motion capture through markerless

CV.

The use of commercial markerless systems for human motion analysis are of interest

for rehabilitation, as the absence of physical markers and reduction of cameras required,

shortens the preparation time and reduces the acquisition cost for implementation.

Taken from Chapter 3, two commercially available markerless CV technologies found

in the literature that have been used in existing movement sonification systems to track

the upper limb, the LEAP Motion Controller, and the Kinect systems.

The LEAP Motion Controller is a camera-based sensor developed to track the hands

of a person. The camera uses infra-red emitters and cameras, along with algorithms

for hand pose estimation, named Ultraleap Gemini in the most recent implementation.

The technology can be used as a standalone, or in combination with Virtual Reality

(VR) to create a visually augmented environment. As mentioned in Chapter 3, a key

limitation of the technology is the limited field of view of the sensor, restricting the

range of movement available for interactive feedback on movements, and therefore, was

not chosen for this application.

The Kinect systems associated with Microsoft are popularly used motion capture

devices. Originally released in 2010, Microsoft Xbox Kinect for Xbox 360 was a

periphery device, providing an alternative interactive controller for entertainment

purposes. This commercialised technology achieved 3-dimensional motion capture

through the use of structured light sensing. The novelty of this device, along with

the creation of associated SDK, attracted developers and researchers to apply this
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device to alternative human motion capture applications. Inline with the release of

a new entertainment gaming console from Microsoft in 2013 a newer version of the

Kinect, titled Microsoft Xbox Kinect for Xbox One ,was released with improved

functionality to its predecessor, but with the technology of the ToF principle to achieve

it. These technology systems have been used to capture human movement as part of

movement sonification systems, referred simply as ‘Kinect’ or ‘Kinect-based’ system.

Singh et al. used it as part of their created ‘Go-with-the-Flow’ system for chronic

pain management [121], Yang et al. used the technology to monitor repetitive arm

movements [236], and Wang et al. applied the technology as part of a system to

enhance awareness of movement [198]. However, both of these Microsoft Xbox Kinect

products have been discontinued since 2017, and as such would require second-hand

acquisition. The most recent successor is the Microsoft Azure Kinect Development Kit

Figure 4.29: Image of the Azure Kinect SDK camera.

(DK). An image of the associated motion capture camera is shown in Figure 4.29.

The technology was released in 2019 aimed at applications outside of entertainment,

and is currently priced at £355.00. The device contains a 1-megapixel depth sensor, 12-

megapixel RGB camera, an infra-red emitter, inertial sensors, a 7-microphone array, and

external synchronisation pins to synchronise multiple devices. Among the commercial

tools that have been created to work with the system, a Body Tracking SDK has been

developed that uses a skeleton-based model consisting of 32 joints, emanating from

the estimated ‘pelvis’ joint. Figure 4.30 illustrates the joint hierarchy of this generative
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model [1]. The technology has been used in multiple human motion capture applications

as reported in the literature, including gait analysis [297], hand posture tracking [298],

and an upper limb rehabilitation programme [299].
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Figure 4.30: Skeleton-based model used by Azure Kinect Body Tracking SDK [1].

Given the capabilities of the technology as described from the literature, the

Microsoft Azure Kinect DK along with the Body Tracking SDK was chosen to create

a movement sonification system to provide online audio feedback on upper limb

movement. Upon commencement of this work, the following research questions were

formed:

RQ7 What steps are required to create real-time audio feedback via the motion capture

capabilities of the Kinect?

RQ8 What are the limitations of using the Kinect and the associated Body Tracking

SDK as a movement sonification system?
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4.5 KinectSon
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Filtered 
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Figure 4.31: Flowchart showing the steps used to create a prototype real-time movement
sonification system using the Azure Kinect DK.

This section describes the composition of the movement sonification system termed

‘KinectSon’. The Microsoft Azure Kinect camera was connected to a PC with

an attached NVIDIA Titan RTX Graphics Processing Unit (GPU), allowing the

accompanied Body Tracking SDK to operate at 30 Hz. Camera settings used for data

capture are described in Section A.3. Figure 4.31 shows the stages of the KinectSon

system. Data capture is achieved through the associated Sensor SDK, and processed

through the Body Tracking SDK, to create a skeleton-based model. Subsequently,

positional coordinates of the anatomical joint/landmark of interest were extracted and

low-pass filtered, before sent through to the sonification module for output synthesis.

The addition of the low-pass filter to the KinectSon system has been implemented

to address the errors associated with the depth sensor enclosed in the device. These

errors can be segregated into two types, systematic error and random error [300].

Systematic error is the measurable difference between the recorded values and ground

truth. Random error is caused by ‘shot noise’, and is dependent on the number of

photons hitting the sensor, which can be calculated through Equation 4.21, where Er

is the random error, dt is the depth data captured at time t, N is the number of depth

measurements, and d is the computed mean depth value [300].

Er “

d

ΣN
t“1pdt ´ dq

2

N
(4.21)
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The effect of these error types (most notably shot noise) on the data can lead to

the sonification of additional frequency components beyond that of human movement,

especially when the tracked hand is stationary, and hence impact the output of the

system. Filtering would lead to a greater signal to noise ratio as an input for sonification,

however, to retain a linear phase response of the filter, a Finite Impulse Response (FIR)

filter is required. A limitation with this type of filter is the induced delay time, which

can be calculated through Equation 4.22,

τ “
N ´ 1

p2 ˚ Fsq
(4.22)

where τ is the time delay, N is the number of taps, and Fs is the sampling frequency.

To maintain a system latency of <100 ms, and therefore, retain real-time performance

of the movement sonification system, a 5th order low-pass FIR filter at 1 Hz cutoff was

implemented.
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Figure 4.32: Figure illustrating four forward reaching movements captured through
the KinectSon system, where in each plot the blue trace shows data before low-pass
filtering, and orange shows the resulting data after low-pass filtering. Top plot shows
position, bottom plot shows derived velocity.

The effects of the filtering can be seen through Figure 4.32, which presents the

same four normal speed reaching movements as captured in Section 4.2, that has been
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captured by the Kinect camera. This figure presents two plots, the top plot shows

position data before and after applying the low-pass filter, the bottom plot shows the

derived velocity using the same position data. The figure shows the minimal impact of

the filter on position data, but saliently filters out high frequency components to output

velocity data with less variability. The inclusion of this filter potentially reduces the

trill effect that would occur due to the effect of noise oscillating across an audio note

boundary. Figure 4.33 displays the calculated signal delay before and after filtering,

using Equations 4.9 and 4.10 as described in Section 4.2.
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Figure 4.33: Figure showing two plots showing the resulting delay caused by the low-
pass filter. Top plot shows the shows the result of a cross-correlation process between
the position data before and after the application of the two data streams. The bottom
plot zooms in at the peak of this result to show a sample offset of two samples for
maximum correlation.

The value of signal lead/lag obtained through the low-pass filter is shown in the

bottom plot of Figure 4.33 to be two samples, amounting to a temporal delay of 66. 96 ms.

The filtered data then proceeds to the output synthesis step.

To create audio output, position data obtained from the KinectSon system was used

as input into the same configuration strategy described in Section 4.3.5. To achieve this

for the KinectSon system, prior to movement sonification operation a calibration process

was completed involving the movement performer placing and holding the tracked
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hand at the starting position, and then maximum reach, for 100 samples each. The

mean average positional value from these two positions is used for pmin and pmax in

Equation 4.11, respectively.

4.6 GUI and Sonification Module

For both the Soniccup and KinectSon systems, a GUI created through PyQt [301] was

developed to provide a visual display of the data, and provide options for sonification.

Figures 4.34 and 4.35 shows the GUI used with the Soniccup and KinectSon systems,

respectively.

In addition, a sonification module was developed through Python, using Pyo from

AJAX Sound Studio [302], a module that permits the creation of sounds through signal

processing and audio synthesis. The current sonification implementation of the Soniccup

and KinectSon systems uses an audio synthesizer that alters note pitch as dependent

on the value of the input data. Data obtained from the associated motion capture

system were normalised to a minimum-maximum range of [0,1] and linearly converted

into MIDI notes as described in Section 4.3.5, before conversion to a frequency value

through Equation 4.23,

f “ 440 ¨ p2
n´69
12 q (4.23)

where n is the MIDI note value, and f is the corresponding frequency. The frequency

value is subsequently used to create an audio byte through an audio synthesizer within

Pyo. Implementation details for the sonification module are shown in Section A.4.

4.7 Comparison Study

Sections 4.3 and 4.5 describe two separate movement sonification systems that are

potential candidates as a rehabilitation tool. Both systems provide position data

tracking the hand, that can be used as an input into a sonification conversion module.

To evaluate if the systems are fit-for-purpose, a comparison study was completed using
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Figure 4.34: Figure displaying GUI used with the Soniccup system. Options include
axis data, movement kinematic, and sonification configuration to use.

Figure 4.35: Figure displaying GUI used with the KinectSon system. Options include
axis data, movement kinematic, hand to track, and sonification configuration to use.
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the Soniccup and the KinectSon system to measure the similarity of the position values

compared to the associated measurements obtained from a Vicon Nexus system. The

Vicon system, as previously described, is a gold-standard system for motion capture

and was assumed to be the ground truth in this study for comparison purposes. As

sonification is a process of converting data into an audial display, the minima and

maxima of the measured signal can be set to an arbitrary minimum and maximum

of the auditory dimension, therefore, similarity of the position values is compared,

as opposed to the actual position values. This study is separate to the experiment

described in Section 4.2, but used the same procedure to capture movement, as such

this section extends from Section 4.2 by describing the methodology for data capture,

the proceeding data analysis procedure to obtain similarity measurements and the

results of the study. The following research question moulded the work completed in

this section:

RQ9 For an arbitrary sonification configuration using position estimates, how similar

will the auditory displays obtained from the Soniccup and KinectSon, be to the

auditory display from a gold-standard motion capture system?

4.7.1 Procedure

A table and chair were set up in the middle of the Vicon system tracking space at the

Wolfson Centre, University of Strathclyde, with the Kinect system setup adjacent to the

target tracking space. The Kinect camera faced towards the table, so that it captured

a side view of the participant in the tracking area. Calibration procedures for each

system were completed prior study commencement. A volunteer sat at the table with

the Soniccup positioned in front of them on the table at the closest table edge. With

all systems online, the volunteer performed three sets of 15 reaching movements with

the Soniccup in hand, using their dominant hand. Each reaching movement consisted

of simultaneously raising the Soniccup from the table whilst extending their arm to an

approximate full reach, before placing the Soniccup on to the table. The Soniccup was

then simultaneously raised whilst the arm retracted back to the starting position, and

then placed on the table. For the first set of movements the volunteer was instructed
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Figure 4.36: Initial investigation setup showing apparatus. Green box shows position of
Soniccup placed on a table in front of the participation area. Orange box shows position
of the Kinect camera, positioned and oriented to capture upper limb movements of the
participant. Blue boxes show some of the cameras in the Vicon Nexus system, which
captured the position of a retroreflective marker placed on top of the Soniccup.

to perform movements at a normal speed, for the second set of movements at a slow

speed, and for the third set of movements at a fast speed.

4.7.2 Data Processing and Analysis

Parameter mapping sonification, chosen for this project, used an arbitrary scaling when

converting from data to sound, as such the relative values of the data, corresponding to

the shape of the data, are of importance. For this comparison study, the similarity of

position data obtained through the Soniccup and KinectSon systems are compared to

the data obtained through the Vicon system, to evaluate the motion capture capabilities
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of the two systems as part of a movement sonification system, with the Vicon system

assumed to be the ground truth.

Interpolation and Sample Alignment

The Kinect system had a sampling frequency of 30 Hz, whereas the Soniccup and Vicon

systems had a sampling frequency of 100 Hz. As such, data obtained from the Kinect

system were up-sampled to 100 Hz using a linear interpolation method. Data from the

three systems were temporally aligned through the use of cross-correlation calculations

and verified through observation of drawn plots.

Data Processing

Using the pressure values from the Soniccup as a reference, periods of movement and

non-movement were labelled onto data associated with each motion capture system.

Identified periods of non-movement were removed from the captured data to produce

temporally aligned movement data. As axis alignment of the systems for this study was

completed manually, data obtained from the motion capture systems were converted to

radial distance through a process of Equations 4.24 and 4.25. Equation 4.24 was used

to align the origin of data from each system,

Xc “ Xj ´X0

Yc “ Yj ´ Y0

Zc “ Zj ´ Z0

(4.24)

where Xj , Yj , Zj are data associated with the X, Y, and Z axis at sample j, X0, Y0, Z0

is the first value in the corresponding axis, and Xc, Yc, Zc is the corrected data. The

radial distance r is then computed through equation 4.25.

r “
a

X2
c ` Y

2
c ` Z

2
c (4.25)
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Following this conversion, the data is normalised to a maximum of one, through

Equation 4.26.

rnorm “ r{rmax (4.26)

Both r and rnorm are subsequently processed through Equation 4.27 to calculate

similarity through a Mean Squared Error (MSE) approach, where n is the total number

of samples, d corresponds to the data used i.e. r or rnorm, and i is the ith sample of

data.

MSE “
1

n

n´1
ÿ

i“0

pdi ´ d̂iq (4.27)

4.7.3 Results

Table 4.8 presents statistics obtained from the study. Included in this table are average

mean, standard deviation, and cumulative, MSE metrics for three sets of movement

data performed at normal (Movement 1), slow (Movement 2), and fast (Movement

3) speed. To evaluate the similarity of the data obtained from the motion capture

systems, statistical metrics were performed on absolute value data, and data through a

normalisation process. Considering the application that these motion capture systems

are used for, results will focus on metrics obtained for data that has been normalised.

Figure 4.37 presents a visual display of the MSE of normalised data versus the peak

movement velocity of that movement for data associated with the Soniccup and

KinectSon systems. Figure 4.38 presents a visual display of the same data for the

KinectSon only. Boxes are drawn and labelled on both figures to show the associated

movement set that the data points belong to.

Within this study, the KinectSon system has lower MSE values relative to the

Soniccup system for the same movement. The MSE values of normalised data for

the data associated with the KinectSon range from 0.0001 - 0.0030 with an overall

average mean of 0.0012 (rounded to two s.f.), and the same measurement for the

data associated with the Soniccup range from 0.0006 - 0.2247 with an overall average

mean of 0.0037 (rounded to two s.f.). These ranges translate to lower MSE for the
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Table 4.8: Table of key results obtained from the study.
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Figure 4.37: Scatter plot presenting the calculated MSE of the Soniccup and KinectSon
for each movement. Data points with a positive velocity are from the extension phase
of the reaching movement, whilst data points with negative velocity correspond to
the retraction phase of the reaching movement. Red dots correspond to movement
captured through the Soniccup, grey crosses correspond to movement captured through
the KinectSon. Boxes enclose segments of the plot, and labelled with association with
a movement set, ‘Movement 1’ corresponds to normal speed movement, ‘Movement
2’ corresponds to slow speed movement, ‘Movement 3’ corresponds to fast speed
movement.

KinectSon in comparison to the Soniccup. With focus on the results per movement

set, calculated statistical metrics for the Soniccup and Kinect have similar values for

Movement Set 1 and Movement Set 3, for the majority of movements. This observation

can be seen through Figure 4.37. For Movement Set 2, referring to data associated

with the Soniccup only, the associated statistical MSE metrics indicate that the data

is dissimilar, represented by the average mean of MSE equalling 0.1030 which is two

orders of magnitude greater than the next greatest average mean of MSE (0.0057). The

KinectSon system, however, retains similar statistical metrics to the other movement

sets. To validate these findings, Figure 4.39 shows two plots of the first four movements
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Figure 4.38: Scatter plot presenting the calculated MSE of the KinectSon for each
movement. Data points with a positive velocity are from the extension phase of
the reaching movement, whilst data points with negative velocity correspond to the
retraction phase of the reaching movement. Boxes enclose segments of the plot, and
labelled with association with a movement set, ‘Movement 1’ corresponds to normal
speed movement, ‘Movement 2’ corresponds to slow speed movement, ‘Movement 3’
corresponds to fast speed movement.

captured by each system, and provides a visual representation of the performance of

the Soniccup (top) and KinectSon (bottom) systems regarding this movement set. The

effect of the normalisation process (see Equation 4.26) on the Soniccup data can be seen

saliently in this figure, as the trace associated with the Soniccup does not reach a value

of 0.7. This is due to two reasons, firstly the value of rmax exists on a movement after the

first four movements, and secondly the relative values obtained through the Soniccup

system are highly variable between each movement. The traces corresponding to the

Vicon and Kinect systems do not show the same issue in this figure, as the data obtained

through these systems have much less variance between movements. These observations

help to explain the comparatively large MSE for normalised data values measurement
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Figure 4.39: Figure presenting the radial distance obtained through the motion capture
systems of the Soniccup, KinectSon, and Vicon systems, for four movements within
Movement Set 2. Top plot shows traces associated with the Soniccup (blue) and Vicon
(orange), bottom plot shows traces associated with the KinectSon (blue) and Vicon
(orange). Data associated with each trace has been normalised so that the maximum
data point in the 15 captured reaching movements is equal to one, resulting in the
trace associated with the Soniccup showing all data points in the first four reaching
movements to be less than 0.7.

for the Soniccup compared to the KinectSon system. The MSE for normalised data

values for each movement shown in Figure 4.39 captured by the Soniccup are 0.0337,

0.1361, 0.1452, and 0.2122, whereas the same metric for the KinectSon are 0.0014,

0.0030, 0.0018, and 0.0021.

4.7.4 Discussion

To identify suitability of the Soniccup and KinectSon systems to sonify movements

performed by people with a range of functional competency, and in turn to identify

potential suitability for audio feedback based rehabilitation, a study was completed

analysing the position data obtained through the two prototype systems, and comparing

them to position data obtained through a Vicon Nexus system. For this study a

volunteer completed slow, normal, and fast speed, forward reaching movements. As
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the values obtained within each movement sonification system would be converted into

an auditory display, similarity metrics were used.

As part of the study methodology the movement performer was instructed to

perform 15 forward reaching movements at slow, normal, and fast speed, resulting in

an average mean movement speed of 283.69 mm/s, 796.17 mm/s, and 1705.35 mm/s,

respectively. As visually presented in Figure 4.37, the speed of the performed movements

was reasonably consistent for each instruction. As such, current conclusions are based

on a dataset that has three distinct ranges of speed. From observing the average mean

values, the KinectSon system produced a positional output of greater similarity to the

Vicon system in comparison to the Soniccup system, for every speed of movement.

The performance of the KinectSon was also more consistent than the Soniccup, as

shown by the lower calculated standard deviation. For the Soniccup, although the

MSE statistical metrics are larger than the KinectSon, results indicate relatively strong

similarity with the Vicon system for forward reaching movements performed at normal

to fast speed. This can be observed by the overlap of scatter plot points in Figure 4.37

within boxes labelled ‘Movement 1’ and ‘Movement 3’. However, the performance of the

system decreased with regards to slow movements, as represented by the greater average

mean of MSE and greater standard deviation of MSE showing that the system in its

current iteration is not suitable to capture forward reaching movements for slow speed

performers. A primary reason for this decreased performance in the slower movement

is through the extended time periods between each placement of the Soniccup object,

and hence extended periods of time between activation of the ZUPT method. These

results corroborates with the findings of Bai et al. [303] that highlight the effectiveness

of the technique provided that regular zero velocity periods can be identified.

To conclude, the KinectSon has shown a greater similarity to the Vicon system

for obtaining position data, than the Soniccup system. Although the Soniccup system

has shown results to indicate similar output to the Vicon system for normal to fast

movements, the results have shown that for slow movements, the position estimates

during slow movement are strongly dissimilar, and as such converting this data to the

audio domain would result in a sonification output that would appear to be unrelated
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to the movement performed. Further work is required to improve the slow movement

performance of this system before it can be considered as a rehabilitation tool.

4.8 Summary

The chapter has described the creation of two proof-of-concept movement sonification

systems, the Soniccup and the KinectSon systems. The Soniccup uses a combination

of a single IMU, a Double Pole Double Throw (DPDT) momentary switch, and a 3-

dimensional printed object to house the system, that allows users of the system to

perform reaching movements and obtain online audio feedback based on the relative

position of the forward reach. The system makes use of the ZUPT method to correct

position estimates at the beginning and end of each extension and retraction phase,

when the Soniccup object has been placed. As verified through the comparison study

with the Vicon system the position estimates, and therefore, audio output, obtained

through the Soniccup is representative of the movements performed, provided that the

movement performed is above a certain speed. As such a limitation of the system is the

performance at slower speeds, corresponding to movements with a greater duration of

time, resulting in position estimates that do not represent the movements performed,

which limits the applicability of the system as a rehabilitation tool for those with slower

movement (for example, people with upper limb paresis [275]). An additional limitation

is with the perceivable delay time from movement to sound. The theoretical delay to

generate position output, as calculated by the time required to identify non-momentary

changes of switch-state and the start of movement sample discrepancy between the

Earth acceleration and switch state, in this system design is in excess of 230 ms which

is too large to be considered real-time.

To answer research questions RQ4 - RQ6 stated in Section 4.3, the Soniccup was

designed to include a push-to-make switch implemented at the base of a handheld object

to detect placement and pickup events during movements. The sensor was used to detect

periods of placement, and therefore, zero velocity, so that the ZUPT method could be

implemented to condition velocity estimates. As a rigid horizontal surface is required

to compress the switch on placement, the created system extends implementations of
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the ZUPT for upper limb tracking found in the literature (RQ5), which are specific to

the types of movement performed. The conditioned velocity estimates are translated

into position estimates prior to audio synthesis. From visual inspection of the position

estimates, the shape of the signal is similar, but contain differences, to the equivalent

measurements obtained through the Vicon system (RQ4). Subsequent to the position

estimation process, a sonification module receives position estimates and creates MIDI

notes through a parameter mapping strategy. The strategy used for the Soniccup

linearly converts a range of position values into 11 MIDI notes where the lowest note

occurs at the starting position of a reach, and the highest note occurs at 95% of the

maximum reaching position. The design choices of this strategy creates a concurrent

auditory display, however, further testing is required to verify if the audio feedback is

suitable (RQ6).

To answer RQ7 stated in Section 4.5 the KinectSon system uses the motion

capture capabilities of the Microsoft Azure Kinect camera, along with an associated

purpose-built Body Tracking SDK, to obtain position coordinates of human anatomical

landmarks captured through the camera. Hand position data are low-pass filtered to

reduce the effects of noise, before proceeding to the sonification module to create

real-time audio feedback through linearly converting position data to audio pitch.

For reaching movement of all speeds tested, the system obtained relative position

data that is representative of the movements performed. Given the results from the

comparison study, there is a higher chance that the audio feedback generated through

the KinectSon, as opposed to the Soniccup, would be relatable to the performed

movement as perceived by the performer (RQ9). However, this is not guaranteed

based on this study. For this reason, the KinectSon has been selected as a movement

sonification system for a subsequent study to identify acceptability of feedback through

an agency study.
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Agency Study

At present two movement sonification systems have been created, one through the

motion capture capabilities of the NGIMU, termed Soniccup, and the other through

the motion capture capabilities of the Microsoft Azure Kinect SDK, termed KinectSon.

Using a Vicon Nexus motion capture system as a reference, a study was completed to

identify which of the Soniccup or KinectSon systems produced a positional output that

was most representative of the reaching movements being performed. The KinectSon

system was shown to obtain an output that was consistently more similar to the

reference, than the Soniccup system, and was able to achieve this with less system

latency between movement and audio. Hence the KinectSon system was brought

forward for further testing.

The next stages of development are to evaluate the suitability of the KinectSon

system as a tool for rehabilitation, through determining feasibility and acceptability

of this system. To begin, a study methodology was created to investigate whether

novice volunteers obtained a Sense of Agency (SoA) whilst using the KinectSon system,

through the identification of their own movements from the audio feedback generated.

The KinectSon system was setup to capture forward reaching movements performed

by non-neurologically impaired volunteers and stroke survivor hemiparetic volunteers

and produce audio feedback with various sonification configurations as dictated by the

study methodology. Volunteers were asked to report how strongly they associated the
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perceived sound to the movement(s) they performed. Results of this study are described

in this chapter, along with a discussion of the implications of the findings.

For the work in this section, the following research question was proposed:

RQ10 Do users with movement impairment as a result of stroke, and users without

movement impairment, obtain a SoA whilst using the KinectSon?

5.1 Developing a Complex Intervention

Interventions can be described as complex as determined by the intervention

characteristics. Examples of characteristics to consider include the number and

variability of outcomes, number of targeted groups or organisational levels, and the

degree of flexibility or tailoring permitted [304]. Effectiveness of a complex intervention

could be dependent on these characteristics, and as such developing an effective

complex intervention is a challenge. Movement sonification, if applied as a rehabilitation

tool, would be viewed as a complex intervention as effectiveness may depend on the

movement capabilities of the patient, the musical competency of the patient, the type

of motion capture technology used, the sonification configuration used etc.

Guidance for developing a complex intervention from the Medical Research

Council [304], along with an update from Skivington et al. [305], highlight the need to

establish intervention feasibility along with evaluating efficacy. Intervention feasibility

encompasses multiple factors, such as cost effectiveness, capacity to deliver the

intervention, and acceptability. Acceptability, in the context of complex interventions,

is the term used to describe how likely the intervention is to receive a positive

response from the target population. High acceptability increases the chance that

the implemented intervention would be adhered to when applied in a real-world

settings [306], and as such desirable from a research perspective.

In the context of developing of a movement sonification system, underlining whether

the movement performer believes that the audio feedback obtained through the

movement sonification system represents their movements, creates a foundation to work

from for further system development. At present, the KinectSon system has shown
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to produce positional outputs with high similarity to the positional outputs obtained

through a Vicon Nexus system, leading to the assumption that the KinectSon would

generate audio feedback that a movement performer can anticipate and understand. To

test this assumption, a study is required to establish whether the KinectSon sonification

output produces a SoA with movement performers.

5.1.1 Agency

Agency, or the Sense of Agency (SoA), is the feeling of control when performing a

volitional action. Literature on this topic describes two theoretical models to explain

the origination of agency; predictive and postdictive [307]. The predictive model involves

a generated internal forecast of an action along with the consequential sensory outcome

and comparing this to the actual outcome of the action. The SoA would emerge if the

comparison results in the prediction matching the outcome. The postdictive model is

based on reflective assumptions during and after movement. This model relies on three

principles [308]:

• Priority - conscious intention to perform the act immediately prior to performing

• Consistency - sensory outcome fits the predicted outcome

• Exclusivity - only apparent cause of the outcome is through the thoughts of the

performer

Agency emerges based on the sensory evidence that supports these principles. Both of

these models are considered valid in the literature of agency [309], with other theoretical

models of agency suggesting that the SoA is an amalgamation of both [307].

Agency has been segregated into two concepts, labelled as the Feeling of Agency

(FoA) and the Judgement of Agency (JoA) [310]. The FoA is considered to be a

low level sensorimotor process based on the comparison between the predicted and

actual sensory event from an action. Those who are unable to obtain this process,

such as people with passivity symptoms due to schizophrenia, struggle to identify their

own movements [311]. Therefore, the FoA is imperative to the feeling of control when

performing actions. The JoA is considered a higher level cognitive process [312], which
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uses more causal processes to assign agency to an action. The judgement is considered

a reflective process that is dependent on the low level sensorimotor process, contextual

knowledge, and belief reasoning [310]. These concepts have been used to explain the

predictive (associated with FoA) and postdictive (associated with JoA) models.

A method of measuring the FoA is through identifying the ‘intentional binding’

effect [313], a phenomenon where participants perceive a shortened time period between

their own voluntary actions (action binding) and the sensory consequences (outcome

binding). These are interpreted as indicators of agency emergence. The opposite effect to

the phenomenon occurs for involuntary actions whereby a longer delay between action

and consequence is perceived, which indicates a lack of emerging agency. Methods to

obtain JoA measurements are through asking participants to rate how closely they

associate an outcome to their action [179, 314, 315]. Methods to obtain measurements

for FoA and JoA are markedly different, and as such, the observed cognitive processes of

the FoA and the JoA are markedly different as well. This difference has been represented

through activated brain regions which has been described to form a rostrocaudal

gradient [316], which for the FoA is largely situated posterior to the parietal cortex,

and for the JoA situated in the prefrontal areas. In the context of neurological damage

as caused by stroke, these activated brain regions may be compromised for stroke

survivors, as dependent on the location and extent of the lesion. Although both of

these concepts are stated to be important to determine self-agency, it is evident that

these concepts relate to different roles and use different neurophysiological processes.

However, it is clear that agency is closely linked to movement.

Agency and Movement

To perform a movement, an accepted theory proposed by von Holst [317] describes that

efferent signals are required to travel to the associated muscles, and afferent signals are

required to travel from the associated muscles. As movement is performed, an ‘image’ of

the efferent signals is retained, that forms a template for future movement to be guided

from. This image copy is referred to as the ‘efference copy’ [317]. It is hypothesised

that during the intention phase of movement through the ‘forward model’ [318] that the
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cerebro-cerebellar pathways use an efference copy to predict the outcome of a movement.

Subsequent to the feedforward control of the performed movement through the efferent

signal pathways, the outcome of the movement, presented as feedback stimuli through

the afferent signal pathways, is presented to the cerebellum. With the prediction and

outcome information, the cerebellum is hypothesised to act as a comparator for the

movement performed, with the ability to update the efference copy as dependent on the

disparity of prediction and outcome information. This process allows for the refinement

of a movement template, of which future movements of that type are constructed from.

In the context of conscious control of movement, the cerebellum is considered a

predictor and comparator. Evidence points to the role of the cerebellum in motor

planning [319], temporal control [320], and receiving sensory information, such as

vision, audio, balance, and proprioception [321]. The cerebellum is therefore, frequently

associated with mismatch detection, which is a strong contributor in the emergence of

agency [318]. As the sensory information that the cerebellum can process comes in a

variety of forms, it follows that agency can emerge through a variety of stimuli types.

One example is shown through Nahab et al. [322], with a study that modulated the

visual feedback of a finger tapping action, and observed increased activation in various

brain regions, including the cerebellum, for modulated feedback. For this study, the

visual feedback provided consisted of a virtual hand, with a Cyberglove (Cyberglove

Systems) used as an input controller, as such in addition to the imaging results obtained

in this study, the study also showed results that indicated that agency, as reported by

participants, could be elicited through a novel HCI as dependent on the quality of the

feedback.

Agency and Human-Computer Interface

Interaction between a user physically moving a computer mouse, and a virtual pointer

on a computer screen is an example of a HCI. It is expected that a working computer

mouse would have real-time performance and high accuracy related to the control of the

user, and therefore, users would perceive that the movement of the virtual pointer on

screen, is a direct result of the movement of the hand, despite no physical link existing
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between the two. In other words, the user should elicit a SoA based on the feedback of

the virtual pointer via the control of the computer mouse.

New HCI technologies are rapidly becoming available to consumers, including voice

assistants [323], and virtual reality technologies [324], with each new interface type

producing challenges for technology developers to enable users with a SoA. In general,

research links HCI acceptability with levels of SoA, whereby if users of a technology

interface perceive they have a low level of control, and therefore, a low level of agency,

they are less likely to use that technology [325]. The background of agency with HCI

research details various factors which affect agency elicitation [326], these factors include

input modalities [327], feedback quality [328], reliability [313], and latency [313].

Coyle et al. [327] completed a study comparing agency emergence on two input

modalities, a keypad button press, and a skin-based input device. The skin-based input

device consisted of a piezo-electric microphone fixed on the forearm of the user, that

detected vibrations from user generated finger tapping. The study procedure used a

Libet clock [329] and an auditory stimulus that was emitted 250 ms after the user

action. Participants reported the time on the Libet clock corresponding to their action,

or the auditory stimulus. Results from this study indicate that the skin-based input

device, compared to the keypad button press, elicited a stronger FoA as determined by

a greater intentional binding effect.

Sato et al. [328] presented a study highlighting the effect of mismatch detection on

agency. Participants were instructed to press buttons, that corresponded to feedback

through auditory tones. Under the training phase, the participants associated one

button with a 600 Hz tone, and another button with a 1000 Hz tone. The study

investigated participant JoA, through the reporting of agreement to the phrase “I

was the one who produced the tone”, whilst switching the associated auditory tones

between the buttons. Results indicate a significant decreasing effect when the tones

were switched, in comparison to the learnt tones associated in the training phase.

Haggard et al. [313] conducted a study relating to intentional binding, with varying

temporal delays of 250, 450, and 650 ms as the independent variable. The study was

split in part into two sections, the first section composed of consistent temporal delays
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in blocks of trials, and the second section randomised the temporal delays. Results of

this study show two aspects, firstly that the intentional binding effect was reduced for

the randomised temporal delays in comparison to the consistent temporal delays, and

secondly that a consistent reduction in intentional binding for increased temporal delay

was found. As such the maximum intentional binding effect found, corresponding to the

strongest FoA emergence, occurred when the delay between the action and stimulus,

was at the shortest delay period, and when the delay period was consistent. These

results have also been obtained through work presented by Sato et al. [328].

To summarise, to create HCI technologies that elicit strong SoA, the action-elicited

response is required to be expected, consistent, and to occur within a short time-frame

from the performed action. However, as movement sonification systems are also a type

of HCI with the intended functionality to generate audio as a means to provide sufficient

feedback to the user, there remains some unknowns on agency generation with this type

of HCI, namely with regards to the Gulf of Execution and Gulf of Evaluation [326,330].

The Gulf of Execution describes the process from the intentions of a user to the input

mechanism of the interface, and is of relevance given the work completed through

Coyle et al. [327] that shows that different input interfaces elicit different levels of

agency, and therefore, it would be ill-advised to assume that results from studies that

use button presses can be translated into mid-air complex movements such as a forward

reach. The Gulf of Evaluation describes the process from the output of the system, to

the user evaluation of that output with respect to the original intention. This process

and the resulting agency was highlighted through the work of Sato et al. [328], however,

the feedback presented consisted of an auditory tone, whereas movement sonification

systems are able to generate continuous concurrent audio as movement feedback, and

therefore, it would be ill-advised to assume that the results of this study would translate

well between the two.

The relationship of HCI with agency is untested in context to movement sonification

systems, and given that different system based factors affects agency elicitation, it would

be difficult to theorise whether the created KinectSon system would induce a SoA with

movement performers. As such, a study is required to establish whether users of the
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KinectSon system are able to associate their movements with the audio output, elicit

a SoA through this process, and therefore, evaluate if movement performers could use

the system to receive feedback on their movements.

5.2 Existing Agency Methodologies

Existing methodologies to determine agency evocation are categorised into implicit

and explicit methods. Implicit methods are generally associated with measuring FoA,

whereas explicit methods are generally associated with measuring JoA. For implicit

methods, studies revolve around time-perception, popularly achieved by identification

of intentional binding. However, these types of studies generally involve the temporal-

manipulation of movement-induced stimuli, and recording the perceived delay from the

participant. As such an implicit method to test stimuli quality has not been reported.

Explicit methods of studying agency consist of asking the user a question similar to

"Did your action cause this outcome to happen?", and recording the response.

Multiple studies have made use of explicit methods to obtain JoA measurements,

although many have used these measurements to compare with implicit method

measurements, two notable studies that use explicit methods are through Farrer et

al. [314] and Tajadura-Jiménez et al. [179].

Farrer et al. [314] investigated the effect that spatial and temporal information

had on self-recognition, by implementing a methodology that displayed a virtual hand

moving a joystick, that related to the participant physically holding a joystick that

was obscured from their vision. Each trial consisted of the participant performing

movements with the joystick and observing the display which presented either, a direct

correlation to their movements, an angular alteration to their movements, or a temporal

alteration to their movements. Participants were instructed to report either that the

display showed, themselves moving without alterations (labelled as ‘self’), themselves

moving with alterations (labelled as ‘bias’), or another person moving (labelled as

‘other’). For temporal alterations, participants responded ‘self’ significantly more for

added latency of 0-50 ms, and ‘bias’ significantly for added latency of 150-1100 ms.

For angular alterations, participants responded ‘self’ significantly more for angular
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alterations of 0-15°, ‘bias’ significantly more for angular alterations of 20-30°, and ‘other’

significantly more for angular alterations of 50-60°.

Tajadura-Jiménez et al. [179] investigated the impact of altered sound spatialisation

and synchronicity in an audio-tactile study. Participants were seated at a table, and

performed tapping actions on the table at set locations, at a set rhythm. Audio

feedback corresponding to the tapping actions were played through headphones, either

in real-time (synchronous) or with an added delay of 300-800 ms (asynchronous). After

every set of actions, a questionnaire was filled out with responses taken on a 7-point

Likert scale, which included the statement "During the audio-tactile stimulation

it seemed like the sound I heard was caused by me.", where results from the

obtained responses showed a significant difference between synchronous and

asynchronous feedback for their experiment, providing further evidence that adding

a perceivable artificial delay to audio feedback reduces agency.

At time of searching (February 29, 2024), an existing agency study coupled with

movement sonification has not been reported, and creation of a new study is required

to evaluate acceptability of the system. Both above reported studies researching agency

have primarily presented altered/unaltered stimuli based on the movement of the

participant, and used surveys as a means to obtain JoA scores from the movement

performer. These elements have been taken and used to form a new study related to

an acceptability study for the KinectSon.

5.3 Agency Study

A new study design to evaluate agency based on the quality of audio feedback was

created and is detailed in this section. Prior to evaluating the KinectSon system with

stroke survivors, an initial study with volunteers without movement disability was

completed to evaluate the study design. Subsequent to this study, stroke survivors

with upper limb paresis were recruited.
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5.3.1 Materials and Methods

Participants

For this study, two sets of volunteers were recruited. The first set of volunteers were

recruited with the following inclusion criteria:

• Ability to understand and communicate in English;

• Normal upper limb movement in both upper limbs;

and exclusion criteria:

• History of neurological condition;

• Existing musculoskeletal condition affecting the upper limbs;

• Severe balance issues;

• Visual impairment that is not corrected by glasses/lenses;

• Auditory impairment, that dramatically impacts perception of sound;

• Impairment of haptic sensitivity;

• Pregnant;

• Unable to provide consent on your own;

• Recent injurious fall without medical assessment;

of which 10 volunteers from the University of Strathclyde were recruited. The second

set of volunteers were recruited with the following inclusion criteria:

• Diagnosis of stroke and upper limb deficit resulting from stroke;

• Living in the community (Greater Glasgow);

• Ability to understand and communicate in English;

and exclusion criteria:
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• History of or existing neurological condition other that stroke;

• Not discharged from NHS rehabilitation services;

• Electrocardiogram changed suggesting recent myocardial infarction;

• Diagnosed cardiovascular disorder;

• Extreme obesity(>159kg);

• Suspected of known dissecting aneurysm;

• Acute infections;

• Recent injurious fall without medical assessment;

• Severe cognitive impairment (assessed through the Montreal Cognitive

Assessment (MoCA), with a score <22);

• Condition that affects the muscle or joints of the paretic upper limb;

• Severe balance issues;

• Pregnant;

• Unable to provide consent on your own;

• Time period of less than three months post-stroke;

• Visual impairment that is not corrected by glasses/lenses;

• Auditory impairment, that dramatically impacts the perception of sound;

• Impairment of haptic sensitivity;

of which 14 volunteers with self-reported stroke-related upper limb deficits, were

recruited for an agency study. Volunteers were recruited from a variety of sources,

including the Sir Jules Thorn Co-Creation Centre for Rehabilitation Technology, Chest

Heart & Stroke Scotland, advertisements placed on public forums. All participants

signed a consent form approved by the University of Strathclyde University Ethics

Committee.
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Figure 5.1: Visual representation of the pitch-modulating triangular wave component.
Black dots represent sample values that are used to modify the MIDI note values
generated in the No Modulation condition.

Sonification Configuration

The primary sonification configuration used for audio feedback in this study mapped

the hand position of the volunteer to audio pitch, and only emitted sound on a change of

audio note, resulting in an output that emitted a rising pitch as a volunteer performed

the extension phase of a forward reach, and emitted a falling pitch as a volunteer

performed the retraction phase of a forward reach. This sonification configuration

follows the same synthesis process as described in Section 4.5, as such the interval of each

change in audio pitch was three MIDI notes, from a low of 48 - corresponding to C3, to a

high of 81 - corresponding to A4. For this study, this sonification configuration and three

variants of this configuration were used as independent variables. Furthermore, for the

remainder of this chapter, these four configurations will be referred to as ‘sonification

conditions’.

For three of the sonification conditions, a triangular wave pitch modulating

component was added to distort the linear relationship of position to pitch. Figure 5.1

presents a trace representing the triangular wave component.
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Black dots on Figure 5.1 represents the numeric value used to distort the sonification

output. Equation 5.1 shows the mathematical process of creating distorted audio,

ne “ ni ` ttiu (5.1)

where ne is the distorted note, ni is the original note, and ti is the value obtained

from the triangular wave component. The summation of this component begins when

the movement performer reaches 40%-60% of the maximum reach, as such the audio

output will initially represent the movement performed until the hand reaches this area,

of which the pitch-modulation component begins distorting the audio output. For the

example in Figure 5.1, where i is the first black dot, ti will initially increase ni by two

and then ti`1 will increase ni`1 by four, etc. This distortion continues for the duration

of the triangular wave component, assuming that the generated note does not equal

the previous note (i.e. the movement performer continues their movement). Figure 5.2

provides visual illustrations of the effects of the triangular wave pitch modulation

component on the audio output.

Figure 5.2(a),(c),(e) and (g) shows visual representations of the triangular

wave pitch modulation component at different amplitudes. Figure 5.2(a) shows the

component with an amplitude of zero, and hence this sonification condition is the

baseline variable of the study, labelled as No Modulation. The corresponding audio

output for a full forward reaching movement (i.e. extension and retraction phase)

with this condition is shown in Figure 5.2(b) as an example. Subsequent sonification

conditions in this figure use the same full reaching movement for the purpose of

comparison. Figure 5.2(c),(e) and (g), displays the pitch-modulation component with an

amplitude greater than zero, and affects the sonification output by summing a distortion

value to the note of the baseline sonification condition. Figure 5.2(d) represents a

forward reaching action with the addition of pitch modulating component (c) and is

referred to as Subtle Modulation. Figure 5.2(f) represents a forward reaching action

with the addition of pitch modulating component (e) and is referred to as Moderate

Modulation. Figure 5.2(h) represents a forward reaching action with the addition of

pitch modulating component (g) and is referred to as Severe Modulation.
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Figure 5.2: Visual representation of the resulting addition of the pitch-modulating
triangular wave component onto the audio output. Plots (a),(b) represents the No
Modulation condition, plots (c),(d) represents the Subtle Modulation condition, plots
(e),(f) represents the Moderate Modulation condition, plots (g),(h) represents the
Severe Modulation condition.
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Procedure

Each participant attended a single one hour session and reported that they met the

respective inclusion/exclusion criteria as stated above. For the second set of volunteers

recruited, subsequent to a signed consent form, scores attaining to the ARAT and

MoCA were obtained in a screening stage of the procedure. Each participant was

instructed to sit in front of a desk. For the volunteers without upper limb impairment

they were asked to reach with their right hand, and for the the volunteers with upper

limb impairment they were asked to reach with their impaired arm. The KinectSon

system was positioned approximately 1.5 m away from the participation area, facing

the participation area so that a forward reach movement travelled horizontally across

the FOV of the camera. The camera settings were as described in Section A.3, and set

to track the position of the chosen hand. The system was calibrated to record the range

of reaching movement for each participant, to scale the percentage of reach to the sound

condition chosen. This was achieved by taking the average mean starting position of

the chosen hand over 100 samples, and the average mean position at maximum forward

reach over 100 samples, before the trials started.

Each participant was briefed about the KinectSon system with an explanation on

the movements to perform to use the system, and the audio output to expect from

the system. Verbal descriptions of the audio for the sonification condition labelled as

No Modulation were provided. Participants were not informed about the number of

other sonification conditions used in this study nor how those sonification conditions

were composed. The final preparation stage was a brief training period that allowed

the participant to try-out the system with two different sound conditions, one was

the No Modulation condition, and the other was the Severe Modulation condition.

Upon instruction from the investigator, participants were asked to perform reaching

forwards and backwards movements in the frontal/parietal direction at a comfortable

speed with option to pause in-between each reaching movement. Participants were not

limited in the amount of reaching movements they could perform in each trial. The

study contained 40 trials comprising 10 trials of each of the four sonification conditions

(as described in Section 5.3.1) presented in a random order. After each trial participants
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were instructed to report on a 7-point Likert scale their perceived association with the

audio output generated through their reaching movements. All trials were completed

through one session.

Data Analysis

Obtained scores from the feedback sheets for every participant were collated and

converted to a numerical score whereby, Strongly Disagree = 1 and Strongly Agree

= 7. Results were categorised based on the associated sonification condition, and a

mean average score for each sonification condition was obtained for each participant,

corresponding to four mean scores for each participant. Mean scores from the four

conditions were analysed using the Friedman test to assess if a significant difference in

scores was observed for any of the groups. If significant differences were observed,

a Nemenyi post-hoc test were completed to identify which groups were different.

Statistical analyses was completed using the programming language R (version

4.3.1) [331] in conjunction with RStudio (version 2023.6.0.421) [332].

5.3.2 Results

Participants without Upper Limb Deficit

Table 5.1 shows the mean scores from each participant in the first set of volunteers

for each sonification condition, along with the average mean score from these 10

participants. Standard deviation of each mean score are also shown. Figure 5.3 visualises

the mean scores obtained from the 10 non-impaired participants, along with their

average mean score for each sonification condition, shown as a black trace. Error bars

shown in this figure correspond to the standard error of each mean score.

Results from the Friedman test on the feedback scores revealed a statistically

significant difference (χ2 = 25.2, p < 0.001) in the four groups. Post-hoc analysis

with Nemenyi test revealed significant differences between Severe Modulation - No

Modulation (p < 0.001), Moderate Modulation - No Modulation (p < 0.002), and

Severe Modulation - Subtle Modulation (p < 0.016).
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Table 5.1: Mean(SD) agency scores obtained from participants without upper limb
deficit.

Participant Severe Moderate Subtle No
Modulation Modulation Modulation Modulation

1 2.1(0.831) 2.8(1.249) 4.5(1.025) 7.0(0.000)

2 2.4(0.916) 3.0(1.414) 4.6(1.625) 6.3(1.269)

3 1.1(0.300) 1.8(0.872) 2.7(1.005) 6.0(1.000)

4 2.3(1.100) 2.4(1.200) 3.8(1.833) 6.5(0.671)

5 2.1(1.221) 3.8(1.939) 5.1(1.221) 6.8(0.400)

6 2.6(1.428) 2.8(0.748) 4.9(1.300) 4.7(1.418)

7 2.0(0.632) 2.5(1.565) 4.1(1.446) 4.5(1.746)

8 2.6(1.356) 3.8(1.939) 4.5(1.628) 5.6(1.020)

9 2.0(0.632) 2.7(1.418) 4.1(1.044) 6.8(0.600)

10 3.9(1.921) 3.7(1.792) 3.7(2.052) 5.0(1.844)

Mean 2.3(0.667) 2.9(0.628) 4.2(0.657) 5.9(0.875)
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Figure 5.3: Mean response scores of the 10 volunteers for each sonification condition.
Error bars represent standard error.
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These results indicate that users without movement disability are able to identify

their movements using the audio output strategy set on the KinectSon. Figure 5.3 shows

a general trend where the agency scores increase with the reduction of the triangular

pitch modulation mechanism. For nine of the participants, the highest average mean

score was obtained for the No Modulation condition, with the other highest score

obtained in the Subtle Modulation condition. For eight of the ten participants the scores

of Severe Modulation < Moderate Modulation < Subtle Modulation < No Modulation.

Assorting these categories based on the mean scores of the four categories for all

participants, as shown through Figure 5.3, presents the trending relationship between

the agency score and the sonification condition. For two of the participants, results

recorded Severe Modulation score < No Modulation score, but the results for these

participants did not follow the general trend as reported through the other participants.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the study design. A major unknown was

whether the triangular wave component generated and emitted with the movement

sonification output was salient enough to be identified by the volunteers, without being

obvious to the extent that movement associated agency was not examined. Statistical

analysis revealed significant differences in the mean scores of three pairs of categories,

Severe Modulation - No Modulation, Severe Modulation - Subtle Modulation, and

Moderate Modulation - No Modulation, with the rest of the condition pairings not

obtaining significant differences. As none of the statistically significant pairings are

‘neighbouring’, implies that the independent variable used in this study was noticeable,

but not obvious.

Participants with Upper Limb Deficit

Table 5.2 shows the mean scores from each participant in the second set of volunteers

for each sonification condition, along with the average mean score from these 14

participants. Standard deviation of each mean score are also shown. Figure 5.4 visualises

the mean scores obtained from the 14 stroke survivors, along with the average mean

score for each sonification condition, shown as a black trace. Error bars shown in this

figure correspond to the standard error of each mean score.
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Table 5.2: Mean(SD) agency scores obtained from participants with upper limb deficit.
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Figure 5.4: Mean response scores of the 14 volunteers for each sonification condition,
plus mean response score for each sonification condition. Number in brackets correspond
to participant ARAT score. Error bars represent standard error.

Results from the Friedman test on the feedback scores revealed a statistically

significant difference (χ2 = 31.1, p < 0.001) in the four conditions. Post-hoc analysis

with Nemenyi test revealed significant differences between Severe Modulation - No

Modulation (p < 0.001), Moderate Modulation - No Modulation (p < 0.001), and

Subtle Modulation - No Modulation (p < 0.024).

This agency study looked to assess whether stroke survivors with upper limb deficit

were able to identify their movements through the control of the KinectSon system

using their paretic upper limb, and therefore, determine whether the audio feedback

generated was deemed acceptable. The inclusion of stroke survivors with upper limb

hemiparesis was chosen because the intended application of the movement sonification

system was for upper limb rehabilitation, and also to stress test the system by allowing

users with different functional capacities to perform reaching movements, and as such

provide varied inputs to the system. The participants recruited were diverse in terms of

movement performance ability as judged by ARAT scores. The ARAT score range for

this set of participants, representing the range of ability to perform functional upper
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limb tasks, was from 4 - 57. The ARAT is frequently used in stroke rehabilitation

as a method of assigning a numerical score from 0 (low functionality) - 57 (high

functionality) based on the level of impairment of the person, and was chosen for

this study for the same purpose. Two participants who obtained a score of 57 on the

ARAT were retained for this study for the reasons that the participant(s) reported

upper limb impairment, and the known factor that the ARAT has a ceiling effect [333].

All participants were able to perform a forwarding reaching extension and retraction

movement of their own volition, without assistance from their other limb, or from an

external agent.

These results indicate that users with hemiparesis are able to associate their

movements using the audio output strategy set on the KinectSon. The average mean

for all reported scores in this study shows a reduction in agency scores for an increase in

amplitude for the triangular wave pitch modulation component. The highest mean score

for 13 of the 14 participants occurred in the No Modulation sonification condition. The

overall mean obtained for this study showed scores of Severe Modulation < Moderate

Modulation < Subtle Modulation < No Modulation, of which 5 of the 14 participants

reported scores that match the same trend. However, 12 of the participants reported

scores of Moderate Modulation < Subtle Modulation < No Modulation. Statistical

results comparing scores of Severe Modulation - Moderate Modulation result in a p-

value of p “ 0.934, highlighting the similarity of the scores given by the majority of

participants for these two sonification conditions.

Observable through Table 5.2 and Figure 5.4, the reported JoA scores per

sonification condition are markedly different between the participants. To discuss

the results regarding each participant, participants are grouped into four groups as

dependent on their reported mean score.

Figure 5.5 shows participant grouping through colour coding, and is referred to in

the following descriptions. The first group (colour coded blue) comprised participants

1, 4, 5, 7, and 9. Four of the five participants in this group have obtained maximum or

close to maximum score (> 53) on the ARAT, indicating mild paresis in their upper

limb, with the exception obtaining a score of 20, indicating a more severe paresis. This
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Figure 5.5: Mean response scores of the 14 volunteers for each sonification condition as
shown in Figure 5.4, colour coded based on assigned group for explanation purposes.
Number in brackets correspond to participant ARAT score. Error bars represent
standard error.

group has a higher average ARAT score than the other groups to be described. Each

participant in this group reported low scores (< 3) through the sonification conditions

that contained the pitch-modulation component, and reported a high score (> 5) with

the sonification condition without modulation, implying that they were able to strongly

dissociate their movements with the addition of the pitch-modulation component.

The second group (colour coded orange) comprised participants 2, 8, and 10. This

group contains one participant with minor-moderate severity paresis (ARAT score

of 48) and two participants with more severe paresis (24 and 16). Each participant

in this group reported mean scores between 3 and 5 for the sonification conditions

that contained pitch-modulation, and reported a high mean score for the sonification

condition without modulation, implying that there is a dissociation between movement

and sound with the addition of the pitch-modulation component, but the dissociation

is not as strong as shown in the first group.

The third group comprising participants (colour coded shades of green) 3, 11,

13, and 14, reported mean scores that do not align with the two prior groups of
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participants, and requires an individual analysis of each participant. Participants

3 and 14 scored 48 and 42 on the ARAT, respectively, indicating mild-moderate

impairment. Participants 11 and 13 scored 4 and 21 on the ARAT indicating moderate-

severe impairment. Participant 3 (darkest green) reported mean scores that implies

varying severity of dissociation as dependent by the amplitude of the pitch-modulation

component, however, the standard error measurement for this participant is the highest

for any participant, in the Moderate Modulation (0.722) and Subtle Modulation

(0.697) categories, whereas they were the lowest for the Severe Modulation (0.000) and

No Modulation (0.000) categories. These results state that this participant reported

either Strongly Disagree or Strongly Agree for the majority of trials, irrespective of

JoA certainty for the Moderate Modulation and Subtle Modulation but was able to

associate/dissociate their movement with the sound created with the extreme variables

of this study. Participant 11 (dark green) reported scores in the Severe Modulation

and Moderate Modulation condition that are comparable to the scores obtained with

the second group of participants highlighted. The distinction however, is with the mean

scores obtained with the Subtle Modulation and No Modulation categories, which show

a difference of 0.6. This small difference does not suggest a difference in JoA between

these two categories for this participant, which implies that for this participant, their

JoA process interpreted that the additional low amplitude pitch-modulation component

was caused by their movement. Participants 13 (green) and 14 (turquoise), reported

mean scores for Severe Modulation, Subtle Modulation, and No Modulation, which show

mean scores in each condition that are comparable to the second group of participants,

however, the distinction is with the mean score of the Moderate Modulation condition,

which for participant 13 is higher than the associated score for the Severe Modulation

and Subtle Modulation categories, and for participant 14 is lower than the associated

score for the Severe Modulation and Subtle Modulation categories. Reasons for these

anomalous results would be of benefit to understand how JoA fluctuates for these

participants with respect to the pitch-modulation component, however, this would

require a separate study that extends the results found here.
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All participants in these three groups had scores that in some capacity indicate

that they are able to associate their movements with the audio feedback presented,

and obtain a SoA whilst using the system. The final group (colour coded red)

comprising participants 6 and 12 reported consistently high agency scores irrespective

of the modulation, and are highlighted as solid traces on Figures 5.4 and 5.5. The

respective ARAT scores obtained by these participants are 45 and 51, indicating mild-

moderate impairment, as such, the study protocol was deemed to be reasonable for

these participants in terms of requested movement. The lowest mean score obtained

for these participants were 5.6 and 5.8, and these were both observed in the Moderate

Modulation condition. These results are contrasting to the JoA scores obtained through

the other participants, where at least one mean score in the Severe Modulation or the

Moderate Modulation condition was below four. These results imply that every auditory

stimulus in this study, elicited a SoA as determined by JoA, from their perspective.

Identifying the mechanisms behind this observation could aid in determining who is

likely to benefit from the use of movement sonification generated audio feedback as a

rehabilitation intervention, and therefore, aid in developing recommendations of use.

Theories to explain the results of participants 6 and 12 can be split into two broad

proposals, one is that the movements performed by these participants affected the sound

emitted through the KinectSon system and therefore, the reported scores reflected the

compromised audio output. Alternatively, the sound generated through the KinectSon

system worked as intended, i.e. the audio output was saliently affected by the pitch-

modulation component, but these participants were unable to report JoA scores that

indicated a dissociation with agency.

To investigate each proposal, the following theories were considered, where Items (i)

and (ii) relate to the first proposal, and Items (iii) and (iv) relate to the second proposal:

(i) The audio notes generated were indistinguishable from one another, resulting in

a lack of clarity in the audio feedback. This is most likely due to a short duration

of the movements performed;
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(ii) Quality of movements performed were dependent on the sonification condition.

This may be due to unconscious cues given by the investigator, which affected the

quality of the performed movement, and therefore, affected the sound generated;

(iii) The cognitive process of perceiving audio and determining a JoA, was unable to

distinguish between the different audio stimuli generated;

(iv) The participant did not understand the protocol instructions.

Kinematic Analysis

To identify the plausibility of Items (i) and (ii), motion capture data obtained (from

the Azure Kinect camera) for all participants were analysed. Movements obtained from

each participant were identified based on sections of speed data continuously above

a magnitude of 0.02 m{s [275]. This process identified each extension and retraction

phase of the reach, and as such each complete reaching movement would produce two

sections of data. From these sections of data corresponding to every movement, the

following metrics were calculated:

1. Distance of movement performed along X axis;

2. Movement duration;

3. Maximum speed;

4. Smoothness of movement - as determined by number of peaks observed in

acceleration magnitude data converted from position.

Item 3 was obtained by calculating the maximum absolute velocity (speed) of each

movement, and item 4 was obtained through calculating the acceleration magnitude

of the data, and using the ‘find peaks’ function [334] inside the scipy.signal module

under the Python coding language, with a minimum height set to 0.001 m{s2 to obtain

movement-associated peaks.

Participants 6 and 12 obtained ARAT scores of 45 and 51 respectively, indicating

a mild-moderate level of upper limb paresis, therefore, it is expected that observations
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of some of the movement performance metrics above for these participants would be

found to lie in between the extremes of each measurement. Other measures that are

not strictly associated with the ARAT may also be relevant, such as ROM, that could

affect the audio feedback produced throughout the movement.

Item (i), assumes that the movements performed have a short movement duration,

that resulted in the generation of audio notes at a high enough rate that made the

auditory display indiscernible, and therefore, the addition of the pitch-modulation

component was also indiscernible from the other components of the condition. To test

this theory, data associated with the movement duration, was used to create Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Figure showing the average mean data corresponding to the duration of
movement of the 14 participants. Standard error of each mean score is shown as error
bars.

From this figure, the shortest recorded movement durations were performed by

participant 9 (µ = 0.942, s.d. = 0.130), participant 8 (µ = 1.003, s.d. = 0.352),

participant 5 (µ = 1.013, s.d. = 0.148) and participant 2 (µ = 1.178, s.d. = 0.466).

All of these participants reported a change in agency in line with the pitch-modulation

component. Participant 12 (µ = 1.602, s.d. = 0.523) and participant 6 (µ = 2.380, s.d.

= 0.496) performed movements with a higher duration than these four participants.
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This result infers that participants 6 and 12 performed movements that corresponded

to a sufficiently low rate of audio notes that were discernible from each other.

The second theory, that the participants altered their movements based on the

sonification condition set, and as such associated a different movement with a different

sound, is impossible in theory, given that participants were not informed about which

sonification condition was set in each trial, nor informed about how exactly the

conditions differ. However, as the trial setup was conducted by the investigator, it

is possible that an unconscious cue was obtained from the trial setup during the study.

To test this theory, data obtained for each participant was mean averaged for each

sonification condition, and has been presented in Figures 5.7 - 5.10. The error bars in

these figures represent the standard deviation of each mean calculation. In all figures,

participants 6 and 12 are shown as solid traces.

Considering that participants were not informed of the sonification condition for

each trial, the expectancy of each figure is to show horizontal traces, i.e. movement

kinematic measurements are independent of the sonification condition. For the majority

of traces displayed on these figures, the results match the expectancy. The largest change

in movement kinematics was observed with participant 4, which showed differences in

movement duration (Figure 5.7) and Number of Movement Units (NMU) (Figure 5.10)

between the sonification conditions. For participants 6 and 12, the results indicate that

they performed movements independently of the sonification condition set, although

minor differences can be observed.

To summarise, there is a lack of evidence to suggest that the movements performed

by participants 6 and 12 are the core reason for the consistently high JoA score.

Both participants performed movements with a duration in excess of one second, with

several other participants able to dissociate movements from the modified sounds, in

a shorter time frame. The movement metrics calculated per sonification condition also

show that the movements performed were consistent throughout the trials for these

participants in particular. The two remaining theories therefore, are that Item (iii) the

participant’s cognitive process of perceiving audio and determining JoA was unable to

distinguish between the different audio stimuli generated; Item (iv) the participants did
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Figure 5.7: Average mean data corresponding to the duration of movement of the 14
volunteers for each sonification condition. Standard deviation of each mean score is
shown as error bars.
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Figure 5.8: Average mean data corresponding to the maximum speed of movement of
the 14 volunteers for each sonification condition. Standard deviation of each mean score
is shown as error bars.
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Figure 5.9: Average mean data from the 14 volunteers corresponding to the movement
distance travelled in the primary direction of travel, for each sonification condition.
Standard deviation of each mean score is shown as error bars.
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Figure 5.10: Average mean data of the 14 volunteers corresponding to the number of
movement units, for each sonification condition. Standard deviation of each mean score
is shown as error bars.
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not understand the protocol instructions. Both items point to the cognitive ability of

the participant, of which a MoCA score was obtained prior to the trials. As the MoCA

score for participant 12 was lower that the associated scores of the other participants,

a theory is that cognitive deficits played a role in the anomalous JoA scores. This is

discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6.

5.4 Conclusion

The findings within Sections 5.3 show that the majority of users of the prototype

movement sonification system, the KinectSon, were able to associate their reaching

movements with a known sonification condition, and were able to dissociate their

reaching movements with a modified version of that sonification condition, which

implies that the unmodified movement feedback they received was judged to be

representative of their movements (RQ10). However, not every participant reported

a dissociation between their movements and the modified movement feedback, and

identifying the reasons behind this lack of dissociation would allow for future

recommendations on who is most likely to benefit from the introduction of concurrent

movement-based audio feedback through real-time movement sonification, as a

rehabilitation intervention.
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Discussion

The work presented in this thesis aimed to create a real-time movement sonification

system that could be used to rehabilitate the paretic upper limb of stroke survivors. The

previous chapters have described work that has begun this process by reviewing existing

system components in the field (Chapter 3), creating two new movement sonification

systems (Chapter 4), and creating a new methodology to evaluate SoA (Chapter 5).

The aims and findings of these chapters are initially summarised, before limitations

and suggestions for future work are discussed.

6.1 Mapping Review

The primary objectives of Chapter 3 were to review the systems used in the projects

found in the literature, and identify component candidates that could be used to create

new movement sonification systems for upper limb rehabilitation. To achieve these

objectives, a mapping review was created that collated systems associated with real-

time movement sonification that monitored human movement, and categorised these

systems based on technology type, human anatomy tracked, physical dimension used

for sonification, and auditory dimension used for audio output. These were used to

present visual displays that represent the systems used in the literature. The review also

points movement sonification system designers to literature relevant to their intended

application, and provides an overview of the components that designers can use to
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create their movement sonification system. Although these variables do not provide

a complete picture on the systems that were created, it extends the current body of

knowledge of movement sonification systems from reviews that primarily focused on

the effects of movement sonification.

The results presented in this study highlight the heterogeneity of the systems created

to sonify human movement in real-time. There were 48 different types of physical

dimension to auditory category combinations recorded, 17 anatomical segments tracked,

and 35 motion capture technologies used in these systems. Given the variation of

the identified systems, it would be difficult to extrapolate results from these studies.

Therefore, for the application of movement rehabilitation, comparison studies and

efficacy studies that minimise independent variables are highly sought after to create

new movement sonification systems and provide an evidence-based foundation to

develop rehabilitation interventions from. Until then, the results from this review aims

to guide new system designers on component choices for their constructed system.

As real-time movement sonification systems for gross movement are not available

commercially, system creation is required. To choose components for the new

movement sonification systems described in Chapter 4, popularly chosen components

as determined by the results of Chapter 3 were a key factor for decision making. Other

factors including the feasibility of implementing a large-scale study with the system

were also considered. The reason for selecting the component based on this criterion

is through the assumption that these components are commonly selected in existing

systems because of their suitability as judged by researchers in the field, and therefore,

they would be suitable for the creation of a new system for the application of paretic

upper limb motion capture.

The review first presented results relating to sonification configurations used, that

show a clear preference to using position as the movement kinematic of choice and

the use of audio pitch as the altering audio property. The choice of position could

be explained through the competency that humans generally have to identify position

of their anatomy through proprioception and vision, and that observations of time

derivative kinematics such as speed, require additional cognitive processing. The choice
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of audio pitch as a means to provide information, allows for a greater perceivable

range of information available given the audio interpretation capabilities of the auditory

cortex.

The review subsequently presented results relating to the anatomical segment used

as a target for motion capture, during movement sonification. As the project is focused

on the use of the upper limb, results of interest include the shoulder, upper limb, upper

arm, elbow, forearm, wrist, and hand. From these options, the majority of projects

tracked the hand as the anatomical section of interest. As such, a design choice was

made to also target the hand when creating the movement sonification systems in

Chapter 4.

Lastly, the review presents results associated with the motion capture technologies

used. Given that the hand is the anatomical segment of interest, the results as shown

through Figure 3.6(a) highlight marker-based motion capture systems as the most

commonly selected technology. Although this type of system is within a competitive

market with multiple companies looking to improve performance and reduce costs of

their systems, this type of system would not be considered feasible for large-scale

movement sonification studies at present given the high acquisition cost for these

systems. Commonly used alternatives (Leap Motion controller, Kinect, optical image

camera, inertial sensors) however, do not have the same magnitude of acquisition cost,

and as such were considered as part of movement sonification system creation (RQ3).

For the creation of two movement sonification systems in the project, the Kinect and

IMU motion capture systems were chosen.

The primary purpose of this review is to provide a resource for new movement

sonification system designers to help choose suitable components for their system.

This has been achieved by collating movement sonification systems in the literature,

categorising them, and presenting the results. However, this only provides a starting

level of justification for these component choices, and so system designers are

encouraged to research the components of interest before including them into their

design. In addition, this review does not contribute to the efficacy or effectiveness

aspect of the literature.
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Whilst key components of each movement sonification system have been identified

and categorised, not every stage of the movement sonification process has been covered

in this review. The review categorises sonification configurations into combinations of

physical dimensions and auditory dimensions, and these auditory dimensions have been

subsequently categorised into one or many auditory categories. However, polarity and

scaling for each individual sonification mapping in each configuration was not recorded

and analysis of combinations of sonification mappings were not analysed. Therefore, the

results presented highlight the variety of sonification mappings used, but do not provide

a complete review of the sonification configurations used. The review also categorises

anatomical segments tracked in the projects reviewed, however the review does not

distinguish between different areas of each section of human anatomy which may be of

relevance for certain applications (for example anterior/posterior sections of the trunk).

The review also does not describe the programme or method used to convert data into

sound, of which options such as Pyo [302], Max/MSP/Jitter [335], or CSound [336], to

name a few, are available.

To provide recommendations of components with a deeper level of justification,

evidence-based studies that compare the effects of different movement sonification

systems and different sonification configurations are needed. To start, isolating and

identifying the ‘best’ type of physical dimension for the intended application should be

an aim. From this information, comparison studies of the auditory dimensions could be

performed, and in parallel a convergence in motion capture system choices would allow

for studies with similar systems to be implemented.

Given the low sample sizes in studies involving movement sonification, future

researchers in this area are likely in need of agreeing to a standardised system so

that multiple institutions can contribute their results to a meta-analysis, and therefore,

evaluate whether movement sonification can used as an effective rehabilitation tool. The

standardised system would need to be affordable, accessible, and versatile, to permit

multi-institution collaborative studies.
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6.2 Movement Sonification System Development

Chapter 4 described two created movement sonification systems. One system termed

Soniccup, used a single IMU sensor, a switch, a 3D-printed object, and a position

estimation algorithm, that was able to obtain position estimates from acceleration

readings. The other system, termed KinectSon, made use of an Azure Kinect camera

and an associated Body Tracking SDK to obtain position estimates of anatomical

landmarks. Both systems were developed with the objective to generate interpretable

real-time audio feedback of hand position estimates. To evaluate the suitability of the

motion capture systems as a part of a movement sonification system, the shape of the

position output from the two systems were compared to the shape of the measured

position obtained through a Vicon Nexus system, which was assumed to be the ground

truth for this comparison.

Soniccup

For the Soniccup system, the shape of the positional output was shown to have high

similarity with the Vicon Nexus measurements for movements performed at a normal

to fast pace. However, the shape of the positional output for slow movements was

shown to have low similarity with the Vicon Nexus measurements. The low similarity

observed for the slow speed of movements can be explained through the increased time

periods of movement. As this duration increases, errors as a result of double integration

accumulate further, resulting in signal shapes that do not represent the performed

movements. Bai et al. [303] recently compared various drift correction techniques to

improve position estimation and concluded that the use of ZUPT provided the most

effective method to improve position estimates, provided that regular period of non-

movement can be identified. Although other techniques have not been researched for

this application, the results of Section 4.7 support the findings of Bai et al. [303],

and show that appropriate use of ZUPT could lead to improved position estimates for

reaching movements with a movement duration of less than one second. Improving the

performance of reaching movements with durations greater than one second remains
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a challenge to implement effectively, especially for a real-time system, and therefore,

remains a barrier for users to practice reaching movements at a slow speed whilst

obtaining acceptable audio feedback.

The results from the Soniccup system were obtained with a system delay of

approximately 230 ms from the movement performed, representing a system that

does not provide real-time audio feedback. As the position estimation algorithm in

the Soniccup system used the Zero Velocity Update (ZUPT) method to condition

intermediary velocity estimates, a push-to-make switch was used to detect periods of

zero velocity. The inclusion of the push-to-make switch in this system was the primary

reason for the large system delay for two reasons. The first, is that to validate that

an accidental change of state did not occur in the system, a filter was required and

implemented to remove momentary changes in switch state, which created a delay of

8 samples (80 ms). The second, is from the start of movement misalignment between

the acceleration and switch, and therefore, required the acceleration data to be delayed

prior to processing.

The switch chosen to create the prototype system contained many desirable

properties, including low cost, low actuation force, and the momentary activation,

however the non-negligible difference of the switch electrical distance with respect to

the total distance, was also a contributing factor to the system. The Soniccup was setup

so that the object sits flush on a surface as the switch was compressed to the total travel

distance. The total travel distance of this switch is 2 mm, whereas the electrical distance,

i.e. the distance required to change switch state, is 0.8 mm, resulting in a 1.2 mm gap

between the Soniccup lifting off the table and the switch changing state. To resolve this

issue with the same components, an adjustment to the depth of the cavity on the base of

the Soniccup, so that the switch only reaches the electrical distance when the Soniccup

sits flush on the surface, would suffice. This change would also result in the reduction of

the sample discrepancy at the start of movement, and therefore, decrease the Soniccup

system latency for position estimation. Alternatively replacing the chosen switch with

another switch with similar properties but with a smaller difference between electrical

distance and total distance (ideally <0.01 mm), would produce the same effect.
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Another large component of this system that creates delay is the need to check for

purposeful changes of switch state. For this application a design decision was made

to use the present sample and eight previous samples to identify a purposeful change

of switch state, resulting in a delay of 80 ms. Substituting the use of a push-to-make

switch with an alternative technology as a ZUPT sensor, such as a depth sensor, could

be an effective solution that requires less samples to validate purposeful changes of

state.

Establishing a setup and algorithm that can obtain position estimates with latency

less than 100 ms, would be the next goal for future developments. Beyond this, creating

an integrated system that in addition to the motion capture component, includes

signal processing, audio conversion, and audio emitting components, would allow for

a singular real-time movement sonification system to be created, where audio would

emit at the location of the hand position, without the need for an additional PC.

This type of system would have multiple benefits compared to the existing version

of the movement sonification system described in this thesis. A key benefit would be

through the improved sensory congruence of the hand for the visual, proprioceptive,

and augmented auditory sensory feedback, allowing for easier spatial and temporal

integration of the sensory information [337], and therefore, improve the quality of

movement feedback during movement [47]. Another notable benefit would be through

the reduction in different system components to commence rehabilitation, and therefore,

improve the feasibility of using this type of system as a rehabilitation tool.

KinectSon

For the KinectSon system, all movements captured showed to have high similarity with

the Vicon Nexus system, and therefore, was chosen as the movement sonification system

to progress with for Chapter 5. The results from the KinectSon system were obtained

with a delay of approximately 67 ms from the movement performed, representing a

system that generates audio feedback in real-time. However, given the low capture frame

rate of the camera (30 Hz), time derivative metrics of the obtained position resulted in

extended system latency between the movement and corresponding audio. For velocity
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this would be approximately 100 ms, and for acceleration would be approximately

133 ms. The extension to the system latency could result in perceivable audio feedback

delay in users, which might affect the acceptability and efficacy of the system as a

rehabilitation tool. With the assumption that position is the physical dimension of

interest for sonification, the results presented in Section 4.7 provide a good indication

that the position obtained can be converted into the auditory domain in real-time,

and be interpretable as movement feedback by the movement performer, due to the

low magnitude and consistency of the error when compared to the Vicon Nexus

system. However, a separate study to evaluate audio feedback acceptability through

the KinectSon is still required, given the novelty of the system.

The current version of the KinectSon system uses the Azure Kinect Body Tracking

SDK to extract hand position of movement performers. Currently this technology

attempts to identify anatomical landmarks of the whole body, through a skeleton-based

model, resulting in unstable measurements of the hand in scenarios where sections of

the body are occluded (for example when a person is seated at a desk (RQ8)). In the

work presented, the impact of the occlusion was mitigated through either maximising

the view of the legs through careful positioning of the camera, or through using the desk

to completely occlude the lower body from the camera. In scenarios when the lower

body was in view, movements in the lower body affected the mapped body pose, which

may have been a component in the estimation of the hand position. As such, future

work to develop the KinectSon system for the application of upper limb rehabilitation,

would be to use a different CV model to estimate the anatomical landmarks of upper-

body exclusively, in real-time. An example of such a model has been created by Tsai et

al. [338] with depth images, as such the use of this type of model along with an Azure

Kinect camera could be an improved method of capturing upper limb movements.

An additional limitation of using this system is the required hardware needed to

run the technology at 30 Hz, which includes the need of a PC hosting a powerful GPU.

The total cost of acquiring these components, therefore, would be a barrier to most of

the general public (RQ8). To ensure that such a system is affordable and accessible,
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future work would be to develop a system that retains the competency of the current

system in an accessible technology such as a smart phone.

Comparison Study

A Vicon Nexus system was used to compare the performance of the Soniccup and

KinectSon systems with respect to their position estimates. Motion capture of reaching

movements at various speeds were obtained and the shape of the position estimates from

these systems were compared. As parameter mapping sonification is a linear process,

the similarity of position estimates shape is an indicator that the corresponding audio

output would be the same, as such comparison of the audio output was not necessary

to evaluate the performance of the systems.

The variance in speed of the movements performed were a necessity to represent

the variety in speed of the upper limb movements typically performed by paretic stroke

survivors. From the performed movements of a volunteer without movement disability,

the data shows three groups of data as segmented by their peak speed, where the main

discriminant between the Soniccup and KinectSon systems is shown in the movements

performed at slow speed. From the result obtained there is a clear difference in the

Soniccup performance between the normal and slow speed movements, however a gap

in the data emerges around the 500 mm/s movement speed region, which limits the

identification of a boundary between good and poor performance for the Soniccup

system. Future versions of this type of study could use a visual guide to dictate the

desired movement speed, and therefore, avoid gaps in the data. As mentioned, the

performance of the Soniccup system is likely to be affected by movement duration and

therefore, length of time between ZUPT activations, this metric was assumed to be

inline with the performed movement speed, given that the range of movement for the

performer was also assumed to be constant, and as such visual displays of the similarity

metrics with respect to movement duration were not required.
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6.3 Agency Study

To validate if users could obtain interpretable movement-based feedback from the

KinectSon system, Chapter 5 reports an agency study to evaluate whether users with

and without movement deficits associated their reaching movements to the sounds

generated through the KinectSon system. Existing agency studies typically use time-

based methods to implicitly measure SoA. These methods are generally preferred to

methods that explicitly measure SoA, as agency measurements seem to depend on the

methodology used [339], and explicit measures corresponding to JoA measurements,

are at increased risk of influence by factors outside of the methodology, for example

participants adjusting their reported scores as dependent on an ulterior motive.

However, as the intention of this study was to evaluate the suitability of the audio

output of the KinectSon system, and the output of the KinectSon system is continuous

auditory stimuli, using a time-based method was not feasible. An alternative implicit

method could use sensory attenuation, a phenomenon where voluntarily actions incurs

a reduced intensity in stimulation feedback. For sensory attenuation of the auditory

domain, a voluntary action would result in reduced loudness, hence the reduced loudness

of the auditory stimuli would signpost to SoA. However, existing studies that combined

sensory attenuation with auditory stimuli used auditory tones triggered through button

presses [340–342], and an existing study that examines sensory attenuation through

the use of continuous auditory feedback is currently absent. In theory, creating such a

study would be feasible with a real-time movement sonification system, provided that

the pitch-loudness inequality is addressed for the full range of audio notes [343]. Given

the complexity of producing audio in such a way, a choice was taken to use an explicit

method of obtaining SoA measurements, through asking the participant to report scores

with their perceived association of the movement performed and sound heard.

The methodology presented is the first agency study to use pitch-modulated

audio feedback as an independent variable. Results of this study indicated that users

of the system were able to dissociate their movements with modulated sonification

configurations that added a pitch-modulation component to the sonification output
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generated, were able to associate their movements with an unmodulated sonification

configuration. These findings imply that the audio feedback generated through the

system was interpretable by users, as determined by the difference in reported agency

scores between the unmodulated and modulated sonification configurations. The

findings also imply that the KinectSon system can be used by people with upper limb

impairment to perform reaching movements and receive real-time audio feedback, in a

laboratory environment (RQ10).

The variation in movement sonification mapping in the literature has presented

difficulties in ascertaining types of suitable sonification configurations for movement

feedback. The findings of this study indicate that mapping hand position to audio

pitch, and emitting sound only during movement, is a suitable configuration for those

with and without upper limb movement deficits. However, identifying the most effective

audio property to communicate movement feedback, and enhance motor skill learning,

would be of great benefit to movement research. Future studies could use a similar

methodology as described in Section 5.3 with the use of different audio properties

(for example loudness, spatial, temporal) and variations of these audio properties, to

identify the property that shows the clearest movement association/dissociation for the

participants for the same severity of variation.

For this study, the ARAT was chosen to measure the upper limb functional capacity

of the stroke survivors with self-reported upper limb impairment. For the recruited

participants, the ARAT scores ranged from 16, indicating moderate-severe impairment

in the upper limb, to 57 indicating a lack of impairment in the upper limb. All of the

participants were able to perform extension and retraction movements independently

throughout the study, however, this may not be the case for other people with moderate-

severe impairment as measured through the ARAT. As part of the ARAT assessment,

many of the tasks involved picking up and placing objects and as such requiring the

use of their fine motor skills (i.e. finger movements, grasping, etc.) in addition to their

gross motor skills to perform the actions. As such, some participants in this study had

higher quality reaching extension and retraction movements than their ARAT score

would suggest. One example can be seen with a participant in this study with an ARAT
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score of 20, indicating moderate-severe impairment, who was able to strongly dissociate

their movements with the modulated sonification configurations, in part due to their

reaching movement kinematics being comparable to another participant with an ARAT

score of 54. Other hemiparetic stroke survivors with similar ARAT scores could have

lower quality reaching movements which may translate to increased difficulty in using

the KinectSon system. Future studies could therefore, measure and display the gross

movement subset of the ARAT in combination with subsets from alternative clinical

assessments such as the upper extremity section of the Fugl-Meyer Assessment [84], to

present a more comprehensive measure of upper limb gross motor skill capacity and

present a better representation of the gross motor skill capability of each participant.

The results of this study was obtained with minimal training periods for the

participants. Each participant was given two opportunities to practice reaching

movements, one with the unmodulated sonification configuration, and the other

with the most severe modulation of the sonification configurations. In each case,

participants were encouraged to perform multiple reaching actions and observe the

sound created, with each training period lasting less than one minute per configuration.

The results therefore, must be considered in context of the small training period in this

methodology, and it may be the case that stronger association/dissociation would be

observed with participants after an extensive training period.

Within the reported scores from the different participants, a general trend can be

identified with the strongest association of agency obtained with the known sonification

configuration, with a decline in scores as the amplitude of the pitch-modulation

component increased. Most saliently for the volunteers with deficits in the upper limb,

certain groups of participants were able to associate/dissociate their movements to a

stronger effect relative to the other participants. As reaching movements were used

as an input to the system, one theory for this observation is that high consistency of

the performed reaching movements presented consistent audio feedback, and therefore,

alterations in the sonification configuration were perceived more saliently to these

participants, then they did to other participants that performed movements with higher

variability. This theory would extend to suggest that extended training periods to
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understand how the movement variability affected the audio output, would create

a stronger association/dissociation of the audio feedback for the other participants.

An alternative theory is that these participants have enhanced auditory processing

capabilities, likely as a result of their music education [344], and so were able to

identify differences in audio strategy much easier than other participants, resulting

in a stronger change in association/dissociation with the audio feedback. As musical

competence is likely to be a factor for studies involving movement sonification, future

studies should incorporate a musical competence assessment, such as The Musical Ear

Test, as described through Wallentin et al. [345], in addition to the MoCA and the

ARAT (or equivalent assessment for upper limb functionality).

As reported in the study results, some participants did not report a strong difference

in JoA scores between the different categories, therefore, testing these theories would

aid in identifying stroke survivors that are most likely and least likely to receive

benefit from the inclusion of real-time movement sonification as a rehabilitation

tool. A limitation of this study therefore, is that the mechanisms behind the inter-

participant differences are not identifiable through this study. To address this limitation,

changes to the study protocol through a refined eligibility criteria list, and through

additions/improvements to the baseline assessments used, would be recommended

for future movement sonification studies. Along with the addition of the musical

competency assessment and amendment to the assessment used for upper limb motor

competency, as stated above, other recommended changes would be for eligibility

clarification, for example ‘Severe balance issues’ could be replaced with ‘Inability to

sit upright at rest’ to clarify the need for the participant maintain balance with a

seated position, as opposed to balance throughout walking.

6.4 General Discussion

The aspirations of this project, of which this work contributes towards, is to conduct

and complete a large-scale RCT study that uses movement sonification as an audio

based upper limb rehabilitation tool, to evaluate effectiveness. In preparation for

this type of study, identifying study feasibility, system acceptability, and intervention
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efficacy, are all important components to predict intervention effectiveness. A current

limitation for a large-scale study is the feasibility of obtaining many systems to give to

many participants. A commercial system to provide real-time movement sonification

for movements involving gross motor skills is currently absent and the challenge for

researchers therefore, is in creating a suitable system for their intended application.

The difficulty of the challenge increases when considering the need for decisions based

on evidence of efficacy/effectiveness, and increases further when considering the need for

such a system to be environmentally versatile (for example laboratory and home-based

environments).

As reviewed in Chapter 3 many systems have been created for a variety of

applications such as upper limb rehabilitation, gait rehabilitation, and sport. On one

hand, the observation that many researchers have used movement sonification as a

method of obtaining real-time audio feedback, reporting positive effects, indicates that

there is potential with using this technology for upper limb rehabilitation. On the other

hand, the broad range of components used to create a system, and a lack of consensus

on chosen components, indicates that a one-size-fits-all solution does not exist, and that

research has not come to any conclusions on the best system(s) to create.

Ideally, creating a low cost system using sensors that are widely available would

allow for mass production of a movement sonification system design, and as a result

increases the feasibility of implementing large scale studies to investigate the effect of

movement sonification as a rehabilitation tool. In principle, this could be achieved

through using inertial sensors without many limitations, given their availability in

devices such as smart phones. However, a question remains as to the type of movement

data that is most useful for movement performers when converting to concurrent

audio feedback. Although an efficacy-based answer was not obtained, as part of the

results presented in Chapter 3, the majority of projects made use of position, velocity,

acceleration, and/or orientation. As inertial sensors include a gyroscope, orientation

can be obtained readily, and signal processing from raw angular velocity, to gravity-free

orientation is described extensively in the literature [262]. The challenge therefore, is
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how to extract accurate velocity and position data, from acceleration data, considering

the attached integration error.

The findings of Chapter 4, Sections 4.3 and 4.7 indicate that it is possible to

condition acceleration data, using Kalman filters and the ZUPT methodology, to

create position estimates that represent the performed movement through translation

to the audio domain. It may also be possible to achieve this in real-time, given a

suitable method of identifying periods of zero velocity. However, to effectively obtain

position estimates through the ZUPT method, regular zero velocity markers are

required, which would be viable for repetitive pickup and placement exercises. If the

duration of movement extends beyond a second, then performance of the system will

decline resulting in output substantially affected by error. In context of movement

rehabilitation, not every movement will consist of zero velocity periods (for example

rotational movement), as such this methodology has limitations in representing certain

types of movement. In context of movement metrology, the reported results show a

discrepancy in distance between the estimated position and the measured position

from the Vicon system, as such this system in its current version would not be suitable

for applications that require high accuracy of the reaching movements performed.

To summarise, obtaining accurate position estimates through acceleration in

real-time remains aspirational. With the aim of obtaining position estimates of a

forward reaching action, position estimates obtained from the Soniccup system only

represent the movements performed to some capacity if the movement duration for

each extension/retraction movement is below a second. However, the creation of the

Soniccup, along with the reported performance of movements of short durations, is a

progressive step towards creating an appropriate system for large scale studies involving

movement sonification. The system is able to output position estimates online using

accelerometer measurements from a single IMU sensor, with approx. 230 ms of delay

from movement to audio, explainable in part by the choice of the ZUPT sensor, and as

such the methodology to achieve these results is a contribution to the literature. Further

development to this type of system, including an alteration in ZUPT sensor used,
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decreasing system latency, further signal conditioning to improve position estimates,

are warranted prior to testing for acceptability, feasibility and efficacy.

The use of markerless CV technologies is likely to be a faster way to obtain accurate

movement kinematics for movement sonification. Commercial packages that include

hardware and CV algorithms for markerless motion capture have been available for

some time. An example is with the Microsoft Kinect camera for Xbox, a commonly

chosen technology with researchers, that was acquired and repurposed from its original

conception in the entertainment industry. The production of the technology has since

ended, and replaced with a new version, the Azure Kinect. Comparisons of this

technology to its predecessors have shown mixed results, on the one hand Tölgyessy et

al. [117] reported an improvement in repeatability measures, and Albert et al. [297]

reported increased accuracy of motion capture of the feet in a gait analysis study,

however, the latter publication also highlighted decreased accuracy in the motion

capture of the upper extremities. Even with these reported results, the choice of

selecting the Azure Kinect package as the motion capture system for a second

movement sonification system, the KinectSon, was justifiable given the known use of the

technology, and the tracking capability. The findings of Chapter 4, Sections 4.5 and 4.7

indicate that position measurements from this technology are able to represent the

reaching movements performed, regardless of the speed or duration of the movement.

As important as these results are for movement sonification development, the cost to

produce multiple versions of this type of system is infeasible considering the cost of the

technology and the necessary hardware to run the technology at 30 Hz. Therefore, a

challenge remains to reproduce the same technology capabilities of the Azure Kinect in

a system without the high acquisition cost, and preferably with a CV model tailored

to the application of upper limb rehabilitation. As such the current system would not

be suitable for large-scale studies, but may be useful to determine system acceptability,

which would form a basis for future development.

Establishing acceptability of the system would be a key marker for creating a

movement sonification based rehabilitation intervention. Although the motion capture

and data processing elements of the movement sonification system may alter as
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dependent on the choices of the next system design, the audio conversion and display

are largely independent from this alteration and can be evaluated with the current

KinectSon system. Acceptability studies can involve qualitative methods to engage with

the intended audience and extract data pertaining to the research questions of interest.

With upper limb rehabilitation, a study involving a user-centred design approach with

clinicians, therapists, and hemiparetic users, is recommended. One study could involve

using the KinectSon to enable augmented audio feedback during movement practice,

whilst feedback could be obtained through direct questioning and through methods

such as the think-aloud protocol [346], to obtain perspectives on system usability and

to mould design requirements for future iterations of the system.

Prior to this type of engagement with users, a study was completed to evaluate

the KinectSon system as a HCI, through a quantitative methodology to evaluate the

SoA experienced by users of the system, which is inline with the literature of SoA

studies. The methodology presented in Chapter 5, Section 5.3 is the first type of agency

study to use audio quality as an independent variable. For this study methodology,

the sonification configurations were varied by the addition of a pitch modulation

component, with an amplitude as dictated by the variable group assigned, which altered

the audio note played to the movement performer. The choice of amplitude in the

most severe category was made in aim so that individuals with relatively low auditory

processing skills could identify the difference between the most extreme versions of the

independent variables. Two other categories were created with amplitude values of the

pitch modulation component between the extreme categories to obtain additional data

on the sensitivity to change in the JoA scores compared to the severity of the change

in the modified notes.

The results of this study, shown first through participants without arm impairment,

indicate that the alterations in the audio notes by the pitch modulation component

were perceived and interpreted as an effect outside of their control, resulting in a

decline in the reported score JoA that correlated with the increase in the amplitude

of the pitch modulation. The findings from this group of participants indicate that the

selection of pitch-modulation amplitude and triangular-wave shape, provided enough
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of an alteration for the majority of participants to dissociate their movements with the

sound, but not enough alteration that the results showed a binary-type plot for any of

the participants.

The findings of participants with arm impairment showed that some participants

were able to identify all of the pitch-modulated trials with ease, whilst others were

unable to. Evidently, factors related to each participant have impacted the results

obtained in this study, and more studies are required to identify the most impactful

mechanisms underlying the variance of these results. A proposed factor is musical

competence, Bianchi et al. [347] described a pitch discrimination study and showed

that participants with years of formal musical training were able to identify changes in

pitch more precisely than those without musical training. With the assumption that the

inclusion of formal musical training leads to increased musical competence, a question

remains on if there is a link between SoA of an audiomotor HCI technology, and musical

competence.

Aside from testing system acceptability, creation of a suitable intervention using a

movement sonification system is necessary prior to studies that investigate effect. For

the application of upper limb rehabilitation, notable aspects of creating an effective

rehabilitation intervention would include varied movement practice to improve ADL

function, participant motivation, and avoiding the guidance effect.

For the work described in this thesis, the movements performed were forward

reaching actions. As the movement action can be represented through travel of

one axis, this was judged as a suitable movement to begin work on sonification.

However, movement practice for rehabilitation encompasses a variety of different

movements to elicit functional improvement, as such, audio translation for these

different movements would need to be considered prior to large scale studies. For the

sonification configuration used in this thesis, the expected output corresponds to a

linear increase in audio pitch as the movement performer extended their arm, whilst

the opposite occurred as the movement performer retracted their arm. The results from

the described agency study provides evidence that this audio strategy is suitable for
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forward reaching actions. However, the effect of using this sonification strategy on other

movements can not be extrapolated from the results of this study alone.

Design of an audio strategy for different movements would require research in

the literature to identify suitable strategies, and testing of strategies if necessary.

Ideally, the strategies for different movements can be integrated together to form

an augmented auditory environment where movements are communicated through

audio feedback that is intuitive through play. An aspiration for movement sonification

designers therefore, is to create a standardised evidence-based sonification strategy

guideline. A pathway to creating such a guideline could be achieved through studies

similar to Vinken et al. [186], who investigated whether naive participants could

identify upper limb movements based on the audio feedback produced through different

amounts of combinations of sonification components, therefore, investigating the effect

of sonification dimensionality. In this study the following sonification components

were used: (i) cranial/caudal direction was mapped to audio pitch, (ii) medial/lateral

direction was mapped to stereo panning, (iii) anterior/posterior direction was mapped

to spectral composition, and (iv) absolute velocity of movement was set to loudness.

The findings of this study indicated that identification rates were not related to the

dimensionality of the sonification configuration, and the use of (iv) with either (i), (ii),

or (iii) was sufficient enough to display different types of movement, i.e. slow rotational

movements from fast reciprocal movements. Although the findings of this study indicate

that participants were able to discriminate different actions based on the generated

sound, significant effects of parameter mapping combinations were not found within

this study. As such further studies could use a similar methodology with different audio

strategies, and compare with these results, to identify if there are strategies that are

particularly suitable/unsuitable as audio feedback.

The creation of an acceptable audio strategy, along with the creation of a

feasible movement sonification system, will affect participant motivation to complete

a rehabilitation programme using movement sonification. Recent studies shows the

difficulty in retaining participants for long term studies. Raglio et al. [99] described

a study that originally recruited 65 participants for a RCT involving movement
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sonification, and included a retention assessment one month post intervention, of

which 29 participants completed, showing that 55.4% of participant dropped out of the

study. Hankinson et al. [348] presented a relatively smaller study, primarily involving

Rhythmic Auditory Cuing (RAC) and detailed the limited adherence to an intervention

involving an inertial sensor-based movement sonification system. In this study, one

participant declined to engage with the intervention post consent whilst two others had

issues with shortages of trained clinicians to implement the intervention. Participants

in this study were cited to enjoy the music elicited through the movement sonification

system, but were bored of the repetitive movements that they had to perform. Given

that the participants were asked to perform 20 minutes a day, three days a week in

this study and current guidelines for motor rehabilitation recommend therapy for at

least three hours per day, five days per week [13], providing motivation to perform

movements for the recommended amount of time will be a challenge for researchers to

address, even with augmented audio feedback.

The use of parameter-mapping in real-time movement sonification as a method of

providing concurrent audio feedback on movement has been highlighted for its potential

in human motor skill learning in this thesis. The rehabilitation pitfall of using this type

of technology however, comes with the guidance hypothesis [349]. Sigrist et al. [350]

describes that task learning involves integration of optimal sources of information,

and as the created audio feedback is designed to be an extrinsic optimal source,

this can override the use of suboptimal intrinsic sources. This can result in improved

performance with the guidance of the augmented audio feedback, and then decreased

performance in the absence of the guided feedback. As the intended application is

to create a rehabilitation tool, as opposed to a sensory neuroprosthesis, creators of an

intervention using concurrent audio feedback need to consider the regularity of feedback

within the intervention. Furthermore retention studies post-intervention are a necessity

for studies of rehabilitation effect, considering the possible effect of guidance.
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6.5 Conclusions

Audio-based techniques show potential for upper limb sensorimotor rehabilitation, with

real-time movement sonification identified as a feasible method of generating augmented

audio feedback on the movements performed. As real-time movement sonification

systems for upper limb movements are not commercially available, the thesis presents

work to begin the process of creating an effective system and therefore, meets the

primary aim of the work as detailed in Section 1.3. Beyond the review of the most

relevant literature, a review of the systems used was completed, highlighting the

components used in each system, along with a description of the components used in

these systems. The work progresses from the review, to show the creation and testing

of two systems, the Soniccup and KinectSon systems. The Soniccup, using inertial

sensor technology, was shown to obtain position estimates with good correlation to

the measured position from a Vicon Nexus system, for movements with a duration

up to one second, but was also shown to have poor performance for movements

of longer duration, and operated with a system latency beyond that of real-time

perception. The KinectSon, using markerless computer vision technology, obtained

position measurements with strong correlation to the corresponding measurements

obtained from the Vicon Nexus system, and operated within real-time perception.

Subsequent to the comparison study, an agency study was completed with volunteers

with and without arm impairment, as part of an evaluation of the feedback generated

through the system. The findings from this study are that participants were able to

dissociate their movements with pitch-modulated variants of a sonification configuration

that involved hand position to audio pitch, but were able to associate their movements

with an unmodulated version of the sonification configuration. Future work would look

to extend from the findings in this thesis, to develop a feasible and acceptable real-time

movement sonification system, create an effective intervention based on the created

system, and conduct a large scale RCT study to evaluate effectiveness of real-time

audio feedback for upper limb rehabilitation for stroke survivors.
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6.5.1 Recommendations

Further to the work described in this thesis, the following is a list of recommendations

for future work:

• Continued development towards a real-time movement sonification system that

can be operated through a ubiquitous camera-based technology, such as a smart

phone;

– This may include the development and inclusion of an upper body exclusive

body tracking program;

• Continued development towards a real-time movement sonification system that

obtains position estimates from linear acceleration obtained through a single IMU,

with the aim of improving performance for slow and long duration movements;

– This may include a new approach to detecting zero velocity updates through

an alternative sensor;

– This may include improvements to the signal conditioning approach

described with the Soniccup;

• Proceed to studies that further apply movement sonification systems to assess

acceptability, feasibility, efficacy, and effectiveness;

– This may include studies that compare different sonification configurations

to identify strong candidates for audio feedback;

– This may include an investigation to identify users that are most likely

to benefit from augmented audio feedback incorporated into movement

practice;

• Consultation with end users to obtain preferences of use, mechanisms of interest,

and explore opportunities to integrate movement sonification into their practice.
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Appendix A

Implementation

A.1 Soniccup

A.1.1 DPDT Switch

Make: C & K Momentary Push Button Switch, Through Hole, DPDT, 32V dc

A.1.2 Soniccup 3D Model

Table A.1: Dimensions of Soniccup - Component 1.

Component Dimension Magnitude (mm)

Handle
Inner radius 10.00
Outer radius 15.00
Height 100.00

Base

Bottom outer radius 40.00
Bottom inner radius 35.00
Top outer radius 15.00
Top inner radius 10.00
Height 25.00

Bowl
Top radius 50.00
Bottom radius 10.00
Height 25.00
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Table A.2: Dimensions of Soniccup - Component 2.

Component Dimension Magnitude (mm)

Base
Radius 40.00
Height 4.00

Cylinder
Radius 10.00
Height 17.74

Cavity

Width 10.00
Length 10.55
Height 15.84

Switch Leg Insert

Radius 1.00
Height 4.50
Position [3.00,2.50]
Coordinates [-3.00,2.50]
[Length,Width] [-3.00,-2.50]

[3.00,-2.50]

A.2 Kalman Filter

A.2.1 Kalman Filter 1

The following matrices describe the composition of the first Kalman filter used as part

of the Soniccup signal conditioning process that receives raw earth acceleration from

the NGIMU and outputs an estimated velocity plot, which is then edited.

Q “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

2.5e´9 5.0e´7 5.0e´5 0 0 0 0 0 0

5.0e´7 1.0e´4 1.0e´2 0 0 0 0 0 0

5.0e´5 1.0e´2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 2.5e´9 5.0e´7 5.0e´5 0 0 0

0 0 0 5.0e´7 1.0e´4 1.0e´2 0 0 0

0 0 0 5.0e´5 1.0e´2 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 2.5e´9 5.0e´7 5.0e´5

0 0 0 0 0 0 5.0e´7 1.0e´4 1.0e´2

0 0 0 0 0 0 5.0e´5 1.0e´2 1

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

(A.1)
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H “

»

—

—

—

–

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

(A.2)

F “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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—
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1 δt 0.5 ˚ pδtq2 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 δt 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 δt 0.5 ˚ pδtq2 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 δt 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 δt 0.5 ˚ pδtq2
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(A.3)

R “

»

—

—

—
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2 0 0

0 2 0

0 0 2

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

(A.4)
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—
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—
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—
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—
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1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

fi

ffi
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ffi
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(A.5)

X “

”

x 9x :x y 9y :y z 9z :z
ı

(A.6)

where X = state mean, P = state covariance, Q = process covariance, F = state

transition function, H = measurement function.
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A.2.2 Kalman Filter 2

The following matrices describe the composition of the first Kalman filter used as part

of the Soniccup signal conditioning process that receives raw earth acceleration from

the NGIMU and outputs an estimated velocity plot, which is then edited.

Q “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

2.5e´9 5.0e´7 5.0e´5 0 0 0 0 0 0

5.0e´7 1.0e´4 1.0e´2 0 0 0 0 0 0

5.0e´5 1.0e´2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 2.5e´9 5.0e´7 5.0e´5 0 0 0

0 0 0 5.0e´7 1.0e´4 1.0e´2 0 0 0

0 0 0 5.0e´5 1.0e´2 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 2.5e´9 5.0e´7 5.0e´5

0 0 0 0 0 0 5.0e´7 1.0e´4 1.0e´2

0 0 0 0 0 0 5.0e´5 1.0e´2 1

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
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0 0 0 0 1 δt 0 0 0
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(A.9)
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(A.11)

X “

”

x 9x :x y 9y :y z 9z :z
ı

(A.12)

where X = state mean, P = state covariance, Q = process covariance, F = state

transition function, H = measurement function.
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A.3 Azure Kinect Camera Settings

The following settings were used with the Azure Kinect camera throughout the work

described in this thesis.

Table A.3: Azure Kinect Camera Settings.

Depth Mode Near Field of View Unbinned

Colour Resolution 720 p

Frame Rate 30 Hz

The following variables were used with the KinectSon associated low pass filter.

Table A.4: Properties of Low Pass Filter.

Order 5

Cutoff Frequency 1 Hz

Width 2 samples

Window Hamming

Sample Frequency 30 Hz

A.4 Pyo Sonification Settings

The following sonification configuration settings were used throughout this thesis.

Table A.5: Properties of generated audio note, f denotes the output from Equation 4.23.

Envelope

Attack Time = 0.01 s
Decay Time = 0.01 s
Sustain Time = 0.1 s
Release Time = 0.01 s
Duration Time = 0.13 s

Waveform Generator SawTable Order = 8

Audio Output
Signal Frequency f, 1.005 ¨ f
PLAY Current Note ‰ Previous Note
STOP Current Note = Previous Note
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The place of useful learning 

The University of Strathclyde is a charitable body, registered in Scotland, number SC015263 

 

Ethics Application Form 

Please answer all questions 

1. Title of the investigation 

A feasibility study on new movement sonification systems for rehabilitating the upper limb hemiparesis in 

stroke survivors. 

Please state the title on the PIS and Consent Form, if different: 

 

A feasibility study on new audio-feedback movement systems for rehabilitating the arm movements of stroke 

survivors.  

 

2. Chief Investigator (must be at least a Grade 7 member of staff or equivalent) 

Name: Madeleine Grealy 

 Professor 

 Reader 

 Senior Lecturer 

 Lecturer 

 Senior Teaching Fellow 

 Teaching Fellow 

Department: School of Psychological Science and Health 

Telephone:   +44 (0)141 548 4885 

E-mail:          m.grealy@strath.ac.uk 

 

3. Other Strathclyde investigator(s) 

Name: Thomas Nown 

Status (e.g. lecturer, post-/undergraduate): EngD Student 

Department:  Department of Biomedical Engineering 

Telephone:    07519745527 

E-mail:          thomas.nown@strath.ac.uk 

Name: Dr Christos Tachtatzis 

Status (e.g. lecturer, post-/undergraduate): Reader 

Department:  Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering 

Telephone:   01415482625   

E-mail:          christos.tachtatzis@strath.ac.uk 

Name: Dr Andrew Kerr 

Status (e.g. lecturer, post-/undergraduate): Senior Lecturer 

Department:  Department of Biomedical Engineering 

OFFICE USE ONLY 

UECREF 

Date 

Paper   
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Telephone:    01415482855  

E-mail:          a.kerr@strath.ac.uk 

Name: Prof Ivan Andonovic 

Status (e.g. lecturer, post-/undergraduate): Professor 

Department:  Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering 

Telephone:    01415482537  

E-mail:          i.andonovic@strath.ac.uk 

 

4. Non-Strathclyde collaborating investigator(s) (where applicable) 

Name:       

Status (e.g. lecturer, post-/undergraduate):        

Department/Institution:        

If student(s), name of supervisor:        

Telephone:            

E-mail:                 

Please provide details for all investigators involved in the study:        

 

5. Overseas Supervisor(s) (where applicable) 

Name(s):       

Status:       

Department/Institution:       

Telephone:          

Email:                  

I can confirm that the local supervisor has obtained a copy of the Code of Practice: Yes      No  

Please provide details for all supervisors involved in the study:       

 

6. Location of the investigation 

At what place(s) will the investigation be conducted? 

WC109, Wolfson Centre, University of Strathclyde, 106 Rottenrow East, Glasgow, G4 0NW 

If this is not on University of Strathclyde premises, how have you satisfied yourself that adequate Health and 

Safety arrangements are in place to prevent injury or harm? 

 

 

7. Duration of the investigation  

Duration(years/months):       0 years, 5 months 
 
Start date (expected):            01/02/2023      Completion date (expected):   01/07/2023 
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8. Sponsor  

Please note that this is not the funder; refer to Section C and Annexes 1 and 3 of the Code of Practice for a 

definition and the key responsibilities of the sponsor. 

Will the sponsor be the University of Strathclyde: Yes      No  

If not, please specify who is the sponsor:        

 

9. Funding body or proposed funding body (if applicable) 

Name of funding body:       

Status of proposal – if seeking funding (please click appropriate box): 

 In preparation 

 Submitted 

 Accepted 

Date of submission of proposal:       /      /                 Date of start of funding:       /      /      

 

10. Ethical issues 

Describe the main ethical issues and how you propose to address them: 

1. Highlighting movement deficits. The device we are creating will convert a person’s movement into a 

sound so that they can hear their movement in real-time. For stroke survivors with movement problems 

providing this type of feedback may emphasize the nature of their deficit and they may find this distressing. In 

order to minimise this, we will only ask participants to perform movements they are comfortable with and that 

they can perform with relative ease.  

2. Raising expectations. As the goal of this project is to develop a device that can be used in rehabilitation it 

is possible that some stroke survivors may hope that participating in this feasibility study may provide some 

therapeutic benefit to them. In order to minimise this we will ensure that the participant is fully aware of why 

the trial is taking place, and what to expect, it will be clarified to the volunteer (prior to and, after giving 

consent) which stage of development this system is at, and what the purpose of the investigation is. This will 

provide transparency to the participant as to why the study is taking place. 

3. Participants may feel obliged to contribute to the study. To avoid participants feeling like they are 

trapped in the study or are forced to do something they are not comfortable with, it will be reassured that the 

participation is voluntary, and they can withdraw from the study at any point.  

4. Participants may experience fatigue during the session. If this occurs, we will encourage them to rest. 

If a participant feels unwell prior to a session we will advise them not to do it, or to cancel the laboratory visit. 

Similarly, if the participant feels unwell during the session, we will advise them to stop and we will assist them 

in returning home or contact the emergency services if required. This information is on the PIS. 

5. Participants may be concerned with COVID-19 infection risk. To minimise the risk of COVID-19 

transmission, in addition to the existing guidelines enforced by the university, the participation environment 

will be disinfected and wiped down before and after each participation session. Participants will be made 

aware of the steps taken to ensure their safety, and if they are uncomfortable with the steps taken, they are 

reminded that there is no obligation to contribute to the study. A further point that we have considered is the 

anonymity of the data collected. We will make it clear to participants that we will keep personal data such as 

their name and email address in a password protected file for the duration of the investigation so that we can 

contact them if the need arises, but this will be deleted at the end of the study. We will also inform them that 

they will be given a participant number, and this will be used on all study files that will allow us to trace their 

data in case they wish to withdraw from the study. This information is on the PIS. Establishing a secure 
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method of data capture and data storage will stop participant’s contact details being given to other 

companies/institutions without their consent.  

 

11. Objectives of investigation (including the academic rationale and justification for the 

investigation) Please use plain English. 

A stroke is a serious life-threatening medical condition that occurs when the blood supply to part of the brain 

is cut off. Approximately 70% of stroke survivors are left with movement problems and whilst approximately 

60% of them regain walking ability, only approximately 5% regain full arm function. The arm and hand 

movement deficit that stroke survivors experience interfere with their ability to carry out essential, everyday 

tasks, reducing independence and quality of life.   

Beyond the primary source of care, stroke survivors will require additional physiotherapy sessions to continue 

their rehabilitation. Currently movement feedback in physiotherapy sessions are limited to real-time verbal 

feedback from the physiotherapist or recorded video feedback. Both types of feedback have limitations in 

communicating to a stroke survivor about their movements. Video feedback provides a rich level of 

information from the angle captured of the movements, however for the user to obtain this feedback, their 

attention must be shifted away from the action being performed. Verbal feedback from the physiotherapist 

would be less rich in terms of information, but alternatively the stroke survivor’s attention could remain on the 

action being performed.  

To retain a rich level of information for feedback, and to not shift attention away from the user’s actions, new 

feedback systems are being developed that makes use of sonification, to emit auditory feedback to the users. 

This system converts a person’s movement pattern into a sound so that auditory feedback about their 

movement is generated in real-time.  At this stage in academic research, several types of movement 

sonification systems have been developed in different institutions, however, there isn’t a consensus on how 

best to map different movement parameters (e.g. position, velocity, smoothness) to different musical 

parameters (e.g. pitch, volume, instrument).  

The new systems will use either low-cost sensors and a switch integrated into a 3D printed object shaped like 

a saucer glass – of which we’ve termed ‘Sonicup’, or a camera-based technology called Azure Kinect, to 

obtain movement data from the hand of the user and transmit data to a smart device, which converts and 

plays sound during its use. The objectives of this study are therefore:     

- To verify that the newly developed motion tracking systems, Sonicup and Azure Kinect, produces 

similar positional/velocity/acceleration data to a gold-standard movement tracking system from Vicon. 

- To investigate the result of different sonification (converting data into sound) algorithms on 

movements exerted by people with no motor deficit and mild upper limb motor deficit.  

- To establish if it is feasible for stroke survivors to use the new system, and that it provides them with 

meaningful feedback about their movements. 

 

12. Participants 

Please detail the nature of the participants:  

 

This investigation will have several stages of progress whilst the technological system is in development. 

Phase 1 will primarily focus on the development of the audio feedback system and recruit volunteers for the 

testing and evaluation of the present system. At the earlier stages of development, the research team will 

look to recruit with no history of a diagnosed neurological condition or motor deficit.  
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Phase 2 will focus on the feasibility of the created system when used by a stroke survivor with mild upper limb 

motor deficit. Therefore, for the testing of Phase 2, the research team will look to recruit volunteers who are 

stroke survivors in the chronic stage of recovery and have mild upper limb motor deficit.  

  

Summarise the number and age (range) of each group of participants: 

Number: See section 16.      Age (range): 18-80. 

Please detail any inclusion/exclusion criteria and any further screening procedures to be used: 

Phase 1 (individuals with no history of neurological conditions): 

Inclusion criteria: 

• Understand English, and ability to follow instructions 

• ‘Normal’ range of upper limb movement in both of their upper limbs 

• Have accepted permission for access to campus, and Wolfson Building 

Exclusion criteria: 

• History of a neurological condition 

• Existing musculoskeletal condition that affects both upper limbs 

• Severe balance issues 

• Visual impairment that is not corrected by glasses/lenses  

• Auditory impairment, that prevents them from hearing the sounds generated by the system   

• Impairment of haptic sensitivity 

• Pregnant 

• Participants unable to provide consent on their own 

• Recent injurious fall without medical assessment 

 

Phase 2 (stroke survivors) 

 

Inclusion criteria: 

• A diagnosis of stroke and upper limb deficit resulting from stroke 

• Ability to follow and understand instructions in English 

 

Exclusion criteria:  

• Neurological condition other than stroke 

• Not discharged from NHS rehabilitation services 

• Electrocardiogram changes suggesting recent myocardial infarction 

• Diagnosed cardiovascular disorder 

• Extreme obesity (>159kg) 

• Suspected or known dissecting aneurysm 

• Acute infections 

• Recent injurious fall without medical assessment 

• Severe cognitive impairment (assessed using the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA)). 

• Musculoskeletal condition that effects hemiparetic upper limb (e.g. arthritis, fracture) 

• Severe balance issues 

• Pregnant 

• Participants unable to provide consent on their own 

• Time period of less than three months post-stroke 

• Visual impairment that is not corrected by glasses/lenses  

• Auditory impairment, that prevents them from hearing the sounds created by the system   

• Impairment of haptic sensitivity 

• Severity of upper-limb deficit prevents them from moving the arm without assistance 
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13. Nature of the participants  

Please note that investigations governed by the Code of Practice that involve any of the types of participants 

listed in B1(b) must be submitted to the University Ethics Committee (UEC) rather than DEC/SEC for 

approval. 

Do any of the participants fall into a category listed in Section B1(b) (participant considerations) applicable in 

this investigation?: Yes      No  

If yes, please detail which category (and submit this application to the UEC):  

v. have a physical disability or a chronic physical condition relevant to the subject of the investigation and for 

whom participation in the investigation may pose a risk to their wellbeing 

 

14. Method of recruitment 

Describe the method of recruitment (see section B4 of the Code of Practice), providing information on any 

payments, expenses or other incentives. 

 

Participants will be recruited through a variety of channels including, from a pool of volunteers available 

through the University of Strathclyde ‘Sir Jules Thorn Centre for Co-Creation of Rehabilitation Technology’, 

meetups with peer support groups and exercise classes associated with Chest, Heart and Stroke Scotland,  

emails, social media and advertisements. Social media posts will be made to various appropriately selected 

Facebook groups, including the Strathclyde Biomedical Engineering Society. Advertisements will be made to 

the local newspapers, appropriate community boards and the Chest, Heart and Stroke Scotland Website. 

Volunteers registered with the University of Strathclyde will also be sent information sheets. 

Potential participants will be contacted by their preferred method of communication, such as email or by 

phone and provided with the details of the current study. For the purposes of sending through the PIS, should 

communication be received from a phone call, the receiver will ask for the email address of the volunteer, and 

on the occasion that an email address cannot be given, the receiver will ask for the address of the volunteer.   

If a volunteer meets the inclusion and exclusion criteria, they will be provided with a consent form and asked 

to sign it. Participants from Phase 1 will not receive financial payment in exchange for their participation in the 

study. Participants from Phase 2 are entitled to a reimbursement of up to £20 for a taxi journey (each way).  

 

15. Participant consent 

Please state the groups from whom consent/assent will be sought (please refer to the Guidance Document).  

The PIS and Consent Form(s) to be used should be attached to this application form. 

Informed consent will be sought from all volunteers wishing to participate. Participants will be made aware 

that they are under no obligation to complete any of the exercises they may feel uncomfortable with. The 

research team foresees no special issues surrounding potential participant’s ability to provide informed 

consent. Any potential participants unable to provide consent for themselves will not be allowed to participate 

in the study. There are no issues surrounding children, legal guardians or the use of deception. All 

participants will have the opportunity to withdraw their data, from the date of data collection, up to one year 

from that date, if they so wish. 

 

16. Methodology 

Investigations governed by the Code of Practice which involve any of the types of projects listed in B1(a) 

must be submitted to the University Ethics Committee rather than DEC/SEC for approval.  
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Are any of the categories mentioned in the Code of Practice Section B1(a) (project considerations) applicable 

in this investigation?      Yes     No   

If ‘yes’ please detail:        

Describe the research methodology and procedure, providing a timeline of activities where possible. Please 

use plain English. 

The investigation will be an iterative process and may take any number of trials to complete, depending on 

the decisions that are made during the development progress of the technology.    

Potential participants who express interest in taking part in the study will be provided with a PIS. Those who 

then contact the research team wishing to participate will then be invited to the laboratory and the investigator 

will ask the participant to confirm that they meet the inclusion/exclusion criteria that has been detailed in the 

PIS (with exception to the MoCA assessment if applicable). Upon verbal confirmation, the investigator will 

then provide information to the participant with regards to the project, and the developing system’s status, as 

well as demonstrate the types of exercises that will be asked in the experiment and, the equipment used to 

record those movements.  

Volunteers will be given the option of providing consent on the day of visiting the laboratory or taking up to 

one week to make their decision. If consent is not given, then the volunteer would not be allowed to 

participate, and they would be thanked for their time. If consent is given later than the day of visiting the 

laboratory, then a time and date will be arranged with them to participate.  

Once the potential participant has provided consent and before the data collection stage begins, if the 

potential participant is looking to meet the criteria of Phase 2, a MoCA assessment will also be conducted to 

assess the cognitive ability of the participant. If successful, an Action Research Arm Test score will be 

obtained, to assess severity of upper limb deficit, and the experiment will progress to the next stage. If 

unsuccessful the participant will not be allowed to progress to the next stage of the experiment and will be 

thanked for their time. 

The participant will be asked to perform tasks primarily with their preferred upper limb for Phase 1, or 

primarily with their impaired upper limb for Phase 2. Calibration of the systems will be done prior to the 

investigation. The session will consist of asking the participant to complete repetitive upper-limb reaching 

movements. Up to three motion tracking systems (Sonicup, Azure Kinect, and the Vicon motion capture 

system) may operate independently in parallel, to obtain the position of the user’s movements. 

When the participant moves their arm, the sound generated through one of the systems will be played 

through speakers that are positioned in front of the participant, at an appropriate pitch and volume, the 

participant will be made aware which system is generating the sound. The data recorded through each 

system will be obtained and stored in a portable storage device.  

The final stage of the study will involve the investigator asking  the participant with about their experience of 

this system and their perception of the feedback generated, a form will be filled out by either the participant  

or by the investigator and verified with the participant.  

The duration of the study will not exceed 1 hour.    

What specific techniques will be employed and what exactly is asked of the participants?  Please identify any 

non-validated scale or measure and include any scale and measures charts as an Appendix to this 

application. Please include questionnaires, interview schedules or any other non-standardised method of data 

collection as appendices to this application.  

The session will consist of asking the participant to complete a number of movements such as:  

- Moving the object further and closer  

- Moving the object to the right and left  

- Raising and lowering the object between two surfaces 

After completion of the repetitive exercises a feedback form will be completed based on the aesthetics of the 

sounds generated and the experience of the system.  
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Where an independent reviewer is not used, then the UEC, DEC or SEC reserves the right to scrutinise the 

methodology. Has this methodology been subject to independent scrutiny?   Yes      No     

If yes, please provide the name and contact details of the independent reviewer:  

      

 

17. Previous experience of the investigator(s) with the procedures involved. Experience should 

demonstrate an ability to carry out the proposed research in accordance with the written methodology. 

Prof Madeleine Grealy has over twenty years of experience working with stroke survivors and she is an 

HCPC registered Sport and Exercise Psychologist. Dr Andrew Kerr is an experienced physiotherapist that 

currently supervises multiple projects involving the use of technology to support and optimise 

neurorehabilitation. Madeleine and Andrew will supervise and advise Thomas Nown on the most appropriate 

ways to interact with participants throughout the study. Dr Christos Tachtatzis and Prof Ivan Andonovic have 

an extensive portfolio of research involving sensor technologies and will advise Thomas Nown in the 

development of the audio feedback movement system.      

 

18. Data collection, storage and security 

How and where are data handled? Please specify whether it will be fully anonymous (i.e. the identity 

unknown even to the researchers) or pseudo-anonymised (i.e. the raw data is anonymised and given a code 

name, with the key for code names being stored in a separate location from the raw data) - if neither please 

justify. 

 

Participants will be given a study code and this will be used to store their raw data. The key for code names 

will be kept in a locked cupboard separate from the data and will only be accessible to the investigators. All 

data recorded throughout the duration of this study will be kept strictly confidential and anonymity of all 

participants will be maintained. The pseudo-anonymised data will be securely stored on password protected 

electronic devices. After a period of 1 year from data collection, the pseudo-anonymised data will become 

fully anonymous. 

Explain how and where it will be stored, who has access to it, how long it will be stored and whether it will be 

securely destroyed after use: 

 

Data obtained from the three movement capturing systems will be securely stored on password protected 

electronic devices and stored in a locked cupboard in the Technology Innovation Centre. Data obtained from 

the feedback forms will be tabulated and stored onto the same electronic device. Only members of the 

research team will have access to the research data. The data will be stored as pseudo-anonymised for a 

period of 1 year from the data being collected, after which the data will become anonymised, and will be 

stored indefinitely.     

Will anyone other than the named investigators have access to the data? Yes      No  

If ‘yes’ please explain: 

      

 

19. Potential risks or hazards 

Briefly describe the potential Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) hazards and risks associated with the 

investigation:  
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For every participant, an investigator with access to the laboratory will meet each participant at the entrance 

to the building.  

The testing laboratory in WC109 contains a variety of equipment and furniture, there is therefore risk that 

participants may hurt themselves by colliding with this equipment. All investigators will ensure that the 

laboratory is free from clutter and safe for participants to freely move around.  

As one of the primary objectives is to provide informative auditory feedback to the participant, there is a risk 

that the sound emitted from the speakers will be overwhelming in terms of amplitude and pitch, therefore prior 

to the investigation, the maximum volume and pitch will be set through the speakers to a comfortable audio 

level, even at the most extreme of scenarios.  

Due to the existing risk of COVID-19, mitigations are in place to reduce the potential spread of the virus by 

ensuring that all persons are well before entering the laboratory; participation environment is cleaned with 

disinfectant and wiped down before and after every participant session; masks are worn by investigators and 

participants upon reaching the environment; hands are sanitised by all before entering the laboratory.  

 

Please attach a completed eRisk Assessment for the research. Further Guidance on Risk Assessment and 

Form can be obtained on Occupational Health, Safety and Wellbeing’s webpages 

 

20. What method will you use to communicate the outcomes and any additional relevant details of the 

study to the participants? 

At the end of their participation, each participant will be asked if they would like their contact emails and 

addresses to remain on a mailing list through which they will receive updates on the outcomes of the study or 

studies of which they were a part of. 

 

21. How will the outcomes of the study be disseminated (e.g. will you seek to publish the results and, 

if relevant, how will you protect the identities of your participants in said dissemination)?  

Upon conclusion of Phase 2, the final system will be the primary topic for any publishing. Dissemination of the 

data obtained through the motion capture system and feedback form, will only occur if the need arises for 

validating design decisions. If such reasons for dissemination do occur, the data that will be provided will be 

anonymised.    

 

Checklist Enclosed N/A 

 

Participant Information Sheet(s) 

Consent Form(s) 

Sample questionnaire(s) 

Sample interview format(s) 

Sample advertisement(s) 

OHS Risk Assessment (S20) 

Any other documents (please specify below) 
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22. Chief Investigator and Head of Department Declaration 

Please note that unsigned applications will not be accepted and both signatures are required 

I have read the University’s Code of Practice on Investigations involving Human Beings and have completed 

this application accordingly. By signing below, I acknowledge that I am aware of and accept my responsibilities 

as Chief Investigator under Clauses 3.11 – 3.13 of the Research Governance Framework and that this 

investigation cannot proceed before all approvals required have been obtained. 

Signature of Chief Investigator   

 

 

Please also type name here: Madeleine Grealy       

I confirm I have read this application, I am happy that the study is consistent with departmental strategy, that 

the staff and/or students involved have the appropriate expertise to undertake the study and that adequate 

arrangements are in place to supervise any students that might be acting as investigators, that the study has 

access to the resources needed to conduct the proposed research successfully, and that there are no other 

departmental-specific issues relating to the study of which I am aware. 

Signature of Head of Department  

 

 

Please also type name here Dr Allan Hewitt 

Date: 19 / 11 / 2019 

 

23. Only for University sponsored projects under the remit of the DEC/SEC, with no external funding 

and no NHS involvement 

Head of Department statement on Sponsorship  

This application requires the University to sponsor the investigation. This is done by the Head of Department 

for all DEC applications with exception of those that are externally funded and those which are connected to 

the NHS (those exceptions should be submitted to R&KES). I am aware of the implications of University 

sponsorship of the investigation and have assessed this investigation with respect to sponsorship and 

management risk.  As this particular investigation is within the remit of the DEC and has no external funding 

and no NHS involvement, I agree on behalf of the University that the University is the appropriate sponsor of 

the investigation and there are no management risks posed by the investigation. 

If not applicable, tick here  

Signature of Head of Department  
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Please also type name here Dr Allan Hewitt 

Date: 19 / 11 / 2019 

For applications to the University Ethics Committee, the completed form should be sent to 

ethics@strath.ac.uk with the relevant electronic signatures. 
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24. Insurance  

The questionnaire below must be completed and included in your submission to the UEC/DEC/SEC: 

 
 

Is the proposed research an investigation or series of investigations conducted on any 

person for a Medicinal Purpose? 

Medicinal Purpose means:  

▪ treating or preventing disease or diagnosing disease or  
▪ ascertaining the existence degree of or extent of a physiological condition or  
▪ assisting with or altering in any way the process of conception or  
▪ investigating or participating in methods of contraception or  
▪ inducing anaesthesia or  
▪ otherwise preventing or interfering with the normal operation of a physiological 

function or 
▪ altering the administration of prescribed medication. 

 

No 

 
If “Yes” please go to Section A (Clinical Trials) – all questions must be completed 
If “No” please go to Section B (Public Liability) – all questions must be completed 
 

Section A (Clinical Trials) 

 

Does the proposed research involve subjects who are either: 

i. under the age of 5 years at the time of the trial; 
ii. known to be pregnant at the time of the trial 

 

No 

If “Yes” the UEC should refer to Finance 
 

Is the proposed research limited to: 

iii. Questionnaires, interviews, psychological activity including CBT;  
iv. Venepuncture (withdrawal of blood);  
v. Muscle biopsy;  
vi. Measurements or monitoring of physiological processes including scanning;  
vii. Collections of body secretions by non-invasive methods;  
viii. Intake of foods or nutrients or variation of diet (excluding administration of drugs). 

 

Yes 

If ”No” the UEC should refer to Finance 
 

Will the proposed research take place within the UK? Yes  

 If “No” the UEC should refer to Finance 
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 Title of Research  

Chief Investigator Professor Madeleine Grealy 

Sponsoring Organisation University of Strathclyde 

Does the proposed research involve: 

a) investigating or participating in methods of contraception? No 

b) assisting with or altering the process of conception? No 

c) the use of drugs? No 

d) the use of surgery (other than biopsy)? No 

e) genetic engineering? No 

f) participants under 5 years of age(other than activities i-vi above)? No 

g) participants known to be pregnant (other than activities i-vi above)? No 

h) pharmaceutical product/appliance designed or manufactured by the 
institution? 

No 

i) work outside the United Kingdom? No 

 
If “YES” to any of the questions a-i please also complete the Employee Activity Form (attached). 
If “YES” to any of the questions a-i, and this is a follow-on phase, please provide details of SUSARs on a 
separate sheet. 

If “Yes” to any of the questions a-i then the UEC/DEC/SEC should refer to Finance (insurance-
services@strath.ac.uk). 

 

Section B (Public Liability) 

Does the proposed research involve : 

a) aircraft or any aerial device No 

b) hovercraft or any water borne craft No 

c) ionising radiation No 

d) asbestos No 

e) participants under 5 years of age No 

f) participants known to be pregnant  No 

g) pharmaceutical product/appliance designed or manufactured by the 
institution? 

No 

h) work outside the United Kingdom? No 

 

If “YES” to any of the questions the UEC/DEC/SEC should refer to Finance (insurance-
services@strath.ac.uk). 
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For NHS applications only - Employee Activity Form 
 

Has NHS Indemnity been provided? Yes / No 

Are Medical Practitioners involved in the project? Yes / No 

If YES, will Medical Practitioners be covered by the MDU or other body? Yes / No 

 
This section aims to identify the staff involved, their employment contract and the extent of their involvement in 
the research (in some cases it may be more appropriate to refer to a group of persons rather than individuals). 
 

Chief Investigator 

Name Employer NHS Honorary 

Contract? 

  Yes / No 

Others 

Name Employer NHS Honorary 

Contract? 

  Yes / No 

  Yes / No 

  Yes / No 

  Yes / No 

 
Please provide any further relevant information here: 
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